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Foreword

"Archaeology is the search for facts, not truth. If it’s truth you’re looking for, Dr. Tyree’s philosophy class is right down the hall." This quote from Steven Spielberg’s film "Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade" could well summarise a philosophical controversy that remains unsolved today: the objectivity of truth. Indeed, truth is an abstract concept difficult to define and certainly tainted with subjectivity. On the other hand, facts are objective, concrete, and can be described accurately. My truth may not be your truth, but we cannot argue about which day is today.

A free press is fundamental for the exercise of freedom of information. Writing almost a hundred years ago about the role of a newspaper, Manchester Guardian editor CP Scott stated that "[N]either in what it gives, nor in what it does not give, nor in the mode of presentation must the unclouded face of truth suffer wrong. Comment is free, but facts are sacred." Certainly, the moment freedom of comment defiles the sacrosanctity of facts, it becomes simply misinformation, or "fake news", if one chooses to use this catchy term.

But simply presenting facts does not suffice. Paraphrasing a sentence that we often hear in police movies, information should be based not simply on facts, but on all relevant facts, and on nothing but facts. Just as a witness giving evidence in a court case must provide all relevant information to the case without introducing, let’s say, "alternative facts" that confuse the matter at hand, so too must we expect the mass media to show us the full, unaltered, unabridged picture in news and current affairs programmes. However, owners and editors of media outlets may, in a concrete case, feel the urge to choose and present a story in a way that promotes a certain political agenda or suits certain interests. Facts can be misrepresented, twisted or simply ignored for all sorts of reasons. But one thing is clear: the moment information does not provide the full, unaltered, unabridged picture, it becomes mere propaganda.

Truth, fact, expression, information. Whatever we may call it, this basic human need for separating the wheat from the chaff remains a fascinating topic.

That is why we have decided to produce this IRIS Special, which provides an overview of how the principles of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting are regulated at European and national level, as well as how they are applied by European media organisations. Also building on a comprehensive paper produced by the European Platform of Regulatory Authorities (EPRA),¹ it contains individual chapters dedicated to several European countries drafted by national experts. I would like to thank (in alphabetical order): Anette Alén-Savikko, Ernesto Apa, Marco Bassini, Francisco Javier Cabrera Blázquez, Ingrid Cunningham, Christina Etteldorf, Agnès Granchet, Beata Klimkiewicz, Juraj Polák, Tony Prosser, Andrei Richter, and Nathalie Rodriguez.

Special recognition goes to Ronan Ó Fathaigh from our partner organisation IViR, who not only wrote the introduction, the chapters on European standards and policy, and the conclusion, but who also coordinated the research for the whole publication.

Strasbourg, July 2018

Maja Cappello
IRIS Coordinator
Head of the Department for Legal Information
European Audiovisual Observatory
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Executive Summary

The purpose of this IRIS Special is to examine the principles of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting by European media organisations. The issue is explored from a number of perspectives, including from that of media organisations themselves, the Council of Europe, member states, and judicial and regulatory bodies. Thus, the IRIS Special will attempt to set out the current regulatory framework in the Council of Europe, which is aimed at ensuring accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting.

The preliminary questions that must be asked when examining this issue are (a) why is it important to examine the principles of accuracy, objectivity and fairness, (b) why focus on news and current affairs, and (c) why focus on media organisations.

These questions are addressed in Part 1 of this IRIS Special, where Chapter 1 is devoted to setting out some of the issues that are explored in the country chapters, and the legal and policy issues which are examined throughout the publication. Next, Chapter 2 examines Council of Europe law relating to accuracy, objectivity and fairness in the reporting of news and current affairs by media organisations – in particular the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Chapter 3 then provides an overview of the current European standards and policies on accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs, including in respect of Council of Europe bodies such as the Committee of Ministers and the Parliamentary Assembly, as well as other international bodies and media and journalist organisations.

Following these opening chapters, Part 2 contains eleven country reports (Chapters 4-14) from a selection of Council of Europe member states. The purpose of these country reports is to explore a number of questions.

Firstly, how do the main public and commercial broadcasters view the issue of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs – and in particular, what mechanisms do they have in place to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness?

Secondly, how do the main newspaper organisations view the issue of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting – and in particular, what mechanisms do they have in place to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness?

Thirdly, how do the main online media publications view the issue of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs – and in particular, what mechanisms do they have in place to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness?

Lastly, each country report will describe the regulatory framework, including legislation, case law, regulatory codes, and regulatory enforcement that impact upon the
issue of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting by these media organisations.

The selection of member states is not exhaustive, and does not seek to be representative of the 47 member states of the Council of Europe. Rather, the selection attempts to strike a fair balance between larger and smaller member states, and in respect of geographic location. Thus, the larger member states included are Germany (DE), Spain (ES), France (FR), the United Kingdom (GB), Italy (IT), Poland (PL), and the Russian Federation (RU). In addition, Finland (FI), Ireland (IE), the Netherlands (NL), and Slovakia (SK) are also included.

While there is divergence in the approaches adopted in the countries examined, there are substantial and well-developed regulatory and self-regulatory frameworks applicable to broadcast, print, and indeed online news media, to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness. Indeed, it also came to the fore how media organisations themselves also place great importance on these principles, and how they implement ethics codes and complaint mechanisms which are linked to building trust among their viewers, readers and subscribers.

Lastly, **Part 3** contains two chapters, with Chapter 15 providing an overview and objective discussion of the findings from the country reports, and the final Chapter 16 concluding with the findings of the IRIS Special as a whole.
1. Introduction

Ronan Ó Fathaigh, Institute for Information Law (IViR), University of Amsterdam

1.1. Accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs coverage

The preliminary questions that must be asked when examining the principles of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting by European media organisations are (a) why is it important to examine the principles of accuracy, objectivity and fairness, (b) why focus on news and current affairs, and (c) why focus on media organisations.

The reason for focusing on accuracy, objectivity and fairness is that media organisations themselves, including some of the largest journalist organisations and media organisations, seem to attach great importance to these principles. For example, one of the largest journalist organisations in the world, the International Federation of Journalists (which has over 600,000 members worldwide), considers that the “first duty” of a journalist is respect for truth; while a journalist shall report only in accordance with facts of which he/she knows the origin. Similarly, the European Broadcasting Union, with 73 broadcasting organisations members in 56 countries, includes accuracy, impartiality, and fairness among its four Editorial Principles. In particular, “Correct facts and figures are provided with accurate background information;” and “... in our reporting we are fair and honest, and conscious and respectful of differing viewpoints and opinions.” Individual media organisations take a similar view: for example, the first “absolute” for Reuters journalists is to “always hold accuracy sacrosanct,” and Reuters journalists must “always strive for balance and freedom from bias”. Similarly, ProSiebenSat.1 Group, one of the largest media groups in Europe, requires that all its journalists and editors “must follow” the Principles on the Conduct of Journalists of the International Federation of Journalists,

---

6 Reuters, Handbook of Journalism, op. cit.
Journalists in their reporting.7 In this regard, this IRIS Special will examine how media organisations throughout the member states of the Council of Europe view these principles, and seek to adhere to them.

Secondly, the focus of this publication is on news and current affairs coverage that concerns issues of public interest. This concept has been elaborated upon by the European Court of Human Rights, which treats news reporting and current affairs coverage as subject to the highest protection under the right to freedom of expression where it concerns “matters of public interest”8 and “matters of legitimate public concern.”9 A further reason for examining news and current affairs is that for some media regulators, the majority of decisions relate to fairness, objectivity and impartiality in news and current affairs content,10 while according to the European Broadcasting Union, news and current affairs comprised the largest proportion of public service media’s television output in 2017.11 Given the importance of news and current affairs reporting, this IRIS Special will also examine how the Council of Europe, member states and judicial and regulatory bodies approach the issue of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs.

Thirdly, this IRIS Special mainly concerns media organisations. While there is considerable research and debate currently taking place concerning online platforms and disinformation online,12 it still seems to be the case that in many Council of Europe member states, broadcasters and newspapers (including their online versions) are a main source of news and current affairs coverage. For example, in one of the largest markets in the Council of Europe area – Germany – the Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2017 suggests that social media as a source of news actually declined in 2017, with “only 7%” of German respondents saying that social media was their “main source of news.” Germans continue “to get their news from traditional media, with television still preferred.”13 Similarly, in France, social media as a source of news also declined during 2017,14 while the top-three sources of news online are newspaper websites – namely 20Minutes.fr, LeMonde.fr, and LeFigaro.fr. Furthermore, public broadcasters have a large presence on social media, such as BBC News, with 22.1 million followers on Twitter; so too do commercial broadcasters such as TF1, with 5.1 million followers on Twitter and 3.8 million followers on Facebook. Newspapers such as the Daily Mail have 14.7 million

9 Kurski v. Poland, op. cit. par. 53.
followers on Facebook. Accordingly, this IRIS Special seeks to add to the current discussion by examining how media organisations themselves approach the issues of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting, given their continued importance as a main source of news.

Having set out the main questions underpinning this IRIS Special, it is proposed to briefly set out some of the issues that aim to be explored in the country reports, and the legal and policy issues which will be examined.

1.2. Broadcast media and news and current affairs coverage

The first issue is how the main public and commercial broadcasters view the issue of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs, and in particular what mechanisms they have in place to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness. It seems that some broadcasters link the guarantee of accuracy, objectivity and fairness with the aim of gaining the trust of viewers. For example, the BBC states that “trust is the foundation of the BBC; we are independent, impartial and honest” and committed to “achieving the highest standards of due accuracy and impartiality”. Similarly, Ireland’s national radio and television broadcaster, RTÉ, states that “trust is the cornerstone of RTÉ: we seek to be honest, reliable, authoritative, impartial and independent of vested interests.”

Broadening this to the European Broadcasting Union, a similar sentiment exists – namely, that “trust underpins our existence” with impartiality, fairness and accuracy being among its Editorial Principles. Of course, it must be recognised that Council of Europe member states impose on commercial and public broadcasters legislative rules governing accuracy, objectivity and fairness, and there have been recent developments regarding these issues in Iceland, Ireland, the Czech Republic, Italy, Romania, Moldova, Austria, and Luxembourg. Nonetheless, it seems that broadcasters link accuracy,
objectivity and fairness with viewer trust, and it will be examined in the country reports whether this principle holds true for print and online media.

The second issue is how broadcasters make themselves accountable to viewers to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness. Notably, this principle of accountability is also included in broadcaster editorial codes, and one of the main instruments of accountability is the use of mechanisms for “correcting mistakes”. In this regard, broadcasters have implemented complaints procedures (such as RTÉ’s Complaints Process), and have also put in place right-to-correction or right-of-reply procedures (such as TV3’s “Right of Reply”). As such, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 (as well as the country reports themselves) will explore the mechanisms in place to correct inaccuracies, allow corrections and rectifications, and afford a broader right of reply.

The next issue is the regulatory framework, which includes current legislation, case law, codes, and regulatory enforcement and which aims to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting. Notably, for certain broadcast media regulators, such as the Broadcast Authority of Ireland (BAI), in 2016, “in common with previous years,” the majority of complaints related to “fairness, objectivity and impartiality in news and current affairs content.” Accordingly, the role of media regulators will also be explored in the country reports, and the role of accuracy, objectivity and fairness rules within regulatory complaints mechanisms.

1.3. Print media and news and current affairs coverage

As with broadcast media, the IRIS Special also seeks to examine how newspaper organisations view the issue of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting, and in particular what mechanisms they have in place to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness. For example, newspapers also seem to link these issues to the aim of building trust with readers – the Guardian’s Editorial Code, for example, states that its “most important currency is trust,” while one of the Editorial Principles of The Irish Times is that “news shall be as accurate and as comprehensive as is practicable and be presented fairly; comment and opinion shall be informed and responsible, and shall be identifiable from fact.”

The second issue is how newspapers seek to make themselves accountable to readers by means such as complaints and right-of-reply procedures. For example, newspapers such as the *Financial Times* have an editorial Complaints Commissioner, while the *Guardian* has a readers’ editor. Indeed, in January 2018, the Editorial Complaints Commissioner of the *Financial Times* published its 10-page adjudication on a complaint regarding the accuracy of an online *Financial Times* article. Accordingly, the question of whether such accountability mechanisms are widespread will also be explored.

Building upon this question of individual newspaper accountability, the next issue to be explored is the regulatory framework that exists in the form of self-regulatory mechanisms, and legal regulation to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs coverage. For example, in the UK, the Independent Press Standards Organisation regulates over 1,500 print publications, processing over 14,000 complaints in 2016 alone. Notably, for some regulatory bodies, the majority of complaints concern accuracy.

### 1.4. Online media and news and current affairs coverage

Lastly, how do online media publications view the issue of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs – in particular, what mechanisms do they have in place to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness? For example, the online-only news publication *TheJournal.ie*, which is a main source of online news in Ireland, is a member of the Press Council of Ireland, and also has a Correction and Report Content procedure. Furthermore, online-only news publications (for example, *The

---

33 The Guardian, How to make a complaint about Guardian or Observer content, [https://www.theguardian.com/info/2014/nov/20/review-panel](https://www.theguardian.com/info/2014/nov/20/review-panel).
35 Independent Press Standards Organisation, [https://www.ipso.co.uk/](https://www.ipso.co.uk/).
Independent.co.uk) have a code of editorial conduct,\(^41\) while other (such as BuzzFeed News) also have a standards and ethics guide for their journalists.\(^42\)

The second issue is how online media publications seek to make themselves accountable to readers, such as by means of complaints and right-of-reply procedures. For example, press councils also regulate online publications – the UK’s Independent Press Standards Organisation (IPSO), for instance, oversees more than 1,100 online publications.\(^43\) UK online publications are also subject to the Editors’ Code of Practice. Furthermore, online-only news publications prompted 15 complaints to the Press Council of Ireland,\(^44\) whereas 154 publications by newspapers’ print and online versions lead to complaints,\(^45\) and 51.2% of which concerned truth and accuracy. Moreover, in 2016, the UK’s IPSO received 1,104 complaints concerning the online-only Mail Online, with 381 rejected, 52 resolved, five not upheld and eight upheld.\(^46\) Accordingly, the country reports will explore the extent to which regulatory mechanisms are applicable to online news publications. The final issue to be examined is the regulatory framework contained within current legislation and case law, which aims to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting by online media. The country reports will also seek to capture this framework, and highlight some of the case law governing this issue,\(^47\) and see how these issues are being dealt with at national level.

### 1.5. Conclusion

These brief introductory remarks serve to highlight some of the issues that will be explored in the subsequent chapters. They should also serve as a helpful backdrop, as the following chapters delve more deeply into the legal and policy aspects, before moving on to the specific regulatory frameworks that various member states have been implementing.

\(^41\) The Independent, Code of Editorial Conduct, [http://www.independent.co.uk/service/code-of-conduct-a6184241.html](http://www.independent.co.uk/service/code-of-conduct-a6184241.html).
\(^43\) Independent Press Standards Organisation, [https://www.ipso.co.uk/](https://www.ipso.co.uk/).
\(^45\) Ibid.
2. European law on accuracy and fairness in news and current affairs reporting

Ronan Ó Fathaigh, Institute for Information Law (IViR), University of Amsterdam

2.1. Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the Council of Europe law relating to accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting by media organisations. In particular, it will focus on the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR), and the case law of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR). The chapter will first discuss broadcast media coverage of news and current affairs, including recent judgments of the Court concerning sanctions imposed on broadcasters over the accuracy of factual allegations contained in news bulletins, and the accuracy and fairness of current affairs documentaries. The chapter then discusses print media coverage of news and current affairs, and in particular recent European Court judgments considering fairness in news reporting, domestic legislation imposing obligations on the media to publish rectifications and replies, and domestic legislation designed to ensure the accuracy of published interviews. The chapter then concludes by examining online media’s news and current affairs reporting, including online media’s obligation to verify the accuracy of official reports and the issue of objectivity and fairness when reporting allegations against public figures.

---

55 Judgment of the ECtHR of 16 March 2017, Ólafsson v. Iceland, (Application no. 58493/13),
2.2. Broadcast media coverage of news and current affairs

Most Council of Europe member states impose rules on broadcasters relating to accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs coverage, and the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) has developed considerable case law on these issues. However, before delving into the specific issues, it should be noted at the outset that the European Court has held that under Article 10 of the ECHR, which guarantees the right to freedom of expression, member states have a positive obligation to “ensure” that the public “has access through television and radio to impartial and accurate information and a range of opinion and comment”. Thus, when a member state imposes rules on the broadcast media, it is not only the broadcast media’s right to freedom of expression but also the member state’s duty to ensure media pluralism that is at issue.

2.2.1. News programmes

The first question that may be asked is how does the ECtHR approach the issue of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news programmes, in particular where a broadcast is sanctioned due to a lack of accuracy, objectivity and fairness? In this regard, it seems very helpful to begin with a recent judgment by the Court, delivered in 2017, where a newsroom reporter was fined for not “acting in good faith as pertains to the accuracy” of a news bulletin. The case was Halldórsson v. Iceland, and the applicant was a newsroom journalist of the Icelandic public service broadcaster, the Iceland National Broadcasting Service (“the RUV”). On one of the RUV’s evening news bulletins in May 2010 on the Icelandic financial crash, a news item was broadcast on a large loan transaction (amounting to the equivalent to EUR 19 million) between an Icelandic company and a shelf company in Panama that had been written off in its entirety. During the news items, the applicant mentioned three prominent businessmen involved (A., B. and C.) and stated that the Icelandic authorities “believe that they have found the money trail, as they have documents indicating that [B.], [A.] and [C.] organised the Panama deal in advance. That is – they sent the money to Panama, and later the money found its way back, through several detours, into the pockets of the threesome”.

One of the businessman, A., successfully brought defamation proceedings against the applicant; that judgment was ultimately upheld by the Iceland Supreme Court. The Supreme Court held that the news item clearly “implied” that A. had committed a criminal act, and the applicant had not presented any documents supporting the legitimacy of the statements, and “could not have been acting in good faith as pertains to the accuracy of

---

57 Manole and Others v. Moldova, op. cit.par. 107.
59 Halldórsson v. Iceland, op. cit.
60 Halldórsson v. Iceland, op. cit., para. 11.
the remarks in the news piece”. The applicant was ordered to pay the equivalent of EUR 2,600 in damages, and EUR 8,800 in costs to A.

The applicant subsequently made an application to the ECtHR, claiming that there had been a violation of his right to freedom of expression under Article 10 of the ECHR. The main question for the Court was whether there had been a fair balance between the applicant journalist’s freedom of expression and the businessman’s right to the protection of his reputation under Article 8 of the ECHR. Importantly, the Court reiterated the five criteria which are relevant for balancing these rights: (a) the contribution to a debate of general interest; (b) how well-known the person concerned is and what the subject of the report is; (c) his or her prior conduct, as well as the methods used to obtain the information and its veracity; (d) the content, form and consequences of the publication; and (e) and the severity of the sanction imposed.

For present purposes, the most important element of the Court’s judgment was that relating to the method of obtaining the information and its veracity. The Court stated that it “sees no reason to call into question the Supreme Court’s conclusions” that the applicant journalist “[had] not presented any documents supporting the legitimacy of the statements, for which he has to bear the burden”; had “failed in his duty” under Article 2 of the National Broadcast Service’s Rules on News and Related Programming to seek information from both or all parties and attempt to show their points of view as equally as possible; and could not have been acting in good faith as pertains to the accuracy of the remarks in the news item. The ECtHR added that the safeguard afforded by Article 10 of the ECHR to journalists in relation to reporting on issues of general interest is subject to the provision that they act in good faith and on an accurate factual basis and provide “reliable and precise” information in accordance with the ethics of journalism. Furthermore, the European Court found that there were no special grounds in the present case to exempt the media from their ordinary obligation to verify factual statements that are defamatory of private individuals.

Indeed, the ECtHR dealt with the applicant’s argument that he had the right to protect his sources and to keep his sources and the documentation behind the news items confidential. However, the European Court held that a mere reference to the protection of sources cannot exempt a journalist from the obligation to prove the veracity of or have sufficient factual basis for serious accusations of a factual nature, an obligation that can be met without necessarily having to reveal the sources in question. The ECtHR therefore concluded that there had been no violation of Article 10 of the ECHR.

63 Halldórsson v. Iceland, op. cit., para. 49.
64 Halldórsson v. Iceland, op. cit., para. 50.
65 Halldórsson v. Iceland, op. cit., para. 50.
2.2.2. Current affairs programmes

The ECtHR also recently considered accuracy and fairness in current affairs programmes in a judgment concerning the fining of a public broadcaster for a documentary “resting on a factually incorrect basis.”67 The case was *Frisk and Jensen v. Denmark*,68 where the applicants were journalists with the Danish public broadcaster Danmarks Radio (DR) who had produced a current affairs documentary entitled “When the doctor knows best.” The documentary had concerned the treatment of cancer at Copenhagen University Hospital by a named consultant. Following the broadcast, the hospital and the consultant successfully sued the two applicants for defamation, with the domestic courts finding that the documentary had given the impression that malpractice had occurred, and that the consultant had “deliberately used medication” which was not approved, and “[resulting] in patients dying or having their lives shortened.”69 The European Court subsequently reviewed the defamation judgment and, as in the case of *Halldórsson*, concluded that there had been no violation of Article 10 of the ECHR.

The main question for the Court was whether the accusations made in the programme had “rested on a factually incorrect basis”.70 The ECtHR reiterated the principle that the safeguard afforded by Article 10 of the ECHR to journalists in relation to reporting on issues of general interest is subject to the provision that they are acting in good faith and on an accurate factual basis and provide “reliable and precise” information, in accordance with the ethics of journalism. The Court examined the domestic courts’ reasoning and concluded that it had “no reason to call into question those conclusions”.71 Indeed, the ECtHR added that the potential impact of the medium of expression concerned is an important factor in the consideration of the proportionality of an interference and that the audiovisual media have a more immediate and powerful effect than the print media.72 Notably, the European Court added that the programme had been billed as a “documentary”, which could have added to viewers’ expectations that they would be presented with the truth.73 Thus, the ECtHR concluded that there had been relevant and sufficient reasons for interfering with the applicants’ freedom of expression, even if documentary had concerned issues of legitimate public interest.74

68 *Frisk and Jensen v. Denmark*, op. cit.
70 *Frisk and Jensen v. Denmark*, op. cit., para. para. 72.
72 *Frisk and Jensen v. Denmark*, op. cit., para. para. 65.
73 *Frisk and Jensen v. Denmark*, op. cit., para. para. 65.
74 *Frisk and Jensen v. Denmark*, op. cit., para. 59.
2.3. **Print media coverage of news and current affairs**

As with the case of the broadcast media, the ECtHR has built up a considerable amount of case law concerning the issue of accuracy in news and current affairs reporting by print media. Its approach encapsulates the principle applied in *Halldórsson* – namely, that the safeguard afforded by Article 10 of the ECHR to journalists in relation to reporting on issues of general interest is subject to the provision that they are acting in good faith and on an accurate factual basis and provide “reliable and precise” information, in accordance with the ethics of journalism. However, three further issues are set out below regarding fairness in news reporting and regarding situations where domestic legislation stipulates the right to rectify inaccuracies and seeks to guarantee accuracy in reporting news interviews.

2.3.1. **Fairness in news reporting**

A notable judgment on the ECtHR’s approach to the principle of fairness in news reporting (and on what constitutes news and current affairs reporting) was delivered by the 17-judge Grand Chamber of the Court in *Couderc and Hachette Filipacchi Associés v. France*. In *Couderc*, a weekly magazine had been fined EUR 50,000 over a news article and photographs which had been headlined “Albert of Monaco: Alexandre, the secret child”. The article was based on an interview with a woman who claimed that her son’s father was the current Prince of Monaco. The French courts had found that the article had violated the prince’s private life, as it “did not concern any debate of general interest” and could not in any way be justified by the “requirements of current affairs reporting.” Conversely, the European Court unanimously disagreed with the French courts, and held that the news report did concern a matter of public interest – namely the “interest of the public with regard to the rules of succession in force in the [Monaco] Principality.” Notably, the ECtHR found that the judgment against the magazine had violated Article 10 of the ECHR, and placed particular emphasis on the principle that the “fairness of the means used to obtain information and reproduce it for the public” and the “respect shown for the person who is the subject of the news report” are “essential criteria to be taken into account”. In this regard, the Court held that the tone of the interview appeared to have been measured and non-sensationalist, and that readers could easily distinguish
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between what was factual material and what concerned the interviewee’s perception of the events, her opinions or her personal feelings. 82

2.3.2. Rectifications and replies

A further important issue is where domestic legislation provides a right of rectification or reply in relation to inaccuracies. The ECtHR considered whether such provisions are consistent with the media’s right to freedom of expression in *Kaperzyński v. Poland*. 83 Notably, the Court held as a matter of principle that a legal obligation to publish a rectification or a reply may be seen as a normal element of the legal framework governing the exercise of the freedom of expression by the print media. 84 Thus, such an obligation “cannot, as such, be regarded as excessive or unreasonable.” 85 Indeed, the European Court added that the right of reply, as an important element of freedom of expression, falls within the scope of Article 10 of the ECHR. This flows from the need not only to be able to contest untruthful information, but also to ensure a plurality of opinions. 86

2.3.3. Prior authorisation for publishing interviews

Finally, the ECtHR has also considered a notable provision in domestic legislation that imposed an obligation on journalists to submit the text of an interview to the interviewee before publication for prior authorisation. The purpose of the law was to “avoid the potential adverse effect of inaccurate reporting”. 87 The case was *Wizerkaniuk v. Poland*, 88 where the European Court reviewed the conviction of two journalists under Poland’s Press Act for publishing an interview with a member of parliament in spite of the latter’s refusal to authorise its publication. The ECtHR stated that “an obligation to verify, before publication, whether a text based on statements made in the context of an interview and quoted verbatim is accurate can be said to amount, for the printed media, to a normal obligation of professional diligence” and that the “objective was to avoid the potential adverse effect of inaccurate reporting on the reputation of persons whose statements were reported by the press.” 89 However, the European Court ultimately held that the convictions had violated Article 10 of the ECHR and that the provisions applied in the present case give interviewees carte blanche to prevent a journalist from publishing any interview they regard as embarrassing or unflattering, regardless of how truthful or
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accurate it is. Indeed, the European Court concluded that “as applied in the present case, the provisions cannot be said to be compatible with the tenets of a democratic society and with the significance that freedom of expression assumes in the context of such a society.”

2.4. Online media coverage of news and current affairs

The ECtHR has also considered accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting by online-only news publications, and online versions of traditional media organisations.

2.4.1. Obligation to verify factual statements

The first notable judgment, which was recently delivered in October 2017, concerned the online version of a *New York Times* article accessible in Germany. The case was *Fuchsmann v. Germany*, and concerned a well-known international businessman’s application to the ECtHR claiming that the German courts’ refusal to issue an injunction over an online article which “did not have a factual basis” had violated his right to private life under Article 8 of the ECHR. The article had reported that according to an FBI report, the applicant had “ties to Russian organized crime” and was a “gold smuggler and embezzler, whose company in Germany was part of an international organized crime network.” The main question for the European Court was whether there had been a sufficient factual basis for the reporting. Notably, the Court held that there had been no violation of Article 8 of the ECHR, and applied the principle that the press “should normally be entitled, when contributing to public debate on matters of legitimate concern, to rely on the contents of official reports … without having to undertake independent research.” Moreover, the ECtHR had regard to the objectivity and fairness of the reporting, finding that the article was free from polemic statements and insinuations, and made it sufficiently clear that only insights from reports by the FBI and other law-enforcement authorities were being reported.

The second relevant judgment is *Olafsson v. Iceland*, which was also delivered in 2017 and concerned an online-only news publication. The case arose in 2010, when the Icelandic online news website *Pressan* published an article reporting allegations made against a political candidate by two sisters, who alleged that the candidate had “sexually
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abused them when they were children”.98 The article was based on an interview with one of the women, and a letter she had published on her own website setting out the allegations. Following publication of the article, the website’s editor was held liable for “insinuations that [the candidate] was guilty of having abused children”99 and was ordered to pay damages and costs.

However, the ECtHR reviewed the judgment and held that there had been a violation of Article 10 of the ECHR. The main question had been whether the applicant “acted in good faith and made sure that the articles were written in compliance with ordinary journalistic obligations to verify factual allegations”.100 Notably, the European Court held that the journalist had tried to establish the sisters’ credibility and the truth of the allegations by interviewing several relevant persons, and in other articles published by Pressan on the same topic at the same time, the sisters’ interviews and allegations had been presented with certain counter-balancing elements. Thus, the ECtHR concluded that the applicant had acted in good faith and had made sure that the article was written in compliance with ordinary journalistic obligations to verify a factual allegation.101

2.5. Conclusion

This chapter has presented some of the overriding principles which the ECtHR applies when considering accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs by media organisations. The main conclusion from the case law seems to be that adherence to the ethics of journalism can provide media with additional protection under Article 10 of the ECHR; however, a lapse in “responsible journalism” may indeed result in the European Court finding sanctions imposed on the media to be consistent with Article 10.
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3. European standards and policy

Ronan Ó Fathaigh, Institute for Information Law (IViR), University of Amsterdam

3.1. Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the current European common standards on accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs coverage by media organisations. The overview begins with relevant standard-setting instruments from Council of Europe bodies, including the Committee of Ministers and the Parliamentary Assembly, and then moves on to instruments adopted by media and regulatory organisations.

3.2. Council of Europe

In 2016, the Council of Europe published a helpful 352-page Report, bringing together all the recommendations and declarations of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe in the field of media and information society.102 Similarly, a 190-page Report comprising all the Recommendations and Resolutions adopted by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) in the field of media and information society was also recently published.103 There have been over 80 Recommendations and Resolutions adopted relating to the media since 1970, and the issues of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs coverage by media organisations have been addressed in many of these instruments. Thus, it is only proposed to highlight some of those instruments adopted by the Committee of Ministers and PACE that are most relevant to these issues.

102 Directorate General of Human Rights and the Rule of Law, Recommendations and Declarations of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe in the field of media and information society (Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 2016), https://rm.coe.int/1680645b44.
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3.2.1. Media and journalistic ethics

An appropriate starting point is PACE’s 1993 Resolution and Recommendation on the ethics of journalism.\(^{104}\) This was followed up in 2015 with a further Resolution and Recommendation on media responsibility and ethics.\(^{105}\)

The 1993 Resolution contains a number of ethical principles for journalism which PACE believed should be applied by the journalism profession in Europe, and a number of those principles are relevant for present proposes. Firstly, regarding the notion of news, the Resolution stated that the basic principle of any ethical consideration of journalism is that a clear distinction must be drawn between news and opinions.\(^{106}\) Secondly, regarding the notion of accuracy, the Resolution stated that news should be based on truthfulness, which should be ensured by appropriate means of verification and proof, as well as impartiality in presentation, description and narration.\(^{107}\) Furthermore, the Resolution provides that at the request of the persons concerned, the news media must correct, automatically and speedily, and with all relevant information provided, any news item or opinion conveyed by them which is false or erroneous.\(^{108}\) Finally, the 1993 Resolution includes the stipulation that the media must undertake to submit to firm ethical principles guaranteeing freedom of expression. Furthermore, in order to supervise the implementation of these principles, self-regulatory bodies or mechanisms must be set up comprising publishers, journalists, media users’ associations, experts from the academic world, and judges; they will be responsible for issuing resolutions on respect for ethical precepts in journalism, with a prior commitment on the part of the media to publish the relevant resolutions. Accordingly, they publish each year the research undertaken \textit{a posteriori} on the truthfulness of the information broadcast by the media, comparing the broadcast news with the actual facts.

Notably, in the Reply of the Committee of Minsters to the PACE Recommendation, the Committee of Ministers stated that it was “particularly opposed to the idea of a ‘European Media Ombudsman’ within the Council of Europe with the specific task of verifying the accuracy of information.\(^{109}\) […]This would lead to the creation of a sort of European information authority, with the task of policing the accuracy and impartiality of information. This would run directly counter to the Council of Europe’s role as a guardian of press freedoms.”\(^{110}\)

\(^{106}\) PACE, Resolution 1003 (1993) Ethics of journalism, 1 July 1993, par. 3.
\(^{110}\) Ibid.
In 2015, PACE returned to the issue of journalistic ethics, adopting a Resolution and Recommendation on media responsibility and ethics in a changing media environment.\textsuperscript{111} Firstly, in relation to accuracy in the media, PACE reminded member states that statements or allegations in the media, even if they prove to be inaccurate, should not be punishable, provided that they were made without knowledge of their inaccuracy or without any conscious intention to cause harm and that their truthfulness had been checked with proper diligence.\textsuperscript{112} Secondly, PACE welcomed the Declaration of Principles on the Conduct of Journalists adopted by the International Federation of Journalists, as well as codes of ethics adopted by journalists and the media at the national level in all member states. Such codes constitute a voluntary expression of professional diligence on the part of quality-conscious journalists and media outlets to correct their mistakes and to make themselves accountable to the public.\textsuperscript{113}

In its Reply, the Committee of Ministers stated that it did not consider it necessary at that stage to produce guidelines for governments in order to support media self-regulation nationally.\textsuperscript{114} The Committee of Ministers did support the Assembly’s call on member states to ensure that individuals have an effective right to reply and considers that this could be enhanced by the use of information and communication technologies.

Lastly, in PACE’s 2017 Resolution on online media and journalism, a number of relevant issues were mentioned.\textsuperscript{115} Firstly, in relation to accuracy, PACE recommended to member states that they recognise in their laws a right of reply or equivalent remedy allowing for the rapid correction of incorrect information in online and offline media.\textsuperscript{116} Similarly, PACE also calls on members of the European Federation of Journalists and the Association of European Journalists to ensure that users of online media are informed of the possibilities to complain to online journalists (or to their respective media outlets or their professional associations).\textsuperscript{117}

\textsuperscript{112} Ibid., para. 6.
\textsuperscript{113} Ibid., para. 2.
\textsuperscript{114} Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, Reply to Recommendation 2075 (2015) Media responsibility and ethics in a changing media environment
\textsuperscript{115} Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Resolution 2143 (2017) Online media and journalism: challenges and accountability, 25 January 2017, \url{http://semantic-pace.net/tools/pdf.aspx?doc=aHR0cDovL2Fzc2VtYmx5LmNmNvZS55pbnQvbncveG1sL1hsZS9yWDJILURXLWV4dHJvYXNvP2ZpbgVpZD0yMzQ1N5sYW55PUUO&xsl=aHR0cDovL3NibWFudGljczFjZS5uZXQvWHNsdC9QZGYvWFJiZi1XRC1BVC1YTUwyUERGLnhzbA==&xsltparams=ZmlsZWVpPTizNDU1}.
\textsuperscript{116} Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Resolution 2143 (2017) Online media and journalism: challenges and accountability, 25 January 2017, \url{http://semantic-pace.net/tools/pdf.aspx?doc=aHR0cDovL2Fzc2VtYmx5LmNmNvZS55pbnQvbncveG1sL1hsZS9yWDJILURXLWV4dHJvYXNvP2ZpbgVpZD0yMzQ1N5sYW55PUUO&xsl=aHR0cDovL3NibWFudGljczFjZS5uZXQvWHNsdC9QZGYvWFJiZi1XRC1BVC1YTUwyUERGLnhzbA==&xsltparams=ZmlsZWVpPTizNDU1}.
\textsuperscript{117} Ibid., par. 12.12.2.
Moreover, PACE welcomed the fact that prominent online media have established a policy whereby users can identify factual errors or false posts by third parties on their websites, such as on Facebook News Feed or through Google’s webpage removal request tool. The credibility and reliability of online media require that they remove or correct false information.

3.2.2. Public service media

As the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) has held, where public service media is dominant, “it is indispensable for the proper functioning of democracy that it transmits impartial, independent and balanced news”. In this regard, the Court has cited a number of instruments from the Committee of Ministers, which the Court held to be “standards relating to public service broadcasting which have been agreed by the Contracting States through the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe”, and provide “guidance as to the approach which should be taken to interpreting Article 10 in this field”. Indeed, the Court has applied a number of Recommendations in its case law.

Firstly, Resolution No. 1 on the future of public service broadcasting was adopted at the 4th European Ministerial Conference on Mass Media Policy; it provides that participating states should agree that public service broadcasters must have a number of principal missions, including that of broadcasting impartial and independent news, information and comment. Furthermore, in 2007, the Committee of Ministers adopted a Recommendation on the remit of public service media in the information society. The Recommendation includes Guiding Principles concerning the remit of public service media in the information society. Notably, the Recommendation provides that member states should ensure that public service media constitute a space of credibility and reliability among a profusion of digital media, fulfilling their role as an impartial and independent source of information, opinion and comment, and of a wide range of programming and services, satisfying high ethical and quality standards.
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3.2.3. Right of Reply

As was noted in Chapter 2, the ECtHR has recognised the importance of the right of reply as an instrument through which injured parties are “able to contest[ing] untruthful information.”\(^{125}\) Similarly, the Committee of Ministers has also recognised the importance of the right of reply as an importance means of protection against the “publication of information containing inaccurate facts”.\(^{126}\) In this regard, the Committee of Ministers has also adopted a Resolution and Recommendation on the right of reply.

Firstly, in its Resolution (74) 26 on the right of reply,\(^{127}\) the Committee of Ministers linked the right of reply with the issue of accuracy in the media, stating that it is desirable to provide individuals with adequate means of protection against the publication of information containing inaccurate facts about them, and to give them a remedy against the publication of such information. The Resolution recommended to Council of Europe member states that individuals should have an effective possibility to ensure the correction, without undue delay, of incorrect facts relating to them which they have a justified interest in having corrected (such corrections being given, as far as possible, the same prominence as the original publication).\(^{128}\) The Resolution also set out minimum rules regarding individuals’ right of reply in the press, the radio and the television and to other periodical media. The definition of the right of reply was that any natural and legal person – as well as other bodies (irrespective of nationality or residence) mentioned in a newspaper, a periodical, a radio or television broadcast, or in any other medium of a periodical nature – regarding whom or which facts have been made accessible to the public which the individual in question claims to be inaccurate, may exercise the right of reply in order to correct the facts concerning that person or body.\(^{129}\) Notably, the Resolution also recommended that any dispute as to the application of the above rules shall be brought before a tribunal, which shall have the power to order the immediate publication of the reply.\(^{130}\)

In 2004, the Committee of Ministers, returning to this issue, adopted a Recommendation on the right of reply in the new media environment.\(^{131}\) Firstly, the Recommendation reaffirmed that the right of reply should protect any legal or natural person from any information presenting inaccurate facts concerning that person and affecting his or her rights. Notably, the Recommendation considered that the right of


\(^{126}\) Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, Resolution (74) 26 on the right of reply – position of the individual in relation to the press, 2 July 1974, Preamble, [https://rm.coe.int/16805048e1](https://rm.coe.int/16805048e1).

\(^{127}\) Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, Resolution (74) 26 on the right of reply – position of the individual in relation to the press, 2 July 1974, [https://rm.coe.int/16805048e1](https://rm.coe.int/16805048e1).

\(^{128}\) Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, Resolution (74) 26 on the right of reply – position of the individual in relation to the press, 2 July 1974, para. 1.

\(^{129}\) Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, Resolution (74) 26 on the right of reply – position of the individual in relation to the press, 2 July 1974, para. 1.

\(^{130}\) Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, Resolution (74) 26 on the right of reply – position of the individual in relation to the press, 2 July 1974, para. 1.

\(^{131}\) Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, Recommendation Rec (2004) 16 to member states on the right of reply in the new media environment, 15 December 2004, [https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=09000016805db3b6](https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=09000016805db3b6).
reply is a particularly appropriate remedy in the online environment due to the possibility of the instant correction of contested information and the technical ease with which replies from concerned persons can be attached to it.\textsuperscript{132} The Recommendation recommended that member states should examine and, if necessary, introduce into their domestic law or practice a right of reply or any other equivalent remedy allowing the rapid correction of inaccurate information in online or offline media.

3.2.4. Defamation

The PACE also adopted a 2007 Resolution on decriminalisation of defamation,\textsuperscript{133} which has been cited by the ECtHR.\textsuperscript{134} The PACE also ties accuracy in the media with defamation laws, noting in its 2007 Resolution towards decriminalisation of defamation, that statements or allegations which are made in the public interest, even if they prove to be inaccurate, should not be punishable, provided that they were made without knowledge of their inaccuracy and without any intention to cause harm, and provided that their truthfulness was checked with proper diligence.\textsuperscript{135} Thus, PACE insists that that there be procedural safeguards enabling anyone charged with defamation to substantiate their statements in order to absolve themselves of possible criminal responsibility. Notably, PACE called on member states to ensure that under their legislation persons pursued for defamation have appropriate means of defending themselves – in particular, means based on establishing the truth of their assertions and on the general interest.\textsuperscript{136} Furthermore, PACE reminded states in 2015 that statements or allegations in the media, even if they prove to be inaccurate, should not be punishable, provided that they were made without knowledge of their inaccuracy or without conscious intention to cause harm and that their truthfulness was checked with proper diligence.\textsuperscript{137}

3.3. Media organisations

As noted above, PACE's 2015 Resolution welcomed the Declaration of Principles on the Conduct of Journalists by the International Federation of Journalists, and stated that such codes "are a voluntary expression of professional diligence by quality-conscious journalists and media outlets to correct their mistakes and to make themselves


\textsuperscript{133} Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Resolution 1577 (2007) Towards decriminalisation of defamation.

\textsuperscript{134} See, for example, Saaristo and others v. Finland, no. 184/06, 12 October 2010, http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-101017.


\textsuperscript{136} Ibid, par. 17.7.

accountable to the public.” Thus, it is also important to have to regard to this Declaration, and to other instruments adopted by similar media organisations. Firstly, it should be noted that the International Federation of Journalists has 600,000 members in over 140 countries worldwide and that the Declaration includes as its first principle that respect for truth and for the right of the public to truth is the first duty of the journalist. In pursuance of this duty, journalists shall at all times defend the principles of freedom in the honest collection and publication of news, and of the right of fair comment and criticism. Journalists shall report only in accordance with facts of which he/she knows the origin. Lastly, journalists shall do their utmost to rectify any published information which is found to be harmfully inaccurate.

A second notable media organisation is the Ethical Journalism Network (EJN), which was founded in 2013 and is an international network of media professionals created to advance education in and around the principles of ethical journalism. It is currently headed by the former readers’ editor at The Guardian, and its board of trustees includes the head of News and Current Affairs at UK’s Channel 4. Its supporters include the European Broadcasting Union (EBU), European Federation of Journalists, Alliance of Independent Press Councils of Europe, Organisation of News Ombudsmen (ONO), and Association of Commercial Television in Europe. Its first 5 Principles of Ethical Journalism are (1) truth and accuracy, (2) independence, (3) fairness and impartiality, (4) humanity, and (5) accountability. In this regard, the EJN has stated that journalists cannot always guarantee “truth”, but that getting the facts right is the cardinal principle of journalism. Furthermore, it insists that journalists should always strive for accuracy, give all the relevant facts that they have and ensure that they have been checked. Furthermore, in relation to fairness and impartiality, the EJN believes that while there is no obligation to present every side in every piece, stories should be balanced and add context. Moreover, while objectivity is not always possible – and may not always even be desirable (in the face for example of brutality or inhumanity) – the EJN holds that impartial reporting builds trust and confidence. Lastly, on accountability, it states that a “sure sign of professionalism and responsible journalism is the ability to hold ourselves accountable. When we commit errors we must correct them and our expressions of regret must be sincere, not cynical.” Moreover, the EJN has created the Accountable Journalism
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140 Ethical Journalism Network, Aims, Objectives and Activities, http://ethicaljournalismnetwork.org/who-we-are/aims-objectives-activities.  
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Site, where it compiles international codes of media ethics from around the world, and which is the largest resource of its kind, with over 400 codes.145

On the other hand, the European Federation of Journalists (EFJ) is the largest organisation of journalists in Europe, representing over 320,000 journalists in 70 journalists’ organisations across 44 countries. The EFJ follows the IFJ Declaration of Principles on the Conduct of Journalists, which have become the guiding principles for journalists and their unions in respect of enforcing ethics and quality in journalism. Furthermore, the EBU’s Editorial Principles require that its members be impartial and independent, their reporting fair and honest, and their stories checked and double checked. Correct facts and figures should be provided with accurate background information. The EBU’s Editorial Principles also state that “trust underpins our existence.”146

Lastly, the Alliance of Independent Press Councils of Europe, which was established in 1999, is an important organisation, comprising a network of independent Press and Media Councils in Europe to enhance cooperation and the exchange of information. It has also adopted a number of principles including that: the regulation of editorial content in the media should be independent of government; the regulation of media content, whether national or regional in its coverage, should be based on nations’ differing cultures; the writing of codes of journalistic ethics and their administration is the business of journalists and publishers, who shall take into account public feeling; and it is not possible to operate a universal code of ethics, and that the imposition of supra national Codes and regulatory organisations (either at the European or global level) should be opposed.

3.4. Conclusion

This brief overview demonstrates the centrality of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in European standards and polices concerning media organisations, whether broadcast, print or online. Notably, some of these standards have been relied upon by the ECtHR in its interpretation of Article 10 of the ECHR, and reflects the importance of standard setting, including by media organisations themselves, which are reflected in the recommendations of the Council of Europe bodies.

4. DE - Germany

Christina Etteldorf, Institute for European Media Law, Saarbrücken

4.1. Introduction

Against the background of hate speech, fake news, filter bubbles and algorithms, the media-policy discussion underway in Germany mainly revolves around how the political process of shaping public opinion, as a mainstay of a properly functioning democracy, can be protected from these dangers. Many different solutions have been proposed and range from strict(er) platform regulation and the additional regulation of information intermediaries to the use of modern software. While regulatory developments are also emerging over and above the federal Social Network Enforcement Act (Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz) already passed by the Bundestag (and not without its critics in terms of constitutional and European law), Germans are still traditional in their use of media to obtain news: according to a recent study, television is still the most important source of news for both older and younger age groups. Compared to previous years and to other states analysed, on average, Germans use the Internet less as a means of obtaining information. This coincides with public confidence in the media: according to another study, information provided by the public service broadcasters is trusted the most. Commercial media are some way behind, while the majority of those questioned considered social media and tabloid newspapers susceptible or very susceptible to fake news. Here, objectivity, independence, accuracy and transparency are just a few of the concepts that are to be found in self-regulatory guidelines and legal provisions in Germany and describe how the dissemination of information by the media should look in an optimum case. Although all media in Germany can, in principle, claim to enjoy the same degree of media freedom, the level of due diligence required of them – as a counterbalance to freedom of the media – varies and is regulated with varying degrees
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150 For a detailed analysis of the situation in Germany and of fake news as a whole, see Ukrow/Etteldorf, EMR/SCRIPT vol. 5: “Fake News” als Rechtsproblem, http://emr-sb.de/publikationen/emr-schriften/das-emr-script/
of strictness. This is shown by the following comparison of the broadcasting, press and online media sectors.

4.2. Broadcasting

In the field of broadcasting, there are many regulatory and self-regulatory provisions on the qualitative requirements to be met by journalistic research and the dissemination of information. These provisions are influenced by Germany’s dual broadcasting system, which draws regulatory distinctions between public service and commercial broadcasting.

4.2.1. Accuracy, objectivity and fairness in public service broadcasting

In the areas of radio, print media and TV, the news programmes broadcast by the regional stations belonging to the ARD network (“Tagesschau”) and by Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (“ZDF heute”) are the most important sources of news for Germans.151 The legal basis for the programmes and online services of ARD and ZDF is regulated by the Inter-State Broadcasting Treaty (Rundfunkstaatsvertrag – RStV).152 As far as the regional broadcasters are concerned, however, Land legislation or the Inter-State Treaty153 mostly contains identical or similar rules.

General rules on reporting and information programmes are first of all contained in Article 10(1) RStV. These programmes “must conform to accepted journalistic standards, including when virtual components are employed. They must be independent and objective. Prior to transmission, the accuracy and origin of news must be verified with the due diligence required by the circumstances. Comments must be clearly separated from reports and be identified as such, giving the author’s name”.154 Other provisions elaborate on these general rules for specific areas. For example, Article 10(2) RStV states that reports on opinion polls must expressly state whether they are representative. In
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152 Inter-State Agreement on Broadcasting and Telemedia in the version of 1 September 2017, English version: https://www.die-mediananstalten.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Rechtsgrundlagen/Gesetze_Staatsvertrage/Rundfunkstaatsvertrag_RStV_20_english_version.pdf.
153 An overview of the broadcasting acts of Bavaria (Bayerisches Rundfunkgesetz – BayRG) and Hesse (Hessisches Rundfunkgesetz (HRG), the Inter-State Treaty on Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk (Staatsvertrag über den Mitteldeutschen Rundfunk – MDR-StV), the Inter-State Treaty on Norddeutscher Rundfunk (NDR-StV), the Saarländischer Rundfunk Act (SMG), the Inter-State Treaty on Südwestrundfunk (SWR-StV) and the Westdeutscher Rundfunk Act (WDRG), as well as the Radio Bremen Act (RBG) and the Inter-State Treaty on Radio Berlin-Brandenburg (RBB-StV) is available at http://www.ard.de/home/die-ard/fakten/abc-der-ard/Rundfunkgesetze/554696/index.html.
154 For further details, see Harstein/Ring/Kreile/Dörr/Stettner/Cole/Wagner, Rundfunkstaatsvertrag, on section 10, marginal nos. 3 ff.
order to maintain the programme's objectivity and impartiality, advertising must not influence the (editorial) content of the rest of the programme. In particular, it must be easily recognisable as such and distinguishable from any editorial content (Article 7(2) and (3) RStV). Article 8(2) states that the content and scheduling of a sponsored programme must not be influenced by the sponsor in such a way as to adversely affect the broadcaster's editorial responsibility and independence. Furthermore, according to Article 11(2), in the fulfilment of their remit, broadcasters must take due account of the principles of objectivity and impartiality regarding reporting, diversity of opinion and balanced programming. Several instruments ensure that broadcasters comply with these requirements concerning research and the provision of information.

First of all, according to Article 11e(2) RStV, every station of the ARD network, ZDF and Deutschlandradio (DLR) are all obliged to publish a report every two years on the fulfilment of their remit and on the quality of their existing programming. This report is discussed by the Television Council (Fernsehrat) or the Radio Council (Hörfunkrat), the pluralistic bodies set up by each institution to ensure the “internal monitoring” of compliance with programme-related principles. The most recent ARD report for 2015/2016 emphasised, in particular, the problems encountered by the media, namely a growing debate on their legitimacy and frequent accusations of lying (“Lügenpresse” – “lying press”).

“External monitoring”, on the other hand, is carried out by viewers and listeners, who have the right to file a formal complaint to broadcasters about a programme at any time if they consider that the programme-related principles have been breached. Complaints are processed and answered by the director (Intendant), as the broadcaster’s representative with overall responsibility. If the complainant is not satisfied with the reply, he or she can have the complaint dealt with by the Television, Radio or Broadcasting Council, followed by a recommendation for a decision. It is not possible to identify a general area on which complaints about programmes tend to focus. They range from criticism of one-sided reporting and the failure to separate advertising from programme content to breaches of equality principles.

155 And Article 5(3) NDR-StV), section 23(4) SMG), Article 3(6) RBB-StV) and section 4a(2) WDRG).
157 Section 19 of the Bavarian Broadcasting Act (BayRG), Article 10 of the Inter-State Agreement on the Berlin-Brandenburg Broadcasting Authority (RBB-StV), section 26 of the Radio Bremen Act (RBG), Article 16 of the Inter-State Agreement on Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk (MDR-StV), Article 13 of the Inter-State Agreement on the North German Broadcasting Authority (NDR-StV), section 8(2) of the Saarland Media Act (SMG), Article 11 of the Inter-State Agreement on the Southwest Broadcasting Authority (SWR-StV), section 10 of the West German Broadcasting Act (WDRG), Article 15 of the Inter-State Agreement on the ZDF (ZDF-Staatsvertrag) (in the version of 01.10.2016, https://www.zdf.de/zdfunternehmen/zdf-rechtsgrundlagen-und-vorschriften-100.html).
158 For further information, see for example https://www.zdf.de/zdfunternehmen/zdf-fernsehrat-foermliche-programmbeschwerde-100.html.
159 Cf. for example the Complaints Report by the Director of ZDF for the period December 2017-March 2018 from the plenary meeting of the Television Council, https://www.zdf.de/zdfunternehmen/zdf-fernsehrat-sitzungen-beschluesse-100.html.
While complaints about programmes centre on compliance with legal provisions to protect the public, viewers and listeners can use the right of reply to which they may be entitled in order to claim that they have been personally affected by a report. However, this option can only be taken to complain about a breach of the journalist’s obligation to tell the truth and not about breaches of other programme-related principles. The courts, however, repeatedly stress the need for a careful balance to be struck between the general personality right (Article 2(1) in conjunction with Article 1(1) of the Basic Law (Grundgesetz) and freedom of broadcasting (Article 5(1), 2nd sentence of the Basic Law), because the right of reply could possibly run counter to freedom of broadcasting when that freedom does not actually infringe the principles of truthful and comprehensive reporting.

Supplementary to the legal provisions and, in some cases, elaborating on them, the public service broadcasters have also drawn up guidelines for the execution of their remit. These guidelines are largely identical to one another in terms of content. The ZDF guidelines, for example, state that reporting must be based on the desire to ensure truthfulness and objectivity (); that information programmes must, by presenting essential facts, serve the purpose of forming one’s own opinions and must not employ suggestive methods to exert influence (); and that the station has a duty to ensure non-partisanship () and journalistic fairness (). Furthermore, the biennial reports required by law are often used to establish specific guidelines for the subsequent period, which makes it possible to respond to particular quality demands arising from current events.

4.2.2. Accuracy, objectivity and fairness in commercial broadcasting

In the case of commercial broadcasting, the picture is similar to that of public service broadcasting. At the regulatory level, the individual Land media acts contain a number

160 Section 17 BayRG, Article 9 RBB-StV, section27 RBG, Article 15 MDR-StV, Article 12 NDR-StV, section 10 SMG, Article 10 SWR-StV, section 9 WDRG, Article 9 ZDF-StV.
163 Overview of the guidelines for the regional broadcasters:
165 The media acts of the individual Länder (Bavaria: BayMG; Baden-Württemberg: LMG BW; Berlin and Brandenburg: MStV BB; Bremen: BremLMG; Hamburg and Schleswig-Holstein: MStV HSH; Hesse: HPRG; Mecklenburg-West Pomerania: RundfunkG M-V; Lower Saxony: NMedienG, North Rhine-Westphalia: LMG NRW;
of provisions on the accuracy, impartiality, non-partisanship and fairness of reporting, especially the rule that programmes must comply with general journalistic principles.

The aforementioned requirements concerning opinion polls that apply to public service broadcasters and the requirement to ensure the editorial independence of advertising and sponsorship apply here too. The responsibility for monitoring compliance with these rules lies with the relevant Land media authority (Landesmedienanstalt), which does not have to be the authority of the Land in which the company has its headquarters. In the case of commercial nationwide broadcasters, the decision is taken by the Commission on Licensing and Supervision (Kommission für Zulassung und Aufsicht), the joint body of all Land media authorities. In the case of Land-wide, regional and local commercial broadcasters, the decision is taken by the relevant body of the competent Land media authority. The Land media acts also provide for a right of reply and for the possibility of complaining about a programme. Decisions on complaints about programmes are ultimately taken by the Land media authority, in some cases after a preliminary procedure has been completed at the premises of the broadcaster itself. Breaches are established and appropriate penalties decided by a decision-making body made up of socially relevant groups. Where breaches of general programme principles, especially journalistic due diligence, are concerned, responsibility for handling complaints procedures in the case of nationwide broadcasters lies, for example, with the Commission on Licensing and Supervision. Penalties are then implemented by the executive board of the Land media authority.

As far as broadcasters’ own guidelines for ensuring compliance with journalistic principles are concerned, at least the TV broadcasters with the broadest national coverage – the RTL Group and ProSiebenSat.1 S.E. – have independently submitted themselves to the relevant provisions and declared them binding on their stations. For example, the RTL guidelines support honesty, fairness, non-partisanship and the careful review of sources. The ProSiebenSat.1 S.E. guidelines contain similar provisions with regard to ensuring journalistic independence and compliance with the fundamental rules of journalism. The preamble itself emphasises that independence is the indispensable basis of journalistic reporting. Respect for truth and the public right to it is the editors’ “primary duty.”


166 Section 5 BayMG, section 3 LMG BW, Article 46 MStV BB, section 14 BremLMG; Article 4 MStV HSH; section 13 HPRG; section 23 RundfunkG M-V; section 14 NMedienG; section 31 LMG NRW; section 16 LMG Rh.-Pf.; section 15 SMG; section 12 SächsPRG; section 3 MedienG LSA; section 3 ThürLMG).

167 For example, section 5(4) and sections 8 and 9 BayMG or sections 13(3) and 32 HPRG.

168 For example, sections 9 and 30(3) LMG BW or Articles 52 and 57 MStV BB.

169 For further information, see https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/ueber-uns/organisation/kommission-fuer-zulassung-und-aufsicht-zak/.

170 For details of market shares, see the surveys conducted by AGF Videoforschung, https://www.agf.de/daten/tvdaten/marktanteile/?name=marktanteile.


4.3. Print media

4.3.1. Regulatory framework

It follows from the Constitution that the press has a duty to report truthfully when it makes use of its constitutionally guaranteed right to inform the public and be involved in the formation of public opinion.\textsuperscript{173} Legal provisions on the “traditional” printed press are contained in the press and media legislation of the \textit{Länder}.\textsuperscript{174} Apart from Hesse, they all contain a provision requiring the press to check the content, origin and factual accuracy of news with the highest standard of due diligence required by the circumstances before disseminating it.\textsuperscript{175} The obligation to tell the truth imposed by press legislation thus requires checks to be made to protect readers from false information. However, the precise extent of that requirement is mainly determined by forceful decisions of the courts. For example, the due diligence requirements are stricter the more a remark adversely affects personality rights,\textsuperscript{176} which means they are particularly strict in such cases as reporting on a suspicion. While reports from specific so-called key sources, such as public authorities or recognised press agencies, can be allowed to pass without being checked, with others there is an obligation to carry out research.\textsuperscript{177} However, \textit{Land} legislation does not directly require that a sanction be imposed for a breach of due diligence obligations under press legislation, nor can the individual infer from that legislation a right to truthful reporting. Rather, the due diligence requirement normally only becomes relevant in the case of actions under the civil law for injunctive relief and damages. If the press breaches the duty of care imposed on it, it can no longer respond to these claims by citing justification because of the need to safeguard legitimate interests and is consequently liable. Although the truth of reporting is fundamentally important, especially when striking a balance with other rights, it is subordinate to the duty of due diligence, which means that untrue reporting can also be lawful in a civil-law context. In addition to rights under the civil law, \textit{Land} legislation also grants individuals affected a

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{173} For example, the Federal Constitutional Court judgment of 25 January 1962, Case 1 BvR 9/57, https://www.telemedicus.info/urteile/Presserecht/178-BVerfG-Az-1-BvR-957-SchmidtSpiegel.html.


\footnotesize\textsuperscript{175} Section 6 LPresseG BW; section 3 BayPrG; section 3 BPresseG; section 6 BbgPG; section 6 PGB; section 6 HPG; LPresseG; section 5 LPrG M-V; section 6 NdsPrG; section 6 LPG NRW; section 7 LMG Rh.-Pf.; section 6 SMG; section 5 SächsPresseG; section 5 LPresseG ST; section 5 LPresseG SH, section 5 TPG.

\footnotesize\textsuperscript{176} Federal Constitutional Court, decision of 25 June 2009, Case 1 BvR 134/03, https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2009/06/rk20090625_1bvr013403.html.

\footnotesize\textsuperscript{177} See in this regard the recent Federal Court of Justice judgment of 16 February 2016, Case VI ZR 367/15, http://juris.bundesgerichtshof.de/cgi-bin/rechtsprechung/document.py?Gericht=bgh&Art=en&nr=74175&pos=0&anz=1.
\end{footnotesize}
right of reply, which is also given shape and continually developed by the courts in the context of press legislation.\textsuperscript{178}

The relevant press and media laws contain no explicit provisions on the independence or non-partisanship of reporting. \textit{Land} legislation merely determines that the press itself is “free”, but this turns out to be more a right than a duty. The possible harmful impact of a publisher’s tendency to express opinions, which (can) influence reporting, is taken into account \textit{inter alia} by the requirement for publishers to disclose details of ownership and shareholdings,\textsuperscript{179} thus ensuring transparency for the reader. Moreover, paid-for publications must be identified as such by the press,\textsuperscript{180} which is similar to the broadcasting requirement to separate advertising from programmes.

4.3.2. Principles and guidelines on accuracy and fairness

Alongside the existing legal provisions, press self-regulation is particularly important in Germany. Here, the Press Code\textsuperscript{181} establishes general requirements to be met by journalists. Although not directly legally binding, they are referred to by the courts when they assess compliance with the press’s own duty to exercise due diligence in cases involving applications for an injunction, actions seeking a right of reply or actions for damages. The Code states that “(r)espect for the truth, preservation of human dignity and accurate informing of the public are the overriding principles of the Press” (Section 1). It also contains other specific rules, such as the strict separation of journalistic work from other functions (Guideline 6.1.); the separation of editorial text and advertisements (Guideline 7.1.); the ban on surreptitious advertising (Guideline 7.2.); the obligation for a publication to take action itself to rectify a false news item (Section 3); and detailed guidelines concerning the requirement to exercise due diligence (Section 2). Everyone has the right to submit a complaint about an infringement to the German Press Council, which, after completing a complaints procedure, can issue a simple advice notice, express disapproval or issue a (public) reprimand, which is its strongest sanction.\textsuperscript{182} In 2017, there were 1,788 complaints, of which 21 attracted a reprimand. The main subjects of complaint were breaches of the requirement to keep advertising separate and infringements of personality rights.\textsuperscript{183} In addition, 58 disapproval notices and 153 advice notices were issued.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{178}] The Federal Constitutional Court recently ruled that no right of reply exists in the case of questions left open (decision of 7 February 2018, Case 1 BvR 442/15, \url{https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/DE/2018/bvg18-013.html}).
\item[\textsuperscript{179}] For example, section 9 of the Brandenburg Press Act (BbgPG) or section 8 of the Saxon Press Act (SächsPresseG).
\item[\textsuperscript{180}] For example, section 10 of the Federal Press Act (BPresseG) or section 13 SMG.
\item[\textsuperscript{181}] Press Code of the German Press Council, \url{https://www.presserat.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Downloads_Dateien/Pressekodex13english_web.pdf}.
\item[\textsuperscript{182}] See the overview published by the Press Council, \url{http://www.presserat.de/uebersicht-der-ruegen/}.
\item[\textsuperscript{183}] See the statistics published by the Press Council, \url{http://www.presserat.de/beschwerde/statistiken/}.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Furthermore, a number of major publishers have also developed their own guidelines which elaborate on the legal obligations and those arising from the Code. For example, in order to ensure journalistic independence, the journalists at Axel Springer Verlag must avoid attempts by advertising clients to exert influence on content, must not enter into any inadmissible agreements and must ensure that all research costs are always paid by the editorial office. Any exceptions must be approved by the chief editor and identified as such in the report.\textsuperscript{184}

4.4. Online media

4.4.1. Regulatory framework

As far as the regulation of online media is concerned, it is first necessary to distinguish between broadcasting and telemedia. The transmission via the Internet of a linear programme as part of a programming schedule (especially live streaming) counts as broadcasting and must comply with the above-mentioned rules. For other online communication and information services (telemedia), sections 54 ff. of the Inter-State Broadcasting Treaty (RStV) set out requirements as to content. Generally speaking, the provisions of the Constitution, the rules of general legislation and the statutory provisions for the protection of personal honour apply to these services (section 54(1) RStV), as does the requirement to separate advertising from other content (section 58(1) RStV).\textsuperscript{185} However, the only provision on the journalistic quality of content concerns journalistic-editorial telemedia, which must meet recognised journalistic principles and, in particular, exercise due diligence to check the content, origin and truth of news before it is disseminated (section 54(2) RStV). Furthermore, service providers – like broadcasters – must indicate the representativeness of opinion polls (section 54(3) RStV) and publish counter-statements (section 56 RStV). The regulatory framework for online media thus largely depends on whether they are to be counted as journalistic-editorial services, a feature of which is the selection and compilation of information according to its presumed social relevance. Moreover, they must pursue journalistic aims, that is to say, contribute to communication and to shaping public opinion.\textsuperscript{186} In particular, these services include the offerings of broadcasters and press publishers. However, as there is currently no legal definition, any further classification is based on an extensive body of case law


\textsuperscript{185} See Harstein/Ring/Kreile/Dörr/Stettner/Cole/Wagner, Rundfunkstaatsvertrag, on sections 54 and 58.

and is the subject of much discussion. Private blogs and rating portals and, under certain circumstances, public relations services and individual Facebook pages or YouTube channels can meet these conditions.

The supervision of compliance with the aforementioned provisions of the Inter-State Broadcasting Treaty is normally carried out by the Land media authority in whose territory the telemedium has its headquarters. It has recently been noted that the Land media authorities are increasingly focusing their attention on social media (especially YouTube channels), especially with regard to the implementation of the rules on advertising or even the need to apply for a broadcasting licence. This has acted as a warning signal and is, in practice, actually having a positive impact on the conduct of other influencers as far as transparency is concerned.

4.4.2. Principles and guidelines on accuracy and fairness

As the guidelines mentioned in 4.2. and 4.3. make general demands on journalistic work in the media company concerned, they must also be complied with as far as the relevant online content is concerned. The provisions of the Press Code, and therefore the complaints procedure before the Press Council too, also apply to journalistic-editorial telemedia such as the offerings of SPIEGEL Online and T-Online News, which the Reuters study has identified as being among the most popular online news sources. In 2017, the majority of complaints (63%) made to the Press Council concerned online articles (in 2016 the figure was as high as 67%). Currently, several complaints are pending about an article in the online magazine "Rheinneckarblog" which, in March 2018,

---

187 For further details, see Harstein/Ring/Kreile/Dör/Cole/Wagner, Rundfunkstaatsvertrag, on section 54, marginal no. 18.
190 Bremen Higher Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht), judgment of 13 January 2011, Case 2 U 115/10, https://www.olg.bremen.de/entscheidungen/detail.php?osid=bremen88.c.2335.de&as=olgbremen88.c.2335.de.
193 The YouTuber "Gronkh" applied for a licence for his channel at the insistence of the North Rhine-Westphalia Media Authority (Landessmedienanstalt NRW) https://www.kek-online.de/service/pressemitteilungen/meldung/news/ergebnisse-233-sitzung-der-kek/.
reported on a fictitious attack in Mannheim involving 136 deaths, describing it as a "bloodbath of apocalyptic proportions". According to the publisher, the aim of the report was to draw attention both to possible threat situations and to fake news. However, the hoax report, which was only discovered to be mere fiction in an article behind a paywall, has resulted in the publisher being accused in complaint proceedings of breaching the truthfulness requirement in section 1 of the Press Code.197

4.5. Summary and conclusions

Broadcasting, which traditionally, in terms of scope, impact and suggestive power, is considered in Germany to be hugely influential,198 and which is, in practice, used most frequently to obtain information, is highly regulated. In this connection, the objectivity, fairness and truthfulness of reporting are guaranteed by a wide range of legal instruments supplemented by the self-regulation of those responsible. The press, on the other hand, is subject to less detailed legal provisions, although this is compensated for by the rules of the Press Code, which is of great importance for the press, both internally and externally, including in terms of ethical considerations. This also applies to the online services of the traditional media operators. The journalistic-editorial telemedia of other providers must at least observe the recognised journalistic principles. However, far removed from journalistic-editorial production, there is neither regulation nor self- or co-regulation as far as journalistic standards are concerned. For example, online media such as search engines or other platforms that only display content with no editorial processing, or private individuals who occasionally produce items in social networks, can exert influence on public opinion with their content without being bound by the rules which apply to broadcasting or the press. However, this graduated system of regulation seems to be precisely reflected in the Germans' actual use of media and in their trust in the media, as described in the introduction.


5. ES – Spain

Francisco Javier Cabrera Blázquez, European Audiovisual Observatory

5.1. Introduction

According to DigitalNewsReport.es 2017, traditional journalistic media remain the most relied on by the Spanish digital audience, despite the rise of social networks. Over half (51%) of Internet users trust the news in general, compared to the 24% that does not. Scepticism is greatest among young people, those who are uninterested in current affairs, and those who prefer to go to social networks for information. The digital audience believes that news media help more than social networks to distinguish facts from hoaxes. Nevertheless, 10% of Internet users regularly actively avoid receiving news. There is a growing perception that the media are not free from political (57%) and economic (55%) influence.

According to the report, television is still the most watched and preferred channel for information, but social networks continue to grow as the main source of news, to the detriment of the media. Social networks and mobile alerts are the fastest growing access routes to news. Despite this, traditional journalistic brands are the most used by most Spanish Internet users. They enjoy a more loyal public, and are perceived as the most useful when it comes to providing rigorous information that helps to understand complex issues, and providing solid points of view or entertainment. Over one week, 60% of users consult seven or more information brands.

199 The author would like to thank Sonia Monjas González (Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y de la Competencia – CNMC) for her invaluable help in the drafting of this article.

5.2. Broadcast media

5.2.1. Regulatory framework

5.2.1.1. General legislation

The Spanish Constitution\textsuperscript{201} recognises and protects the right to freedom of speech and information; however, this is limited by other rights recognised by the Constitution, by the legal provisions implementing it, and especially by the right to honour, to privacy, to personal reputation and to the protection of youth and childhood (Article 20(4)).

The Spanish Criminal Code (CC)\textsuperscript{202} contains provisions on slander and defamation in general (Articles 205-216 CC), including specific provisions on slander and defamation against the King of Spain or members of the Royal Family (Articles 490-491 CC). The amended version of Article 578 CC prohibits "glorifying terrorism" and "humiliating the victims of terrorism".

Further legislation applying to all media includes the Organic Act 1/1982,\textsuperscript{203} which provides civil remedies for the protection of the right to honour, personal and family privacy and self-image, and the Organic Law 2/1984,\textsuperscript{204} which regulates the right of rectification.

5.2.1.2. Sector-specific legislation

Concerning audiovisual media, Article 4 of the \textit{Ley General de la Comunicación Audiovisual} (General Audiovisual Act – LGA),\textsuperscript{205} specifies that information has to be provided in accordance with the duty to diligently verify information and to respect political, social and cultural pluralism. All persons have the right to be informed of events of general interest and to receive information and opinions in a clearly differentiated manner.

Regarding the right to participate in the control of audiovisual content, Article 9 LGA states that any natural or legal person may request the competent audiovisual authority – either the Spanish regulator, the \textit{Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y de la Competencia} (CNMC) or the relevant regional regulator – to check that the audiovisual

content complies with current legislation or self-regulation codes. In the case of apparently illegal content being broadcast, the competent audiovisual authority shall hear the provider of the service concerned and, where appropriate, the person who requested the intervention of the authority. The relevant audiovisual authority may reach agreement with the service provider for the audiovisual content to be modified or, where appropriate, it may stop the broadcasting of the illegal content. In the case of a contravention of a self-regulation code signed by the provider, the authority shall require the provider to bring the content immediately into line with the provisions of the code or to stop its being broadcast.²⁰⁶

Under Article 9(1) of the LGA, the authority may also issue recommendations aimed at ensuring better compliance with the regulations in force. So far, the CNMC²⁰⁷ has not developed specific guidelines aimed at protecting journalistic guarantees. However, it supervises the compliance of the Corporación Radiotevisión Española (CRTVE,²⁰⁸ – the Spanish public-service media company at the national level) with its public service obligations. These include the obligation to guarantee the plurality, truthfulness, objectivity and impartiality of the information that it broadcasts. In exercising this supervisory function, the CNMC has the capacity to issue recommendations concerning the fulfillment of the CRTVE’s public service obligations.²⁰⁹

5.2.2. Broadcaster policies

5.2.2.1. Public service broadcaster

The CRTVE²¹⁰ (also known as "RTVE"²¹¹) operates 7 television channels, which had a total audience share of 16.7% in 2016, including the third-ranking television channel in terms of audience, La 1.²¹² It also operates six radio channels; the website RTVE.es, the RTVE Institute and its own in-house orchestra and choir.

²⁰⁶ The provisions contained in Article 9 LGA are without prejudice to the contents of the regulations on sanctioning procedures issued by the Autonomous Communities.
²⁰⁷ https://www.cnmc.es.
²⁰⁸ http://www.rtve.es/.
²¹⁰ http://www.rtve.es/.
²¹¹ There exist a number of public-service broadcasters at regional level (see http://www.forta.es/ for more information), but for space’s sake this report will only consider the editorial policies of RTVE.
5.2.2.1.1. Editorial guidelines

Article 23 of the CRTVE’s Framework Mandate\(^2\) requires the public-service broadcaster to give priority to information, which should be a fundamental part of its offer and a space for public debate that stimulates reflection, acquisition of knowledge, critical thinking and citizen participation. Information and opinion should be clearly differentiated. The CRTVE must be particularly rigorous in its treatment of terrorism, conflict situations and all types of violence in its news programmes, paying special respect and attention to the sensitivity of victims.

The Estatuto de Información de la Corporación RTVE (the CRTVE’s Information Statute)\(^3\) sets out the rights and duties of CRTVE journalists in obtaining, processing and disseminating information, with the aim of ensuring their independence, as well as the objectivity and veracity of the information they provide. Likewise, it designates the news councils as participatory bodies that aim to guarantee the internal oversight and protection of the Corporation’s audiovisual information professionals.

Furthermore, the CRTVE has a Manual of Style\(^4\) for its news programmes. Its rules are applied to television, radio and web output, and aims to guarantee maximum informative rigour, independence, plurality and attention to the interests of society. It considers it essential to give adequate treatment to particularly sensitive social issues, such as gender violence, immigration, disasters or news involving minors.

5.2.2.1.2. Right of reply and rectification

According to the CRTVE’s Manual of Style, information which has been proven to be false or erroneous shall be rectified promptly and in a manner that is appropriate to the circumstances, without, if necessary, avoiding the apology and without waiting for the persons or institutions concerned to request it. The correction shall be made at least in the same way and with the same prominence as that in which the incorrect or inaccurate information would have benefitted from. Errors that are detected will be acknowledged and corrected, clearly indicating both the omission or error and its correction. Where appropriate, the reasons for the error may be explained to the public.

Moreover, if errors or inaccuracies arise that harm the interests of persons or institutions and those persons or institutions claim a right of reply, CRTVE’s professionals are obliged to respect and abide by the terms of the Organic Law 2/84. CRTVE will also offer a right of reply before the broadcast or publication of any information when they consider that it contains information or testimony that could harm third parties or their interests. In the same way, when someone makes accusations against third parties, RTVE

\(^2\) Mandato-marco a la Corporación RTVE previsto en el artículo 4 de la Ley 17/2006, de 5 de junio, de la Radio y la Televisión de Titularidad Estatal, aprobado por los Plenos del Congreso de los Diputados y del Senado, [http://noticias.juridicas.com/base_dados/Admin/cm131207-cg.html](http://noticias.juridicas.com/base_dados/Admin/cm131207-cg.html).


will ask the author of those accusations for supporting evidence. If this is not possible, RTVE will investigate the veracity of the accusations through its own means.

5.2.2.1.3. Complaint procedures

The Defensor del espectador, oyente y usuario de medios interactivos (the CRTVE Ombudsman) safeguards the right of citizens to truthful, independent and pluralist information and decent entertainment. It promotes the transparency and self-regulation of the Corporation’s media and facilitates direct relations between members of the public and its journalists in order to improve programming. After gathering information about a complaint, it issues an evaluation which shall be published on the CRTVE’s website and on its own television programme, RTVE responde (“RTVE Responds”); the evaluation shall also be delivered personally to the party who lodged the complaint.216

5.2.2.2. Private broadcasters

5.2.2.2.1. Atresmedia

Atresmedia217 is a media group in Spain operating, inter alia, 7 television channels (including Antena 3, the 2nd ranking television channel in terms of audience, and La Sexta) which had a total audience share of 24.6% in 2016.218

According to Antena 3’s Code of Ethics,219 its news services operate under the basic premise of offering their audiences reliable, quality information committed to the principles of social responsibility that should pertain to the practice of media journalism. No behaviour on the part of (or information imparted by) Antena 3’s journalists may go against the principles enshrined in the Constitution or contravene any legal or regulatory provision. Respect for the dignity of persons must be ensured in respect of all information disseminated. Only the defence of the public interest justifies conducting inquiries into people’s private lives without their consent. In particular, the rights of persons whose circumstances or nature place them in a position of weakness or possible discrimination shall be safeguarded. As in the case of all other programmes broadcast on Antena 3, its news programmes will clearly and explicitly separate information from advertising, and purely journalistic content from commercial content. Moreover, informational content shall be unequivocally differentiated from that which implies a critical interpretation or comment in respect of any contemporaneous field. The legal principle of the presumption

of innocence shall be scrupulously observed in respect of all information concerning ongoing investigations or legal proceedings.

The Code of Ethics of La Sexta Noticias (La Sexta’s main news programme)\(^{220}\) states its eagerness to “advance with the times” and its aim to give voice to national and international organisations and groups that fight for the disadvantaged and against inequality and injustice. NGOs and new social movements are a basic pillar of La Sexta Noticias' reporting. All information broadcast by La Sexta Noticias must be balanced and reflect all points of view. Everyone shall be assumed to be innocent in any material disseminated until proven guilty by a court of law. In all legal proceedings, the status of the accused (defendants, accused, etc.) will be indicated. La Sexta Noticias respects people’s private lives. It is mandatory to cite other media if those media obtain exclusive information that La Sexta Noticias wishes to address.

5.2.2.2.2. Mediaset España

Mediaset España,\(^{221}\) controlled by Italy-based Mediaset S.p.A., operates 7 television channels that commanded a total audience share of 29.9% in 2016,\(^{222}\) including Telecinco and Cuatro.

Mediaset España's Code of Ethics\(^{223}\) is applicable to all its television channels. As regards the information that they disseminate, Mediaset España journalists must observe strict compliance with the principles of truthfulness, objectivity and independence. No information deviating from these principles shall be communicated if it has not first been diligently investigated, or if it has been obtained using illegal methods. As far as possible, the dissemination of expressions or images that may offend the sensibilities of the viewer shall be avoided, especially at times when the presence of minors in front of the television set may be expected. In the event that the broadcasting of such expressions and images is essential in order to adequately illustrate a news item, prior oral notice of its existence shall be given. The right of an individual to personal and family privacy, and for his honour and image to be respected, shall be respected at all times, in accordance with current legislation and applicable case law. Mediaset España is fully committed to rectifying all information that strays from the principle of truthfulness.


\(^{221}\) [https://www.mediaset.es/](https://www.mediaset.es/).


5.3. Print media

5.3.1. Regulatory framework

The regulation of journalistic activities in Spain is based on the constitutionally-protected freedom of expression. Other than the general legislation described above, there is no press law in the proper sense of the term. There exists, however, a self-regulatory system established by the Federación de Asociaciones de Periodistas de España (FAPE). Its Comisión de Arbitraje, Quejas y Deontología del Periodismo (Commission for Arbitration, Complaints and Ethics in Journalism) is constituted as an internal ethical self-regulatory body for the journalistic profession. This Commission aims to ensure compliance with FAPE’s Código Deontológico (Code of Ethics), although it has no real power to impose sanctions. Its scope of action extends to any written or audiovisual medium, regardless of whether or not it is adhered to. However, even though it is a body created and backed by the largest professional journalism organisation in Spain, the Commission still lacks full support and recognition by all Spanish media.

According to FAPE’s Code of Ethics, the journalist’s first ethical commitment is to respect the truth. Accordingly, journalists shall always uphold the principle of freedom to investigate and disseminate information and freedom of comment and criticism. Without prejudice to the right of citizens to be informed, journalists shall respect the right of individuals to their own privacy and image. Journalists must uphold the principle that everyone is innocent until proven guilty and avoid as far as possible any harmful consequences arising from the performance of their reporting duties. Such criteria are especially pertinent in respect of matters brought to the attention of the Courts of Justice.

Journalists will do their utmost to respect the rights of the weakest and most discriminated against. For this reason, they must be particularly sensitive in the case of information or opinions of potentially discriminatory content or which could incite violence or degrading human practices.

224 The Federación de Asociaciones de Periodistas de España (FAPE) is the first professional organisation for journalists in Spain, with 49 federated and 19 linked associations representing around 19,000 members, http://fape.es.
225 The Comisión de Arbitraje, Quejas y Deontología del Periodismo is part of the Alliance of Independent Press Councils of Europe, http://www.comisiondequejas.com/.
227 For a detailed analysis of decisions taken by the Comisión de Arbitraje, Quejas y Deontología del Periodismo see Serrano Moreno J., “La autorregulación deontológica de los medios a través del Consejo de Prensa – Análisis de las 100 primeras Resoluciones de la Comisión de Arbitraje, Quejas y Deontología de la FAPE (2005-2014)”, http://dspace.ceu.es/bitstream/10637/7923/1/La%20autorregulaci%C3%B3n%20deontol%C3%B3gica%20de%20los%20medios%20a%20trav%C3%A9s%20del%20Consejo%20de%20Prensa_Tesis_Serrano%20Moreno%20Juan.pdf.
228 Currently the media groups Planet-Atres Media, Vocento, Mediaset and RTVE are not members of the Commission.
FAPE’s Code of Ethics lists a number of operational principles. The commitment to the search for the truth will always require journalists to report only on facts of which they are aware, without falsifying documents or omitting essential information, and not to publish false, misleading or distorted information material. Consequently, journalists must substantiate information that they disseminate, including by comparing sources and giving the persons concerned the opportunity to give their own version of the facts. In the case of publication of false, misleading or distorted material, journalists must correct the error in question as soon as possible, using the same typographical and/or audiovisual form of presentation as that used for its original dissemination. They shall also circulate an apology through their respective media organ where appropriate. Likewise, and without the need for the affected parties to take legal action, they must provide natural or legal persons with adequate opportunity to reply to inaccuracies in a manner similar to that indicated above. In carrying out their professional duties, journalists must use dignified methods to obtain information; this excludes the use illegal procedures. Journalists shall recognise and respect the right of natural and legal persons not to provide information or to answer questions, without prejudice to their professional duty to comply with citizens’ right to information. With the same exceptions as those pertaining to professional secrecy, the journalist will respect the nature of “off-the-record” information when it has been made clear that such information was provided on that basis, or when it can be deduced that this was the informant’s intention. Journalists will always make a clear and unequivocal distinction between facts and opinions, and interpretations or conjectures, although they are not obliged to be neutral in the exercise of their professional activities. In order not to mislead or confuse users, journalists are obliged to make a formal and rigorous distinction between information and advertising. It is considered unethical for journalists to carry out their activities while simultaneously engaging in advertising, or engaging in institutional or private activities of social communication when in doing so they breach the principles and ethical principles of journalism.

5.3.2. Newspaper policies

All Spanish journals have a manual of style which sets out ethical rules for their journalists. However, these manuals are in many cases difficult to find on their webpages or are simply not available to the public.229

With regard to complaints or right-of-reply procedures, transparency is equally absent. Probably the most transparent example is the daily El País. Its Reader’s Ombudsman230 guarantees readers’ rights, attends to their questions, complaints and suggestions regarding the contents of the newspaper, and ensures that the treatment of information is in accordance with the ethical and professional rules of journalism. It can intervene at the request of any reader or on its own initiative.

229 The exception to this is EL PAÍS, see http://blogs.elpais.com/defensor-del-lector/doc/principios_eticos.pdf.
5.4. Online media

5.4.1. Regulatory framework

Online media are regulated by Act 34/2002 on Information Society Services and Electronic Commerce. Apart from this concrete piece of legislation and the general legislation mentioned above, there is no sector-specific regulation concerning freedom of expression and information online.

5.4.2. Online media policies

The main Spanish broadcasters and journals also have Internet-based versions of their broadcast/print output, to which the same ethic rules and self-regulating codes apply.

As regards “digital native” sites, these continue to thrive in Spain, and reach a bigger mainstream audience than in most other countries. The most successful are El Confidencial, Eldiario.es, and Público.es. As in the case of their printed counterparts, transparency is absent with regards to ethical rules or procedures concerning complaints or the right of reply. Eldiario.es has a blog in which every fortnight its editor answers questions from readers and partners about the functioning of its news service, whereas El Confidencial and Público simply offer contact pages.

5.5. Conclusion

Spain is a relatively young democracy which keeps fresh the memory of the not-so-distant times when a dictatorial regime curtailed the freedom of the press. For these reasons, media outlets and journalists have acquired a “resistance” to any form of regulation that might impair their activities. This can be observed, for example, in the refusal of some important media to join self-regulatory bodies and, in general, an “allergy” to rectifying factual mistakes. However, the absence of clear regulation in the journalistic sector also has the consequence that it is left to the courts (both national and European) to

---

determine on a case-by-case basis (i) the limits on journalistic activity, and (ii) the scope of personality rights.237

Otherwise, legislation stipulating limitations on the freedom of expression has been the object of much criticism in recent times. The Spanish Criminal Code's provisions on slander and defamation go against the recommendations of international bodies such as the Council of Europe, which warns of the potential “chilling effect” of overprotective defamation laws on freedom of expression and public debate.238 As a recent example of this, the European Court of Human Rights held in March 2018 that, in the case of two Spanish nationals who had set fire to a photograph of the royal couple at a public demonstration, the prison sentence imposed on the applicants had been neither proportionate to the "legitimate aim pursued" (the protection of the reputation or rights of others) nor necessary in a democratic society.239 Despite this judgment, the Spanish Parliament rejected a legislative proposal to decriminalise the slandering and defamation of the Crown.240 Another criticised provision of the Criminal Code is the prohibition on “glorifying terrorism” and "humiliating the victims of terrorism". According to Amnesty International, this has resulted in "increasing self-censorship and a broader chilling effect on freedom of expression in Spain.”241

Lastly, the issue of “fake news” has been taken more seriously in Spain owing to allegations that Russian-based media spread disinformation during the recent political crisis in Catalonia.242 Accordingly, the Congress of Deputies (the lower house of the Spanish parliament) set up a (rather controversial) working group within the parliament's Defence Committee with the aim of studying the characteristics, development, consequences and ways of combating “disinformation campaigns”.243 Moreover, the Government has provisionally tasked the National Cybersecurity Council with detecting and countering disinformation campaigns (which for the first time have been included as


238 See https://www.coe.int/en/web/freedom-expression/defamation.


a threat in the National Security Strategy adopted in December 2017,244 while assessing the advisability of creating a dedicated body to combat them.

6. FI – Finland

Anette Alén-Savikko, University of Helsinki/University of Lapland

6.1. Introduction

Trust in the news media is at a record high in Finland, especially when it comes to the traditional legacy media. Moreover, Finnish journalists work in a professional culture which is based on the values of objectivity and independence. At the same time, a popular fake or alternative news site, called MV-lehti, has been gaining attention and is currently under scrutiny. A recent report on the state of Finnish media and communications policy notes that Finns have traditionally spent a fairly large amount of time on media consumption. Referring to survey data, it also points out that over 40% of that time is currently used for the Internet, while electronic media in general receives over six times the amount of time dedicated to print media. Indeed, 88% of Finns (between the ages of 16 to 89) use the Internet on a daily basis, with mobile use being the most popular gateway thereto. Social media is the main source of news only for 8% of Finns, with strong polarisation according to age groups (the percentage is 29% of those under 25). Moreover, Finns are not eager to pay for their online news.
6.2. Broadcast media

6.2.1. Current regulatory framework

The Act on the Exercise of Freedom of Expression in Mass Media (460/2003) (laki sananvapauden käyttämisestä joukkoviestinnässä, Freedom of Expression Act - FEA)\(^{250}\) includes provisions on reply and correction. The provisions cover all regular publishing and programme activity. However, self-regulation (see below) functions to the extent that the law has not been applied in such matters. Under the FEA, a private individual with a justified reason to consider offensive a message contained in a programme broadcast on a regular basis has the right to have their reply published in the same programme.\(^{251}\) The right to a correction enables private individuals, corporations, foundations, and public authorities to have false information concerning them contained in a programme corrected in the same programme, with the exception of errors of minor significance.\(^{252}\) Programme refers to “a coherent set of network messages that are primarily expressed as sound or moving picture, while the provision of such to the public constitutes broadcasting”.\(^{253}\)

For its part, the Criminal Code of Finland (39/1889; CC) (rikoslaki)\(^{254}\) includes provisions on defamation,\(^{255}\) the dissemination of information violating personal privacy,\(^{256}\) and incitement to racial hatred,\(^{257}\) among others. Defamation covers the spreading of false information or insinuation about a person and disparaging a person in another manner; however, criticism of a person’s activities in politics, business, public position, science, art or in some comparable public activity is allowed. Indeed, legislative amendments concerning defamation and the dissemination of private information entered into force in 2014. These legislative amendments were designed to promote free speech and coherence with the decisions of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR).\(^{258}\)

Section 13 FEA includes provisions on editorial misconduct. They apply where the editor in charge of a programme intentionally or negligently shirks their responsibility to


\(^{251}\) FEA, § 8.


\(^{253}\) FEA, § 2.


\(^{255}\) Criminal code, §§ 9-10, Ch. 24.

\(^{256}\) Criminal Code, §§ 8-8a, Ch. 24.

\(^{257}\) Criminal Code, §§ 10-10a, Ch. 11.

\(^{258}\) Government bill on amending the Criminal Code, § 7 Ch 10 of the Coercive Measures Act and § 9 Ch. 5 of the Police Act (HE 19/2013 vp); Sananvapausrikokset, vainoaminen ja viestintärauhan rikkominen. Reports and statements of the Ministry of Justice 24/2012; Alén-Savikko & Korpisaari, 2016, pp. 62-72.
manage and supervise editorial work, and where this may contribute to an offence stemming from the content of the programme.259

The Council for Mass Media (Julkisen sanan neuvosto – CMM) was established by publishers and journalists in 1968. As an independent self-regulatory body in the field of media, the CMM interprets good professional practice codified in the Guidelines for Journalists.260 The self-regulatory regime, including the Guidelines, apply to media companies who have committed to them – nearly all the Finnish media. Complaints may be lodged by anyone who suspects a breach of journalistic ethics, and it is also possible for the CMM to discuss matters of major importance on its own initiative.261 With regard to fairness, accuracy and objectivity, the CMM issues opinions on factual errors, as well as on the treatment of interviewees, among other things. Moreover, the CMM issues statements on professional ethics. In the event of breaches, the CMM issues notices which are to be published by the media concerned. The Guidelines for Journalists contain many provisions that are relevant from the perspective of accuracy and fairness; they emphasise, inter alia, journalists’ professional status and independence, as well as their unrelinquishable power to make editorial decisions. Moreover, pressure and persuasion must be resisted, while the misuse of a journalist’s position is forbidden. As a specific issue, sections 20–25 of the Guidelines include provisions on the right to reply and correction, whereby essentially incorrect information must be speedily corrected. Moreover, the right of reply must be granted from the outset to a person, organisation, or a company whose activities are presented in an extremely negative light.262 However, if it is impossible to hear the parties at the same time the opportunity to be heard or comment afterwards must be granted to the party presented in a negative light.263 Even if a reply cannot be published in its original form or in amended form, the core content should be published objectively.264

According to the 2016 annual report of the CMM, the trust in which journalism is held is being exploited for the dissemination of disinformation, while journalists are increasingly being subjected to hate speech and threats. Indeed, in the current media landscape, the Council has acquired a new position as the defender of the fact-based media.265 In 2018, a campaign for responsible journalism was launched by media within the scope of the CMM. A visual icon was developed which can be used exclusively by media subject to self-regulation to label their content. The icon may be used in broadcasting, print media and online. The purpose is to enable the public to separate responsible journalism (which is accurate and fair) from content and forms of

259 Alén-Savikko & Korpisaari, 2016, pp. 74-75.
265 JSN 2016, 2.
communication that are based on different values and principles than journalism, including from disinformation, fake news, and advertising.\textsuperscript{266}

Figure 1. Icon for responsible journalism\textsuperscript{267}

Since the turn of the millennium, the Supreme Court of Finland has rendered many judgments on defamation, mostly overturning rulings of lower courts and dismissing charges. The court has also ruled extensively on the dissemination of private information.\textsuperscript{268} In the field of self-regulation, according to the 2016 annual report of the CMM, the number of complaints was a record high in 2016, while breaches were found in 38 cases (37.3%).\textsuperscript{269} With regard to 2017 decisions, accuracy and factual error was discussed – for example, regarding MOT, a programme broadcast by Yle (the national public service broadcaster – Yleisradio).\textsuperscript{270} A claim was made in the programme without substantiating its accuracy. Later in the reply of the responsible editor, only one anonymous source was cited by way of substantiation. The claim was presented as fact in the programme, even though it simply constituted an opinion. Pursuant to the CMM, the error should have been corrected. Moreover, the CMM has issued an opinion concerning the conduct of Finnish Prime Minister Juha Sipilä.\textsuperscript{271} The CMM regarded as ill-judged regular allegations made in public by the Prime Minister that Yle had breached the Guidelines for Journalists. The CMM referred to its mandate to interpret the Guidelines, noting that ill-founded references to the Guidelines may erode the credibility of journalism and the foundations of democracy. It was, however, impossible for the Council to examine whether or not the Prime Minister had aimed to exert influence over Yle. According to the CMM, his conduct could nonetheless have had the effect of limiting free

\textsuperscript{266} See \url{www.vastuullistajournalismia.fi}. The campaign promoting the icon was fixed-term (12.-25.3.2018) but the icon could be adopted for permanent use. See \url{http://www.jsn.fi/uutiset/vastuullisen-journalismin-kampanja-kaynnisty/}.
\textsuperscript{267} See \url{https://vastuullistajournalismia.fi/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/jsn_merkki_nelio.png}.
\textsuperscript{268} Alén-Savikko & Korpisaari, 2016, pp. 36, 62-72.
\textsuperscript{269} JSN 2016, 8-9.
\textsuperscript{270} LANGETTAVA 6704/YLE/17, \url{https://www.jsn.fi/paatokset/6704-yle-17/}.
\textsuperscript{271} LAUSUMA 6450/L/17, \url{https://www.jsn.fi/paatokset/6450-l-17/}.
speech. The Council also noted that safeguarding accuracy and combatting disinformation are challenges which require a contribution from those in power.272

6.2.2. Broadcaster policies on accuracy and fairness

Major broadcasters in Finland include the national public service broadcaster Yleisradio and commercial broadcasters MTV Oy (MTV 3) and Sanoma Media Finland Oy (Nelonen). Yle has its own guiding principles, including general ethical guidelines (for everyone in the organisation, as well as freelancers and partners),273 while it also has ethical guidelines for programme activity and content,274 and principles for social media.275 The general guidelines include values such as trustworthiness and independence. Programme activity and content are guided by various principles in respect of accuracy and fairness. These include fact-based, pluralistic, and diverse journalism, as well as independence of programme activity and content production (e.g. from pressure, bribes, and political, commercial, or other types of outside interests). Indeed, the guidelines were updated owing to the so-called “Sipilägate” affair regarding relations between Yle and the Finnish Prime Minister (see above).276 Moreover, in its guidelines the Yle sets out its intolerance for privacy violations, hate speech and discrimination, while emphasising the importance of accuracy of information, the prompt correction of errors, and fairly conducted interviews.

Media organisations that are committed to self-regulation under the CMM are bound by the Guidelines for Journalists. These include Yle, as well as commercial media such as MTV and Sanoma Media Finland (including Nelonen) and Alma Media.277 For example, MV-lehti is not committed to the guidelines.

272 The journalistic decision-making process of Yle was also audited following the events. See the report O. Mäenpää, Yleisradion journalistinen päättöksentekoprosessi. Arviointiraportti (15.5.2017), http://data.yle.fi/dokumentit/Uutiset/Arviointiraportti.pdf.
277 See http://www.jsn.fi/jsn/jsn/.
Fact-checking has increased, in particular with regard to politics. As part of an effort to promote fact-based public discussion by means of journalism, fact-checking during the 2018 presidential elections in Finland was surveyed and a report was published by Faktabaari, a Finnish fact-checking service. The survey covers responses from fact-checking journalists and an analysis of the fact-checking conducted by the media. Indeed, the major media companies, Yle, Sanoma (Helsingin Sanomat), and Alma Media, all conducted fact-checking within the context of the 2018 presidential elections.

6.3. Print media

6.3.1. Current regulatory framework

Under the FEA, a private individual with a justified reason for considering offensive a message contained in a periodical has the right to have their reply published in the same publication. The right to correction enables private individuals, corporations, foundations, and public authorities to have false information concerning them contained in a periodical corrected in the same publication, with the exception of errors of minor significance (§ 9 FEA). A “periodical” is “a publication intended to be issued regularly, at least four times per year”; the concept of “publication” encompasses print media, and the provision thereof to the public constitutes the act of “publishing”. For its part, the Criminal Code of Finland (39/1889) (CC) includes, inter alia, provisions on defamation, the dissemination of information violating personal privacy, and incitement to racial hatred (see above). Section 13 FEA includes provisions on editorial misconduct. These apply where the editor in charge of a periodical intentionally or negligently shirks their responsibility to manage and supervise editorial work (see above).

The CMM interprets the good professional practice codified in the Guidelines for Journalists. With regard to fairness, accuracy and objectivity, the CMM issues opinions on

279 See Hyvönen & Hämmäri 2018; according to its website “Faktabaari is a Finnish factchecking service bringing accuracy to the public election debates. Faktabaari is a non-partisan journalistic service using social media for collecting and distributing factual information with crowds.” (https://faktabaari.fi/in-english/).
280 See e.g Alma Media’s project https://www.almamedia.fi/vastuullisuus/case/faktana-kiitos.
281 FEA, § 8.
282 FEA, § 9.
283 FEA, § 2.
285 Criminal Code of Finland, §§ 9-10 Ch. 24.
286 Criminal Code of Finland, §§ 8-8a, Ch. 24.
287 Criminal Code of Finland, §§ 10-10a, Ch. 11.
288 Alén-Savikko & Korpisaari, 2016, pp. 74-75.
factual errors, as well as on the treatment of interviewees, among others. In 2017, for example, the Helsingin Sanomat newspaper was found to have breached the Guidelines after it published (in print and online) a story claiming that no new antibiotics were being developed, but had corrected the error only seven and a half weeks after a request for a correction had been lodged.289

6.3.2. Newspaper policies on accuracy and fairness

In terms of circulation, the biggest daily newspaper in Finland is Helsingin Sanomat (Sanoma Media Finland), and the second-biggest daily newspaper is Aamulehti (Alma Media).290 Both are committed to the Guidelines for Journalists, while they may follow their own ethical and other guidelines as well. For example, Alma Media has a website dedicated to observing responsibility in its activities in terms of economic and ecological impact, as well as the societal impact of its content.291 The company is thereby committed to responsible journalism, promotion of free speech, pluralism, and democracy, as well as to combatting hate speech and “fake media”.292

6.4. Online media

6.4.1. Current regulatory framework

Under the FEA, a private individual, having a justified reason to consider offensive a message contained in a network publication, has the right to have their reply published in the same publication.293 The right to correction enables private individuals, corporations, foundations, and public authorities to have false information concerning them, contained in a network publication corrected in the same publication, with the exception of errors of minor significance.294 A network publication refers to “a set of network messages, arranged into a coherent whole comparable to a periodical from material produced or processed by the publisher, and intended to be issued regularly”.295 For its part, the Criminal Code of Finland (39/1889)(CC)296 includes provisions on defamation,297 the

290 Newman et al. 2017, 66-67; see also Media Audit Finland.
291 See https://www.almamedia.fi/vastuullisuus/vastuullisuus-almassa.
292 See https://www.almamedia.fi/vastuullisuus/yhteiskuntavastuu.
293 FEA, § 8.
294 FEA, § 9.
295 FEA, § 2.
297 Criminal Code of Finland, §§ 9-10 Ch. 24.
dissemination of information violating personal privacy, and incitement to racial hatred, among others (see above). Section 13 FEA includes provisions on editorial misconduct which apply where the responsible editor of a network publication neglects their responsibility to manage and supervise editorial work (see above). Where the criteria for a network publication under § 2 FEA are not met (no prior monitoring of content, or only to the extent required for the removal of offensive content, etc.), the liability of website administrators for online content is limited. The author bears responsibility for the content, while offences stemming from content might be committed by others alongside the author, depending on the description of the crime in question. No rules exist to allocate liability similar to editorial misconduct (e.g. in case of an anonymous author). Provisions on the liability regime for Internet service providers are included in the Act on Electronic Communications Services (917/2014) (laki sähköisen viestinnän palveluista). The provisions concern various types of activity, including conduit, caching and hosting. Specific provisions in the Act on Electronic Communications Services covering hate speech provide that hosting service providers may escape liability if they act promptly in disabling access to material manifestly contrary to the criminal law provisions on incitement to racial hatred.

Most recently, the Supreme Court has returned to the Court of Appeal two cases concerning defamation within the context of blogs and Internet sites. For its part, the CMM interprets good professional practice codified in the Guidelines for Journalists. In 2011, an annex to the Guidelines for Journalists was adopted whereby editorial offices must monitor their online media so as to prevent the publication of degrading content, such as that including incitement to violence or hatred (section 1). Awareness of degrading content triggers the duty to delete it without delay (section 2). There are many CMM decisions concerning online media, in particular in respect of the need for accuracy. The following examples of breaches from 2016-2017 illustrate recent CMM

---

298 Criminal Code of Finland, §§ 8-8a, Ch. 24.
299 Criminal Code of Finland, §§ 10-10a, Ch. 11.
300 Alén-Savikko & Korpisaari, 2016, pp. 74-75.
301 Alén-Savikko & Korpisaari, 2016, pp. 76-77.
303 Act on Electronic Communications Services, § 182-184.
304 Act on Electronic Communications Services, § 184(1): “When an information society service consists of the storage of information provided by a recipient (content provider) of the service upon his request, the service provider is not liable for the content of the information stored or transmitted at the request of a recipient of the service if it acts expeditiously to disable access to the information stored upon: 1) obtaining knowledge of a court order concerning it or if it concerns violation of copyright or neighbouring right upon obtaining the notification referred to in section 191; 2) otherwise obtaining actual knowledge of the fact that the stored information is clearly contrary to section 10 or 10(a) of Chapter 11 or section 18 or 18(a) of Chapter 17 of the Criminal Code.” See also Alén-Savikko & Korpisaari, 2016, pp. 76-77.
306 See Annex to Guidelines: Material generated by the public on a media website (operative from 1 October 2011; accepted on 5 September 2011), https://www.jsn.fi/en/guidelines_for_journalists/; see also Alén-Savikko & Korpisaari, 2016, p. 73.
decisions. (i) The editorial office of the investigative programme MOT broadcast by Yle had published on its website a story concerning lobbying. A list was published containing dozens of names of persons frequently visiting Parliament. Yle had not verified the identity of the persons as diligently as possible, and the list contained errors, of which the public was not informed in sufficient detail.307 (ii) A story on Yle’s website, based on social media discussion, included an erroneous interpretation of the complainant’s writing, which had been published anonymously on the Facebook page of an MP. Yle had not corrected the error despite a request for it to do so.308 (iii) MTV had published a story on its website about a certain substance which it referred to as “medicine”. However, the substance in question was not a medicine and the error should have been corrected.309 (iv) MTV had also reported on a court case in a manner that had shed an extremely negative light on the complainant. The person in question had not been given the opportunity to express their view, and nor had the error been corrected after a request for a correction had been lodged.310 (v) Suomen Kuvalehti had reported on its website on the suspected influence exerted by the Finnish Prime Minister on Yle in a manner that had presented the editor-in-chief in question in a negative light and without giving them the opportunity to express their own view.311 (vi) Kauppalehti had published a story on its website on court cases concerning taxation. There had been no mention of the fact that the interviewee, an attorney, had represented a party in a case discussed in the story.312 (vii) The Ilta-Sanomat newspaper had published a comment on its website that had contained erroneous allegations relating to income tax in general and costs of living in the capital region (e.g. apartment prices in Vantaa and Espoo equalling to those in Manhattan, New York). The errors had not been corrected, despite a request for a correction having been lodged.313

6.4.2. Online media policies on accuracy and fairness

There are two evening tabloids which reach half of the Finnish population online on a weekly basis: Ilta-Sanomat online (Sanoma Media Finland) (58%) and Iltalehti online (Alma Media) (57%).314 Both are committed to the Guidelines for Journalists, while they follow their own ethical and other guidelines as well (see above for Alma Media). In addition, there are other types of online news services followed by Finns, such as Yle Areena. For its part, Yle has its own social media guidance whereby presence and interaction in social media is imperative. The applicable laws, values and ethics are noted, while editorial decision-making and responsibility similar to all other activity are emphasised. Yle social

media accounts require written planning as well as authorisation, and those working at Yle must pay attention to the principle of credibility, among others.315

6.5. Conclusion

The Finnish media landscape has not been immune to challenges regarding accuracy and fairness, whether concerning the spread of disinformation and “fake news” or outside pressure on editorial work. For its part, the national public service broadcaster, Yle, has faced challenges in terms of independence from political pressure, taking into account its funding scheme. However, the Finnish media is also combatting the developments, including by fact-checking and introduction of a visual icon for responsible media.

7. FR - France

Agnès Granchet, Université Panthéon-Assas (Paris II)

7.1. Introduction

Television is still the primary source of information on current affairs for French people. According to the annual barometer on “French confidence in the media” produced by Kantar Sofres for the La Croix daily newspaper in January 2018, 48% of those questioned used television in 2017 as their primary means of accessing information on current national or international issues, 26% preferred the Internet (up by 1% compared with 2016), 17% preferred the radio (down 3%) and 8% preferred the print media (up 2%).

Television news broadcast by the general-interest channels (TF1, France 2, France 3 and M6) and rolling news channels (BFMTV, LCI, CNews and Franceinfo) are the two most widely used means — 34% and 18% respectively of those polled — to learn more about topical issues. On the Internet, press websites and mobile apps remain the principal sources of information for 28% of those surveyed and for 38% of regular Internet users. The social networks, 1% down over 2016, are still preferred by 18% of those questioned and by 23% of regular Internet users.

French mistrust of the information disseminated online, judged reliable by only 25% of those questioned, increased further in 2017. By contrast, the credibility of the traditional media rose significantly, with 56% of those questioned expressing confidence in the radio stations, 52% in the print media and 48% in the television stations.

7.2. Broadcast media

7.2.1. Current regulatory framework

The honesty of information and programmes is an obligation imposed on all audiovisual media by the Freedom of Communication Act of 30 September 1986. It is mentioned among the “ethical obligations” in the charters of the public corporations (France Télévisions, Radio France, and France Médias Monde) and in the agreements signed by the private channels with the Conseil supérieur de l’audiovisuel (CSA), which is the audiovisual regulator. According to section 3-1 of the 1986 Act, the CSA guarantees “the honesty, independence and pluralism of information and the programmes that contribute to it”.

In the event of private or public publishers failing to meet their obligation of honesty and accuracy in the presentation and treatment of information, the CSA can issue them with a formal warning. If the breach is repeated, a penalty may be imposed. In the case of radio and television stations that broadcast political and general information programmes, compliance with the honesty of information requirement must be assured by the Committee on Honesty, Independence and Pluralism of Information, made up of independent personalities. However, few public audiovisual media (France Télévisions, Radio France, France Médias Monde and Public Sénat) or private media (Canal+, Europe 1, M6 and RT France) have set up such committees and have sometimes been issued with a warning by the CSA.

The dissemination by audiovisual media of false information liable to be prejudicial to the honour or reputation of a natural or legal person is subject to the right of reply under section 6 of the Act of 29 July 1982 and the Decree of 6 April 1987. 

---
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provisions of the Freedom of the Press Act of 29 July 1881\textsuperscript{335} making the publication of false information or defamation a punishable offence apply to the audiovisual sector. Article 226-8 of the Penal Code\textsuperscript{336}, which makes undeclared montages a criminal offence, covers manipulations of words or images.

The Guidelines on audiovisual coverage of terrorist acts (Précautions relatives à la couverture audiovisuelle d’actes terroristes)\textsuperscript{337} adopted by the CSA in 2016 recommend that enhanced processes be established in editorial offices to monitor and internally validate the reliability of information before it is aired.

The 27 868 complaints made to the CSA in 2016\textsuperscript{338} about compliance with rights and freedoms led to 39 responses by the CSA, of which about a third concerned failure to comply with the obligation to ensure accuracy in the presentation and treatment of information.

### 7.2.2. Broadcaster policies on accuracy and fairness

The honesty of information and programmes is a concern expressed in most programming charters of public and private audiovisual media. The France Télévisions Channels Charter\textsuperscript{339} makes honesty "the fundamental information requirement of public television". In its Ethics Charter (Charte de déontologie)\textsuperscript{340}, the rolling news channel BFMTV "undertakes to guarantee pluralism and to broadcast accurate and factually correct information, which prohibits any one-sided presentation of the facts". Several radio stations (Europe\textsuperscript{1}\textsuperscript{341}, France Culture\textsuperscript{342}, France Info\textsuperscript{343}, RFI\textsuperscript{344}) and television channels (ARTE\textsuperscript{345}, France 24\textsuperscript{346}, LCP\textsuperscript{347}) broadcast fact-checking programmes. An Internet site has been set up for the "observers" of France 24\textsuperscript{348}.

In the case of audiovisual media with their own ombudsman (France Télévisions\textsuperscript{349}, Radio France\textsuperscript{350}, France Médias Monde\textsuperscript{351} and TF1\textsuperscript{352}), this intermediary between the

\textsuperscript{335} https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070722.
\textsuperscript{336} https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do;jsessionid=8BD9927E796657D8964608DD95783E81.tplgfr28s27?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000006165310&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20180516.
\textsuperscript{337} http://www.csa.fr/Espace-juridique/Codes-de-bonne-conduite-et-textes-de-precautions-relatives-a-la-couverture-audiovisuelle/Precautions-relatives-a-la-couverture-audiovisuelle-d-actes-terroristes.
\textsuperscript{338} http://www.csa.fr/Etudes-et-publications/Les-rapports-annuels-du-CSA/Le-rapport-annuel-2016-du-CSA.
\textsuperscript{339} https://www.francetelevisions.fr/charte_des_antennes.
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medium and its audience examines complaints about content broadcast, especially criticism about mistakes of substance, location errors or the incorrect use of French in an information item. The ombudsman can refer a matter to the Committee on Honesty, Independence and Pluralism of Information and Programmes, which the law requires to be set up by operators of national general-interest radio and television services that broadcast current affairs and general information programmes.

The undertaking entered into by the audiovisual media to “respect the individual and their dignity” includes the obligation to guarantee the exercise of the right of reply under the conditions laid down by law.

7.3. Print media

7.3.1. Current regulatory framework

The Freedom of the Press Act of 29 July 1881 contains several provisions enabling action to be taken against the dissemination of false information in the print media. Section 27 makes the publication or reproduction of false news a criminal offence when this is done in bad faith and is liable to disturb the public peace. Section 12 grants the right of rectification to any “person exercising public authority concerning acts carried out by virtue of his/her office and claimed to have been inaccurately reported” in the print media. The right of reply is open more broadly, under section 13, to “any person named or referred to in a newspaper or periodical”. It could be exercised in the event of the publication of false information involving a natural or legal person. The offence of defamation, defined in section 29(1) of the Act as “any allegation or charge likely to be prejudicial to the honour or reputation of the person or entity at which it is levelled”, provides for the dissemination of inaccurate information detrimental to a person’s honour or esteem to be punished.

The Charter of Journalists’ Professional Ethics adopted by the National Union of Journalists (Syndicat national des journalistes – SNJ) in 2011 considers “critical thinking, truthfulness, accuracy, integrity, fairness and impartiality” as the “pillars of journalistic work”. Sectoral codes of practice applicable to news agencies or to the regional daily or weekly press express similar demands. Reporters Without Borders is
preparing a draft text of the international certification of media that disseminate reliable
information.359

The annual report of the Observatory on Information Ethics (Observatoire de la
déontologie de l’information)360 mentions 488 cases of breaches of ethics identified in
2017, without detailing the number of those relating to the accuracy and truthfulness of
information in the various media.

The dissemination of false information is rarely punished as an offence of
publishing false news, which involves “the announcement of a recently occurred event
made to a person who as yet has no knowledge of it”361 and presupposes an actual or
potential disturbance of the public peace. The courts have also ruled out the application
of the general rules of civil liability.362

7.3.2. Newspaper policies on accuracy and fairness

The Le Monde group’s charter of ethics and good practice363 reiterates that the purpose of
the group’s press titles is to “provide, on any medium, quality, precise, verified and
balanced information”. Like many other editorial charters364, this draws on the Charter of
Munich365, which makes respect and truth the first professional duty of journalists.

Four French press titles (the national daily Le Monde366 and three regional dailies)
have an ombudsman tasked with replying to public criticism on the information
disseminated. Within the Le Monde group, two ethics committees also ensure compliance
with the charter of ethics. At the Libération newspaper, compliance with the charter367 is
ensured by a Committee on Editorial Independence.

The editorial charters that mention the right of reply generally refer to the
conditions concerning eligibility for this right and its exercise governed by the 1881
Freedom of the Press Act. The addition of an editorial note on the published reply is
sometimes prohibited.

---
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7.4. Online media

7.4.1. Current regulatory framework

Section 6-V of the Confidence in the Digital Economy Act (Loi pour la confiance dans l’économie numérique) of 21 June 2004 makes the definition of offences punishable under the Freedom of the Press Act of 29 July 1881 applicable to online public communication services and, in particular, its provisions making it a criminal offence to disseminate false news or defamatory remarks and enabling the publication of inaccurate information to be punished. The procedure for interim measures provided for in section 6-I-8 of the 2004 Act allows the judicial authority to prescribe all appropriate measures to prevent or halt damage caused by the content of an online public communication service. It could be used to halt the dissemination of false information on digital networks. Governed by section 6-IV of the Act of 21 June 2004 and by a decree of 24 October 2007, the online right of reply is available to anyone affected by a public communication service, especially by the dissemination of false information. This right of reply can, however, be voided when users are able to draw up their observations directly on a news item criticising them or become inapplicable if the item is deleted or rectified.

At election time, several legal provisions applicable to news items disseminated “by any electronic means of communication to the public” enable the publication of false information online to be punished. Article 97 of the Electoral Code makes it a criminal offence to spread false news with the effect of distorting the outcome of a ballot. Article L. 52-1 prohibits, for a period of six months preceding a vote, the use of commercial advertising for electioneering purposes. However, the private members’ bill of 21 March 2018 on countering false information aims to tighten up the obligations of digital platforms in the run-up to an election in order to ensure transparency with regard to sponsored content. It envisages the creation of a new procedure for applying for interim measures to enable a court to halt, within a period of 48 hours, the planned mass dissemination of false information online likely to affect the honesty of the ballot. The bill provides for the CSA’s powers to be widened and for technical service providers to be required to install a system for reporting false information and for making details from public authorities available on the dissemination of that information.

The Electronic Publishing Charter (Charte d’édition électronique) of the Association of Publishers of Online Content and Services (Groupement des éditeurs de contenus et services en ligne), to which many media organisations belong, requires
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publishers of online information to endeavour to verify the validity of the information they publish and to comply with the rules of journalistic ethics. The Union of the Independent Online Information Press (Syndicat de la presse indépendante d’information en ligne) aims to ensure compliance with codes of practice and to promote the independence of editorial offices and the integrity of information, in accordance with the Charter of Munich.

7.4.2. Online media policies on accuracy and fairness

Like the charters of ethics of some print media distributed online, the editorial charters of pure players, such as Mediapart and Rue89, refer to the SNJ's Charters of 1918 or 2011 and to the Charter of Munich. Mediapart’s mission is "to be at the service of the right to know and the freedom to say, in the interests of factual truth and the pluralism of opinions". Several traditional media organisations (including Agence France-Presse, Le Monde and Libération) have established fact-checking tools and blogs or websites.

In the case of online media, Internet users have the ability to post comments governed by participation charters or moderation charters which define their rights and obligations.

The charters of ethics of online media guarantee the exercise of a right of reply to anyone criticised and the publication of the reply under conditions provided for by law.

7.5. Conclusion

The reliability of information is, according to the Barometer published by La Croix in January 2018, the priority of 90% of French people. According to a survey carried out after the French Head of State had announced the forthcoming adoption of a law to combat false information, 79% of those questioned were in favour of this measure.
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However, such a law is not without its risks for freedom of expression. False information comes in many different forms; it is not easy to define and its assessment by a court, let alone by private Internet operators, will have to be treated with caution.

French law already contains numerous provisions that enable the dissemination of false information in the media to be punished, including in the run-up to elections. The media themselves are developing new ways of verifying information. More than 20 French media outlets have taken part in the CrossCheck collaborative journalism project which was set up in February 2017 to verify questionable information on the French presidential election.

The ability to combat the proliferation of rumours and false information online doubtless depends less on the adoption of a new legal instrument, which would be both unnecessary and dangerous for freedom of expression, than on improving the application of existing legal provisions and strengthening media education.

---
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8. GB – United Kingdom

Tony Prosser, University of Bristol Law School, UK

8.1. Introduction

The legal framework in the UK depends very much on the type of medium in question. Ofcom, the communications regulator, regularly conducts surveys of news consumption, the most recent being in 2016. Ofcom, the communications regulator, regularly conducts surveys of news consumption, the most recent being in 2016. 388 This found that television is the most used source for news (used by 69% of adults), although online sources had risen from 41% to 48% in the previous year. Radio was used by 33% and the press by 29%, although there were substantial variations between age groups. The BBC was the dominant television source, with 73% of those using television for news using BBC1 and 29% other BBC channels, compared with 42% using ITV and 21% Sky News. The BBC also has a very substantial online news presence: 56% of online news users used the BBC website, compared to 27% for Facebook, the second most popular source. The most used newspaper website was that of the Daily Mail, with 10%. However, 47% of those who use social media for news reported that they mainly rely on social media posts for news, a big increase from 30% in 2015. The overall picture is thus that there is rapid development in the use of social media sources, although the BBC has succeeded in extending its television dominance to online news.

8.2. Broadcast media

8.2.1. Regulatory framework

The regulatory framework for broadcasters is detailed and demanding. The major regulatory body is Ofcom; very importantly, since April 2017 it has had responsibility for regulating BBC content, as well as that of commercial broadcasters. This extends to news coverage.

For the BBC, the major legislative sources are its Royal Charter and Agreement.\textsuperscript{389} The first of the five public purposes of the BBC set out in the Charter is “to provide impartial news and information to help people understand and engage with the world around them”; the Agreement also requires Ofcom to make arrangements with the BBC to ensure that news services are provided at an appropriate level. The Communications Act 2003 requires Ofcom to draw up a code binding on broadcasters which it licences, and the BBC; this forms the core of the regulatory provisions. The Act also requires public service broadcasters to include news services which are of high quality and deal with both national and international matters; this provision applies to ITV, Channel 4 and Channel 5.

The Ofcom Broadcasting Code has extensive provisions relating to news and current affairs programmes.\textsuperscript{390} Section 5 is concerned with due impartiality and due accuracy, and this requirement is applied to news in any form. The term “due” is defined as “adequate or appropriate to the subject and nature of the programme” and not as requiring an equal division of time for every viewpoint. Serious mistakes in news should be acknowledged and corrected quickly, and no politician may be used as a newsreader, interviewer or reporter unless, exceptionally, it is editorially justified. Generally, impartiality is to be achieved over a series of programmes taken as a whole; presenters and reporters may present their own views, except in news programmes, but alternative viewpoints must also be represented. Special impartiality requirements apply to “matters of political or industrial controversy and matters relating to current public policy”. For these, all views and opinions of those providing the service must be excluded, and due impartiality must be preserved in each programme or in clearly linked and timely programmes. An appropriately wide range of significant views must be included and given due weight, and undue prominence should not be given to the views and opinions of particular persons or bodies. The Code also includes detailed special rules requiring impartiality at the times of elections and referendums – for example, requiring all candidates to be given the opportunity to participate in broadcast items relating to their particular area. The Code also has further rules relating to fairness in the treatment of particular individuals and organisations in programmes. Of course, other more general provisions of the Code (for example those relating to fairness and privacy) may also be applied to news and current affairs programmes.

A complaint about a breach of the Code can be made directly to Ofcom or, in the case of the BBC, after first raising it with the broadcaster. The number of complaints is substantial: in 2016/17 over 16,000 complaints were received, although it is not clear how many of those related to news and current affairs programmes.\textsuperscript{391} A full investigation of whether there had been a breach of the Code was carried out in 162 cases; in 97 there

\textsuperscript{389} Department for Culture, Media and Sport, \textit{Copy of the Royal Charter for the Continuance of the British Broadcasting Corporation}, Cm 9365 (2016), \url{http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/about/how_we_govern/2016/charter.pdf}; \textit{An Agreement Between Her Majesty’s Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport and the British Broadcasting Corporation} Cm 9366 (2016), \url{http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/about/how_we_govern/2016/agreement.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{390} Ofcom, \textit{Broadcasting Code}, \url{https://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv-radio-and-on-demand/broadcast-codes/broadcast-code}.

was found to have been such a breach, and in rare serious cases financial sanctions were imposed on the broadcaster. Investigations are reported in Ofcom’s Broadcast Bulletin every two weeks.\footnote{See \url{https://www.ofcom.org.uk/about-ofcom/latest/bulletins/broadcast-bulletins}.} For example, in the case of the 2017 UK general election, a broadcaster of news and current affairs programmes in the Urdu language was found to have committed a clear breach of the rule in the Broadcasting Code that discussion and analysis of election issues must finish as soon as the polls open. The broadcaster apologised and promised that its reporters would undertake further training on election reporting. Although there had been a clear breach, Ofcom did not impose a penalty.\footnote{Ofcom, \textit{Broadcast and On Demand Bulletin 342}, 20 November 2017, p 14, \url{https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/108055/Issue-342-of-Ofcoms-Broadcast-and-On-Demand-Bulletin.pdf}.}

Broadcasters of course remain subject to the general law in addition to the regulatory requirements, including the law relating to defamation. However, they may be able to use the defence of absolute privilege, which protects from defamation actions statements in Parliament and some information given to the police. They may also use the defence of publication on a matter of public interest, where the 2013 Defamation Act protects such material so long as it had been genuinely believed that publication was in the public interest. Broadcasters may also be affected by the law on contempt of court designed to protect the integrity of legal proceedings, data protection legislation and the 1989 Official Secrets Act protecting official information.

\subsection*{8.2.2. Broadcaster policies}

As broadcast media news provision is strictly regulated in the UK, broadcaster policies tend to reflect closely the regulatory provisions discussed above. For example, the BBC has editorial policy guidelines emphasising the need for accuracy and impartiality in all programming, including news.\footnote{BBC, \textit{Editorial Guidelines}, \url{http://www.bbc.co.uk/editorialguidelines/guidelines}.} It also has well-developed complaints procedures, and these have recently been reformed.\footnote{BBC, \textit{Complaints}, \url{http://www.bbc.co.uk/complaints/}.} Complaints are to be made to the BBC first before going on to Ofcom as regulator, and may include breach of editorial guidelines in a particular item or a general complaint about the way the BBC does things. Sky News has also published editorial guidelines covering, for example, fairness, due impartiality and due accuracy.\footnote{Sky News, \textit{Editorial Guidelines}, \url{https://news.sky.com/docs/sky_news_editorial_guidelines.pdf}.}
8.3. Print media

8.3.1. Regulatory framework

The Leveson Inquiry, set up after the UK press phone hacking scandal to examine the culture, practices and ethics of the press, recommended that, in place of the discredited Press Complaints Commission, a new self-regulatory body should be established and granted recognition under statutory powers by a new Press Recognition Panel to ensure its independence. The major national newspapers refused to accept this system and instead established their own self-regulatory body, the Independent Press Standards Organisation (IPSO); it now covers 1,503 newspapers – 90% of the UK press by circulation. A second self-regulatory body, IMPRESS, was established and granted recognition by the Panel; however its membership is limited in practice to low circulation, mainly local, newspapers and magazines.

IPSO works mainly as a complaints handling body and applies the Editors’ Code, which is drawn up and administered by its Editors’ Code of Practice Committee, comprised of newspaper editors and three lay members. The first clause of the Code states that the Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted information or images, including headlines not supported by the text. A significant inaccuracy must be corrected promptly with due prominence, and where appropriate an apology should be given. There is no requirement of due impartiality. A fair opportunity to reply to significant inaccuracies should be given when reasonably called for. Other provisions of the Code are relevant to news and current affairs programmes – for example, those relating to the reporting of crime, the use of clandestine devices and subterfuge, financial journalism and the use of confidential sources.

IPSO can require newspapers to publish corrections or its adjudications and, for serious breaches, can fine publishers up to GBP 1 million. In 2016 it received 14,455 complaints, although the statistics do not show how many of those concerned news and current affairs. The vast majority of the complaints were outside its remit, and many were settled by informal means. 47 complaints were upheld by IPSO. One example concerned a breach of the accuracy clause in the Code when the Sun newspaper reported before the Brexit referendum that the Queen had made critical comments about the EU at two private functions. IPSO’s Complaints Committee found that the headline used was misleading, and required the paper to publish the adjudication with a trailer to it on the front page.

The press is of course subject to the general law. Defamation actions against newspapers are common, although they can use defences mentioned above. In some circumstances it is possible to obtain a civil law injunction at short notice to prevent the press publishing confidential information, and damages for harm caused by publication. This is mainly used in the context of invasions of personal privacy, especially that of celebrities. However, it has also been used by government in attempts to prevent the publication of state secrets— for example, those relating to the work of the security services. This supplements the criminal liability which may be imposed by the 1989 Official Secrets Act; the Act is normally used after unauthorised leaks of information by civil servants, but section 5 of the Act also imposes liability on third parties such as journalists and editors if they know or have reasonable cause to believe that information has been disclosed to them in breach of the Act.

8.3.2. Newspaper policies

The UK newspaper industry has controversially but successfully resisted regulation by any form of public body and instead has insisted on keeping some form of self-regulation. After its failure to accept the report of the Leveson Inquiry in 2012, this process is in some disarray, with competing self-regulatory bodies. Given this background, it is extremely difficult to separate newspapers’ own policies from the regulatory framework. Newspapers have also adopted different means of internal dispute resolution. The best-selling Daily Mail has a readers’ editor, but little information is available about this editor’s role and recourse will mainly be through the self-regulatory IPSO (below). By contrast, the up-market Financial Times and Guardian have not joined this self-regulatory body and both rely on their own editorial codes and complaints commissioners. The Financial Times editorial code incorporates that of IPSO and also commits employees to “practices which reinforce the FT’s reputation for accuracy, truthfulness, honesty and authority” and sets out ethical standards—for example, in relation to the disclosure of interests, the recording of telephone conversations, and the special rules relating to market-sensitive financial information.

---
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8.4. Online media

8.4.1. Regulatory framework

The Ofcom Programme Code only applies to television and radio content of licensed broadcasters, including on-demand services (for which it contains special rules). Thus Ofcom does not regulate online material from the broadcasters it licenses, and nor does it consider complaints about such material. However, under the BBC Charter, Ofcom has an obligation to give an opinion on whether the BBC has observed its editorial guidelines in its online material, although it cannot resolve complaints and has no enforcement powers in this context. Ofcom and the BBC have published an agreement on the exercise of this power; it provides, for example, that a complaint about online services may be referred to Ofcom if it is not resolved by the BBC, and the regulator can then refer the complaint back for reconsideration.404

IPS0's Editors' Code of Practice is stated to apply fully to both printed and online versions of publications, and needs to be observed by all contributors, including non-journalists; it covers 1,165 online publications. This means that its provisions on, for instance, accuracy, will apply to online versions of newspapers. No separate statistics are available for complaints relating to online material, and indeed it would be difficult to give them as most complaints refer to material which is published both in the hard copy of the newspaper and online. However, in 2016 the publication which attracted the third highest number of complaints was the Mail Online, against which 1,104 complaints were made, with 381 rejected, 52 resolved, five not upheld and eight upheld.405 A recent example of an upheld complaint related to a Mail Online report that a lorry had ploughed into pedestrians in London at a time of high tension relating to possible terrorist attacks. The report was based on inaccurate comments made on social media. IPS0's Complaints Committee found that the publisher had not taken appropriate care over the accuracy of the information, but that publication of a correction and an apology constituted sufficient remedial action.406

All online material is subject to the general law, including the law of defamation. There are, however, major practical problems in locating a publisher of online material against whom an action can be brought. The original author may be unidentifiable or based abroad, so action may be taken against the website operator or host as a secondary publisher. The 2013 Defamation Act provides protection for website operators where they are not themselves responsible for posting the material, unless they have failed to respond to a complaint seeking the identification of the poster or the taking down of the material in question. The law relating to breach of confidence and privacy is also

applicable to online material. As regards the criminal law, online material posted in England and Wales is covered by a number of offences related to hate speech. The 2003 Communications Act makes it an offence to send a message that is grossly offensive or indecent, obscene or menacing by means of a public electronic communications network, and this has often been used in relation to social media. Under the 1986 Public Order Act it is an offence to use threatening or abusive words or behaviour likely to cause harassment, alarm or distress, and the Act also prohibits threatening, abusive or insulting words or behaviour intended or likely to stir up racial hatred. The 2006 Racial and Religious Hatred Act and the 2008 Criminal Justice and Immigration Act extend this to cover the incitement of religious hatred or hatred on the basis of sexual orientation.

8.4.2. Online media policies

The range of policies and different approaches of providers of online news and current affairs is hugely varied and may be different depending on whether the provider is a broadcaster, a newspaper in a self-regulatory regime or a source of news which is outside those categories. The BBC Editorial Guidelines stress that they are applicable to all platforms, including online, mobile devices, interactive services or the printed word.407 Thus, provisions in the guidelines relating to, for example, accuracy and impartiality, will apply in full to online material. Indeed, special provision is made in the guidelines (i) for the treatment of online news material, in order to keep it up to date (as the provision of out-of-date material would undermine the BBC’s reputation for high editorial standards), and (ii) for archiving, in order to maintain a permanent public record of the material. User-generated content must be clearly identified as such. By contrast, the Daily Mail publishes a brief set of “house rules” asking contributors to avoid, for example, defamatory material or material that is racist, sexist or discriminatory.408

8.5. Conclusions

What is apparent from this brief survey is that there is a highly pluralistic landscape in the regulation of news and current affairs in the UK. The BBC and licensed broadcasters are heavily regulated, with a strong emphasis on the need for accuracy and impartiality; this is publicly policed by Ofcom. Newspapers are subject to self-regulation; its effectiveness has been criticised but it does provide a forum (other than that of using the general law) for complaints about news and current affairs reporting on grounds relating, for example, to accuracy. This is much less far-reaching than the regulation of broadcasting, and there is no requirement of impartiality. For online material, there is a form of self-regulation through editorial guidelines for the BBC; newspaper websites fall under the press self-regulatory regime. Other online material will be unregulated; suggestions of a lack of

accuracy are to be corrected through "the marketplace of ideas" rather than regulation or self-regulation. There are restrictions imposed by the general law, although enforcement may be difficult; some are potentially far-reaching, for example in relation to hate speech.

This pluralism is healthy. It permits the coexistence of a wide range of different forms of news provision: trusted providers such as the BBC, where there are strong requirements of accuracy and impartiality; press publishers, where there is some remedy for inaccuracy through self-regulation but no requirement of impartiality, so that controversial views may be strongly stated; and online material, where users should be aware that there are effectively no restraints on the publication of inaccurate material or of biased views. What is important is maintaining a balance between these different types of source in order to maintain this plurality. So far, the BBC in particular has been outstandingly successful in providing a strong presence in online news and current affairs. It is only if the presence of such regulated voices continues that there can be both a true choice for users of different types of news and current affairs information, and the guarantees of accuracy and impartiality in broadcasting necessary for the proper working of democracy.
9. IE - Ireland

Ingrid Cunningham, School of Law, National University of Ireland Galway

9.1. Introduction

The 2017 Reuters Institute Digital News Report\textsuperscript{409} survey indicated that Ireland’s news consumers have higher levels of trust in news media than the international average.\textsuperscript{410} The survey divided media consumption into “digitalism” and “traditionalism”: “digitalists” are those who consume news via smartphones, tablets and computers, whereas “traditionalists” mainly use newspapers, radio and television. The findings revealed that in 2017, Irish digitalists fell by 4% to 23%, whereas traditionalists grew by 2% to 31% and mixed users (half and half) increased by 1% to 45%.\textsuperscript{411} The survey found that the Irish placed a slightly lower value on social media as a news source than did their international peers.

A breakdown of the traditional news sources used indicated that Ireland roughly mirrors the international average, with the exception of the relative dominance of the public service broadcaster, RTÉ. Some 66% of respondents indicated they use RTÉ as a main source of news, compared to an international average of 49%.\textsuperscript{412} This trend also carried through to the RTÉ News website.\textsuperscript{413} Print media was the most cited source of traditional news at 70%. The report also indicated that the slow decline of television and newspaper consumption continued, particularly among news consumers aged between 35 and 45.\textsuperscript{414}

\textsuperscript{409}The data relating to Ireland has been the subject of a more detailed and specific report commissioned by the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland on the Irish results of the survey. See Institute for future Media and Journalism (FuJo), Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2017 (Ireland) \url{http://fujimedia.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Report-for-Web.pdf}.
\textsuperscript{410}Ibid., p. 43.
\textsuperscript{411}Ibid., p. 23.
\textsuperscript{412}Ibid., p. 48.
\textsuperscript{413}Ibid. See also RTÉ, The Media Landscape in Ireland, 2017, p 23, which indicated that “[while] there continue to be large audiences for news on RTÉ radio and television, more than one million people stay up to date with RTÉ News on social media”. \url{https://static.rasset.ie/documents/about/2017/10/the-media-landscape-in-ireland.pdf}.
\textsuperscript{414}See also RTÉ, The Media Landscape in Ireland, 2017, p 3, which states that social media is now the most used source for news among adults in the 18-34 age group.
9.2. Broadcast media

9.2.1. Current regulatory framework

The broadcasting landscape in Ireland includes public service broadcasters, commercial broadcasters, and other broadcasters.415 The two public service broadcasters are Radio Telefís Éireann (RTÉ Radio and RTÉ TV) and the national Irish language public service television broadcaster, TG4. The commercial broadcasters comprise a myriad of radio broadcasters416 and two commercial television broadcasters – TV3 (together with its sister channels, 3e and be3) and Eir Sport.417

The Broadcasting Act 2009 details the legal requirements placed on broadcasters in respect of their coverage of news and current affairs. For example, section 39 of the 2009 Broadcasting Act applies to “every broadcaster” and provides that news must be objective and impartial, without any expression of the broadcaster’s own views.418 The Act also requires that the treatment of current affairs programming, including matters which are either of public controversy or the subject of public debate, be fair to all the interests concerned and presented in an objective and impartial manner, without any expression of the broadcaster’s own views.419

The 2009 Broadcasting Act furthermore obliges the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland (BAI) to develop, prepare, and from time to time revise “broadcasting codes” governing standards and practices to be observed by broadcasters.420 Section 42 requires that the aforementioned duties placed on broadcasters with regard to the reporting, presentation and treatment of news and current affairs programming under section 39 of the 2009 Act be also contained in such codes. In addition, section 42 requires that such Codes provide that broadcasters shall not, in allocating time for the transmission of party political broadcasts, give an unfair preference to any political party. In 2013, the BAI published its Code of Fairness, Objectivity and Impartiality in News and Current Affairs.421 The BAI Guidelines in Respect of Coverage of Referenda422 have also been developed and

415 For a complete list of radio and television stations in Ireland, see the BA’s, List of Radio and TV stations: http://www.bai.ie/en/broadcasters/.
416 There are 36 commercial radio stations. There are 18 regional community radio broadcasters throughout Ireland.
417 TV3 is operated within Ireland by the TV3 Group operated by Virgin Media Ireland and owned by Liberty Global. It was confirmed that TV3 will undergo a rebranding, along with its sister channels 3e and be3, in autumn 2018. It is expected that the channel name will be Virgin TV One. Eir Sports was formerly Setanta Sports.
418 2009 Broadcasting Act, s 39 (1) (a).
419 2009 Broadcasting Act s. 39 (1) (b).
420 2009 Broadcasting Act s.42 (1).
421 The BAI had regard to a range of matters set out in section 42(3) of the Act. It also had regard to its own statutory objectives, set out in particular in section 25.
provide direction and advice to broadcasters as to how fairness, objectivity and impartiality can be achieved in their coverage of forthcoming referendum campaigns.\footnote{See 2018 Guidelines in Respect of Coverage of Referenda.}

Part 4 of the 2009 Broadcasting Act provides a number of redress mechanisms with regard to complaints concerning broadcast material, including the obligation on broadcasters to prepare and implement a "code of practice for the handling of complaints."\footnote{Broadcasting Act 2009, s. 47.} The Act also confers authority on the BAI to investigate and decide upon any complaints\footnote{Section 48 (1).} in relation to breaches of broadcasters’ duties under section 39 of the Act\footnote{Ibid s.48 (1) a.} or where a broadcaster has breached any of the BAI’s codes or rules.\footnote{Broadcasting Act 2009, s. 48 (1) (d).} Section 49 of the Act also provides for the provision of a “right of reply scheme” whereby “any person whose honour or reputation has been impugned by an assertion of incorrect facts or information in a broadcast shall have a right of reply”\footnote{Broadcasting Act 2009 s 49 (2).} The Act provides that that the right of reply scheme is to be prepared by the BAI.

The BAI’s 2016 Annual Report considered a total of 132 complaints, and “in common with previous years, the majority of these complaints, 105, were in relation to fairness, objectivity and impartiality in news and current affairs content.”\footnote{Broadcasting Authority of Ireland, 2016 Annual Report, p. 44, http://www.bai.ie/en/download/132450/}. Of the total complaints received and processed, nine were dealt with by way of an “adequate” response from the broadcaster. The remaining complaints were processed in line with established procedure, with decisions being published on the BAI website.\footnote{Ibid p.45.}


Lastly, there have been a number of court cases concerning both public service and commercial broadcasters. In May 2017, for instance, the Court of Appeal ordered that damages of EUR 140,000 awarded in the High Court against commercial broadcaster TV3 for defaming a lawyer in a news report be reduced to EUR 36,000.\footnote{See, for example, I. Cunningham, “Court of Appeal orders reduction in damages for defamation of lawyer in TV news report,” IRIS 2017-7/21, http://merlin.obs.coe.int/iris/2017/7/article21.en.html.} This was the first time the Court of Appeal had considered the “offer to make amends” provision under the 2009 Defamation Act. In December 2017, public service broadcaster RTÉ paid undisclosed damages to a presidential election candidate for an unverified tweet made during a live
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9.2.2. Broadcaster policies on accuracy and fairness

The first editorial value of the public service broadcaster, RTÉ, is “trust”,\footnote{RTÉ Journalism Guidelines Editorial principles, section 4, p 4.} after which are also listed “truth and accuracy”, “impartiality and fairness”, “editorial integrity” and “independence and serving the public interest”.\footnote{These editorial principles are also contained in RTÉ’s 2013 Programme Content Standards, p https://static.rasset.ie/documents/about/content-standards-guidelines-2013.pdf.} These values/principles are also echoed in RTÉ’s 2014 Journalism Guidelines.\footnote{https://www.rte.ie/about/en/policies-and-reports/policies-guidelines/2012/0220/290064-digital-television-radio-in-ireland/.}

Similarly, the public service broadcaster TG4’s 2011 Public Service Statement sets out its statutory mandate, which comprises the standards or principles through which it fulfils its remit, including the provision of news and current affairs – primarily in the Irish language.\footnote{S. 118 (3) Broadcasting Act 2009 ; TG4, Public Service Statement 2011, p 3; See also TG4, Code of Programme Standards 2012, p.10.} TG4’s 2013 Journalism Guidelines set out the broadcaster’s editorial values and principles, including a commitment to “operate in the public interest, providing news and current affairs that is fair and impartial, accurate and challenging and be honest and transparent in all of their activities.”\footnote{TG4, Journalism Guidelines 2013, section 2 p 4, https://d1og0s8nlbd0hm.cloudfront.net/tg4-redesign-2015/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/TG4-Journalism-Guidelines.pdf.}

As stated, all broadcasters in Ireland subscribed to a code of practice for complaints, which are compiled on the BAI website. The commercial channel TV3, for instance, has a code of practice on complaints handling,\footnote{TV3 Code of Practice on Complaints Handling, https://www.tv3.ie/contact.php?page=Complaints%20Handling.} a complaints form\footnote{TV3, Complaints Form https://www.tv3.ie/contact.php?page=TV3%20Complaints%20Form.} and a right of reply.\footnote{TV3 Right of Reply https://www.tv3.ie/right_of_reply.php.} The commercial sports channel EirSport also has a code of practice on complaints\footnote{Eir Sports Code of Practice https://www.eirsport.ie/code-of-practice.} and a link to a BAI Right of Reply Scheme.\footnote{Eir Sports Right of Reply https://www.eirsport.ie/right-of-reply.} Public service broadcasters RTÉ
and TG4 also have similar codes on complaint handling and other forms of redress such as a right of reply.447

9.3. Print media

9.3.1. Current regulatory framework

The print media in Ireland comprises a combination of national newspapers (daily and weekly)448 local newspapers,449 magazines450 and online-only news publications.451 The Press Council of Ireland and the Office of the Press Ombudsman are responsible for considering complaints about newspapers (print and online), magazines and online-only news publications. Both the Office of the Press Ombudsman and the Press Council are independent of the Government and, in operation, independent of the media. Accordingly, this independent press regulation operates by relying on the voluntary commitment of member publications’ editors and journalists to adhere to the journalistic principles contained in the Code of Practice.452

The Defamation Act 2009 formally recognises a “Press Council”453 and sets out the “Minimum Requirements in Relation to Press Council”.454 The principal objects of the Press Council are outlined in a schedule to the Act and include the protection of the public interest “by ensuring ethical, accurate and truthful reporting by the press” and maintaining “certain minimum ethical and professional standards among the press.”

The Press Council of Ireland’s Code of Practice was written by journalists and it is the expression of best professional practice to which member publications have committed themselves.455 The Code of Practice contains a preamble and ten principles, including the principles on “truth and accuracy”, “distinguishing fact and comment” and “fair procedures and honesty”. For example, Principle 1, which deals with truth and accuracy, asserts that in reporting news and information, newspapers and magazines shall strive at all times for truth and accuracy and that when a significant inaccuracy,

448 There are nine daily national newspapers and seven weekly national news publications in print and digital formats. These figures are based on an examination of the PCI members’ publications. See Press Council of Ireland member publications, http://www.presscouncil.ie/member-publications.
449 There are 55 local newspapers in print and digital format.
450 There are 31 magazines in print and digital format.
451 There are seven online-only news publications.
453 2009 Defamation Act, section 44.
454 2009 Defamation Act, schedule 2.
misleading statement or distorted report or picture has been published, it shall be corrected promptly and with due prominence.

The Office of the Press Ombudsman receives complaints from members of the public and seeks to resolve them by conciliation or mediation. Where conciliation or mediation is not possible, the Press Ombudsman will make a decision on the complaint on the basis of the Code of Practice. The Office of the Press Ombudsman has set out a "complaints procedure", which states that any person or organisation that can show that, in the opinion of the Press Ombudsman, they are personally affected by material published by a member publication or by the journalistic behaviour in question, they can lodge a complaint.456

In 2016, the Press Council of Ireland received a total of 261 complaints,457 with 51.2% of complaints concerning Principle 1 of the Code of Practice dealing with truth and accuracy.458 Of the nine complaints upheld in 2016, two were lodged on the grounds that Principle 1 had been breached. In both of those complaints, the editors recognised that there had been some inaccuracies or ambiguities in what had been reported.459 However, the editors' proposed wording of a clarification or correction did not go far enough for the complainants, a view shared by the Press Ombudsman in both cases when making his formal decisions.460

Under the Defamation Act 2009, as stated, defamatory statements are inaccurate statements that tend to injure reputation, while it also contains provisions on offering corrections, defences of fair and accurate court reports, and fair and reasonable publication on a matter of public interest. The Irish courts dealt with a number of cases concerning the press in 2017, and in June 2017 the European Court of Human Rights, in a landmark ruling on Irish defamation law, found that the scale of the Irish Supreme Court award of EUR 1.25 million against Independent Newspapers (Ireland) Limited had breached newspapers' rights to freedom of expression.461

9.3.2. Newspaper policies on accuracy and fairness

While all of the Press Council's member publications commit to adherence to the Press Council’s Code of Practice, some media organisations have issued their own principles regarding the reporting of news. For example, the national Irish daily paper The Irish Times, in its principles, states that "news shall be as accurate and as comprehensive as is

456 [Link](http://www.presscouncil.ie/making-a-complaint).
458 Ibid., p. 9.
459 Ibid., p. 10.
460 Ibid.
practicable and be presented fairly; comment and opinion shall be informed and responsible, and shall be identifiable from fact.” 462 Furthermore, Independent News and Media (INM), a media company that own a substantial number of national and regional newspapers in the Republic of Ireland, has a code of conduct which cites under its “editorial responsibilities” that a “newspaper’s greatest assets are its integrity and credibility.” 463

9.4. Online media

9.4.1. Current regulatory framework

The BAI regulates linear broadcasting in Ireland, and its Code on Fairness, Impartiality and Objectivity in News and Current Affairs stipulates that “broadcasters shall have in place appropriate policies and procedures for handling contributions via social media.” 464 The guidance notes to the Code state that “in utilising online sources for the production of news and current affairs broadcast content, whether in the compilation of a programme or in the broadcast of contributions, there is a particular onus on the broadcaster to ensure accuracy and to adhere to the principles outlined in the Code.” 465 Similarly, the BAI’s 2018 Guidelines on Referenda Coverage reminds broadcasters of the requirement to have in place appropriate policies and procedures for handling on-air contributions via social media, and that given the importance of referenda, additional steps should be implemented by broadcasters to ensure that on-air references to social media are accurate, fair, objective and impartial. 466

While the BAI is responsible for the regulation of linear broadcasting, a self-regulatory system applies to the on-demand (non-linear) sector. The sector is subject to a voluntary code – the On-demand Audiovisual Services (ODAS) Code 2011. 467 Accordingly, on-demand services provided by the public service broadcasters RTÉ and TG4 (i.e. RTÉ Player, TG4 Player) and commercial broadcaster TV3’s (3Player) are subject to the ODAS Code. For instance, the Code provides that on-demand audiovisual media services of news and current affairs programmes shall not be sponsored. 468 The Code furthermore provides that in respect of on-demand services which are free to view and are unrestricted “[w]here content is purported to be news or current affairs the concepts of fair, objective

and impartiality should apply.” The Code also provides a complaint mechanism for the public.

As outlined, the Press Council of Ireland oversees the regulation of member publications (which number some online news publications that are subject to the Press Council’s Code of Practice). For example, the online-only news publication TheJournal.ie, which is the main source of online news in Ireland, is a member of the Press Council of Ireland, and also has a correction and report content procedure. In 2016, 15 online-only news publications prompted complaints to the Press Council of Ireland, while 154 publications (either newspapers’ print or online versions) sparked complaints; 51.2% of complaints concerned truth and accuracy. The Press Council of Ireland has issued decisions concerning online-only news publications, such as TheJournal.ie, and online articles from the Independent.ie, and TheIrishTimes.ie.

Ireland’s 2009 Defamation Act applies to online publications. In February 2016, the Irish High Court delivered a judgment dealing with the circumstances in which a court should order the media to cease further online publication of defamatory statements, and with the defence of absolute privilege for “fair and accurate” court reporting.

### 9.4.2. Online media policies on accuracy and fairness

The Press Council of Ireland’s Code of Practice, as outlined, applies to member publications, which include numerous online news publications. An examination by this author of the Press Council’s members publications online reveals that while some member publications specifically state that their websites and their associated newspapers are fully participating members of the Press Council of Ireland and support the Office of the Press Ombudsman, many of the PCI member publications’ websites

---

475. Ibid.
contain no such references to that affiliation nor links to any redress measures for complaints.480

9.5. Conclusion

In terms of the regulation of news and current affairs in Ireland, it can be gleaned from the brief examination of the various mediums above that the broadcast media (radio and linear TV) are subject to more onerous regulation; this underscores the need for objectivity, impartiality, fairness and accuracy, which is comprehensively monitored and regulated by the BAI. The print media, in adopting a self-regulatory approach, provides an alternative method of redress other than that of recourse to the law in terms of complaints about news and current affairs reporting on grounds relating, for example, to “truth and accuracy.” More significant is the fact that decisions about complaints under the Press Council’s Code of Practice are made not by journalists themselves, but by the independent Press Ombudsman, and, on appeal, by the Press Council (on which journalists are represented, but on which they do not have the majority voice). This guarantee of independent judgment is a core principle of the PCI and Press Ombudsman system.

For online material, such as non-linear on-demand broadcast material that is free to air, lighter-touch regulation is applied in the form of self-regulation through the ODAS Code, which is overseen by the BAI and other relevant bodies such as the Advertising Standards Authority of Ireland (ASAI) in terms of sponsorship of news and current affairs content. The online print media falls under the Press Council of Ireland/Press Ombudsman self-regulatory regime, although this regime includes member publications only. There is no regulation in Ireland concerning the distribution of news and current affairs in social media; instead, some social media companies have adopted voluntary standards and initiatives in this regard.

480 For example, the examination found that approximately 16 regional newspapers websites contained neither reference to their affiliation with the PCI and PCO office nor any redress mechanisms dealing with complaints.
10. IT - Italy

Ernesto Apa, Portolano Cavallo, Marco Bassini, Bocconi University

10.1. Introduction

The Department of Economics and Statistics of the Italian Communication Authority (Autorità per le garanzie nelle comunicazioni – AGCOM) released in February 2018 a report on the consumption of information. The study reports that television is the medium with the greatest informative value (it is the main source of information for 48.2% of the population) for both access frequency and perceived importance and reliability; television is followed by the Internet (26.3%), newspapers (17.1%) and radio (8.4%). More and more people rely on the Internet to search for and access news, and over a quarter of the population deems it the most important method for acquiring information, although some concerns have emerged with respect to the reliability and accuracy of online information sources, which are perceived to be lower than those of traditional media. Online information is accessed mainly through algorithmic sources (e.g. social networks and search engines), while there is a more limited use of editorial sources. Algorithmic sources may themselves raise some reliability issues, since less than 24% of the respondents deems these sources to be actually trustworthy. With regard to the use of media for news, television is the most widely-accessed medium, while the Internet is ranked second, followed by radio and newspapers.

10.2. Broadcast media

10.2.1. Current regulatory framework

The regulatory framework applicable to broadcasters as far as accuracy and fairness of information are concerned is quite fragmented. According to Article 3 of Legislative Decree no. 177/2005 (“the Code of Audiovisual Media Services” – Testo unico dei servizi di...
media audiovisivi e radiofonici (TUSMAR)), the Italian broadcasting system aims at ensuring, *inter alia*, the following principles at both the national and local level: (i) media freedom and media pluralism, (ii) freedom of speech, including the freedom to impart, receive and seek information, (iii) the objectivity, impartiality, completeness and fairness of information, and (iv) media diversity. It has been debated among scholars whether this provision sets forth principles applicable to all broadcasters, regardless of the public or private nature thereof, or to the public service broadcaster only. In particular, some commentators have argued that, since the text of TUSMAR (and, previously, of the relevant provisions of Law no. 223/1990) refers to the entire broadcasting system, the principles laid down thereunder apply to both public and private broadcasters. Other scholars, conversely, have argued that these principles have a merely programmatic nature and are not binding or enforceable with respect to private broadcasters. However, in 2006 AGCOM adopted a resolution (no. 22/06/CSP) setting forth some principles applicable to private broadcasters in the non-electoral period, with a view to protecting pluralism, objectivity, fairness and impartiality of information (i.e. the same principles addressed by Law no. 223/1990 and TUSMAR). It is also worth noting that AGCOM has fined some private broadcasters for failure to comply with the said principles.

The Constitutional Court has also drawn an important distinction between external and internal pluralism with respect to the role of public and private broadcasters. Internal pluralism requires public service broadcasters to ensure complete, objective, impartial and balanced information by conveying different opinions, trends and political, social and cultural beliefs. External pluralism, on the other hand, is based on the exercise of the broadest degree of freedom by each broadcaster and requires conditions that ensure the best competition among market players.

---


486 See, for instance, Autorità per le Garanzie nelle Comunicazioni, Delibera n. 30/06/CSP, 6 febbraio 2006 (AGCOM, Resolution no. 30/06/CSP, 6 February 2006, https://www.agcom.it/documentazione/documento?p_p_auth=fLw7zRht&p_p_id=101_INSTANCE_2fsZcpGr12AO0&p_p_col_id=column-1&p_p_col_count=1&_101_INSTANCE_2fsZcpGr12AO_struts_action=%2Fasset_publisher%2Fview_content&_101_INSTANCE_2fsZcpGr12AO_assetEntryId=796730&_101_INSTANCE_2fsZcpGr12AO_type=document).

487 Constitutional Court, judgment no. 826/1988.
Also, in the course of electoral periods the specific rules (including equal air time rules) laid down by Law no. 28/2000 (the Par Condicio Law) apply to both public and private broadcasters, in order to regulate the media presence and the media coverage of candidates, politicians and parties.

Having that said, apart from these general principles there is no specific piece of legislation regulating media accuracy and fairness. Accordingly, journalism constitutes the exercise of freedom of information, as protected by Article 21 of the Italian Constitution. However, this freedom may be subject to restrictions required for the protection of other legitimate aims, including individuals’ reputation.

Defamation is punished under Article 595 of the Italian Criminal Code (Codice penale). Punishment may consist of imprisonment for up to one year or, alternatively, a fine of up to EUR 1,032. More serious penalties apply under special circumstances (“aggravated defamation”), including: (i) a person’s reputation is harmed by the allegation of a specific fact; or (ii) the offence is committed by via the press or through any other means of publicity. In the latter case, the applicable term of imprisonment ranges from six months up to three years, and a fine of EUR 516 upwards can be imposed.

However, the exercise of the freedom of press allows for a defence of justification in respect of the offence of defamation. According to the well-established relevant case law, in order for the defence of justification to apply the conduct of the offender has to meet certain requirements, namely (i) the news must be socially useful and of public interest, (ii) the representation of the events must be correct and true – i.e. the journalist must make all reasonable efforts to ascertain the facts, and (iii) the facts must be presented correctly from a formal point of view.

It is worth noting that Article 13 of Law no. 47/1948 (“the Law on the Press”) specifically provides for imprisonment of between one and six years and a fine of EUR 250,000, upwards in cases of defamation committed via the press and which consist of the allegation of a specific fact. This provision, which establishes even more severe punishment than that for aggravated defamation under Article 595 of the Criminal Code, as it is stipulated by the Law on the Press (for the purposes of which “press” refers to print media only), should be as such inapplicable to defamation committed via television or radio broadcasters. Notwithstanding the above, Article 30, paragraph 4 of Law no. 223/1990 provides that in the event of the broadcasting of defamatory statements consisting of the allegation of a specific fact the penalties established by Article 13 of the Law on the Press shall apply. However, the said penalties do not apply to the person who made defamatory statements, but rather to the person in charge of monitoring the

---

490 Under Article 51 of the Italian Criminal Code, the existence of an offence is excluded in the event of either the exercise of a right or the fulfilment of a duty provided (for example) by law.
491 See Italian Supreme Court, Criminal Division, judgment no. 5259/1984.
relevant broadcasts (a figure similar to the editor of a newspaper). This provision has been criticised by some commentators, as it unreasonably prescribes a heavier punishment for a person other than the author of the defamatory statements in question.

From a civil law standpoint, liability for defamation can be based, as far as the author of the statements is concerned, on Article 2043 of the Civil Code (Codice civile). This provision regulates tort liability and reads as follows: “Every act committed either with intent or with negligence causing an unjustified injury to another person obliges the person who has committed the act to provide compensation for damage”. The assessment of the defamatory nature of the statements relies on the same criteria set forth by case law regarding the application of the defence of justification of the right to information in criminal cases.

Regarding broadcasters, courts have enforced Article 2049 of the Civil Code, which regulates the liability of employers for damage caused by illegal activities on the part of its employees. This provision shall apply, provided that the conduct of the employee that caused the damage in question falls within the scope of his/her employment relationship.

The right of reply with respect to television or radio programmes is expressly provided by Article 32-quinquies of TUSMAR. This provision establishes that whoever claims that his/her honour or reputation has been harmed because of the broadcasting of false content is entitled to ask the relevant linear audiovisual media service provider (including the public service provider, as the case may be) or the persons in charge of monitoring programmes to broadcast a rectification (provided that that rectification does not constitute a criminal offence). The reply shall be broadcast within 48 hours of the receipt of the request, within the same time slot and enjoying the same prominence in the programme as that which the false content occupied. If the reply is not broadcast under these terms, the victim of the allegedly defamatory statements is entitled to lodge a request with AGCOM. Moreover, broadcasters may submit to AGCOM a request in relation to the reply in the event that they deem that the reply does not fulfil the requirements above. In such cases, AGCOM shall issue an opinion within five days. If AGCOM finds that the aforesaid requirements are met, the reply shall be broadcast within the following 24 hours.

10.2.2. Broadcaster policies on accuracy and fairness

There is no specific policy to note in respect of broadcasters’ attitude toward accuracy and fairness of news. However, some commitments in this respect can be found in the Code of Ethics of the RAI (the national public broadcasting company of Italy), whereby the mission of the RAI is defined. In particular, the RAI’s Code of Ethics asserts that the driving

493 See, inter alia, Court of Rome, Civil Division, judgment no. 8985/2008 (involving the private broadcaster La7 for an episode of defamation occurred during the well-known talk show “Otto e Mezzo”.
goals of the public service broadcasting mission include: freedom, completeness, transparency, objectivity, impartiality, pluralism and fairness of information.

Notably, most of the guiding principles for media stakeholders are set forth in the Charter of Duties of Journalists,\textsuperscript{495} which gathers together a number of self-regulatory codes and codes of conducts. In particular, the Charter does establish some general principles, including the duty of journalists to respect, cultivate and defend the right to information of all people, and to seek and circulate every piece of information that is considered to be in the public interest, in accordance with the standard of truthfulness and accuracy. Furthermore, the Charter lays down certain duties relating to particular categories of information – e.g. in respect of news relating to criminal trials, rectification, the protection of sources, advertising and polls, and sport events. It is also worth noting that journalists are bound, under the Italian Data Protection Code (Legislative Decree no. 196/2003), to respect the Code of Conduct on the processing of personal data for information purposes.\textsuperscript{496}

10.3. Print media

10.3.1. Current regulatory framework

As pointed out above, media accuracy and fairness is regarded as a key value in the Italian legal order. It is not by chance that defamation is criminalised under Article 595 of the Criminal Code and that an aggravated punishment applies if the defamatory conduct is committed by means of the press (or other avenues of publicity).

In addition to the foregoing, some specific provisions are applicable to the press, (by which Article 595 means the print media). First of all, Article 21, paragraph 3 of the Constitution generally prohibits the seizure of newspapers, except: (i) in the event of offences where the seizure is expressly provided for by law; and (ii) an order has been issued by the relevant court.

That said, it is worth noting that Article 57 of the Criminal Code provides a strict liability standard, while criminalising the failure of the editor (direttore responsabile) or deputy editor of a newspaper to prevent an offence being committed through the publication of editorial material. The liability of the editor and deputy editor of the newspaper is provided without prejudice to the liability of the author for the relevant offence. Thus, in the case of the publication of defamatory statements in the print edition of a newspaper, the editor and deputy editor (if any) may face penalties – not only the author of the material in question. Punishment is set at the same penalty that is imposed


on the offender, but may be reduced by up to a maximum of one third. This offence has been sharply criticised by commentators, as it defines one of the few remaining cases of strict liability under Italian criminal law without requiring specific mens rea (i.e. proof of whether the offence was committed with intent or through negligence) on the part of the offender.497

In addition to the above, the Law on the Press has been framed and approved with a specific view to print media. It is applicable to the result of the technical process of printing that is made accessible to the general public only. As noted above, the Law on the Press establishes a more severe punishment for defamation by the press (see Article 13). Moreover, Article 11 regulates civil liability, which extends beyond the actual offender to the publisher and the owner of the newspaper. Under Article 12 of the Law on the Press a victim of defamation is entitled to ask for compensation for damage plus, as an additional penalty, pecuniary reparation, with the amount determined on the basis of the seriousness of the offence.

Furthermore, Article 8 of the Law on the Press regulates the right of reply. The right to respond/right of reply finds its legal grounds in the prior publication of either images or statements/thoughts/acts attributed to a natural/legal person which, in the view of the applicant, are harmful to his/her dignity or are false. The right to respond is guaranteed, provided that the reply does not constitute an offence by reason of its content. Daily newspapers are required to publish the reply not later than two days after the date on which the request to respond was received. If the newspaper does not publish the reply, the applicant is entitled to ask the relevant court to order the newspaper to do so under an urgent special procedure regulated by Article 700 of the Italian Code of Civil Procedure. Failure to publish the reply may result in a fine ranging from EUR 1,500 to EUR 2,500 and constitutes a tort under civil law. The reply must be published at the top of the same page on which the article to which the reply refers appeared. Moreover, the reply must have the same visual characteristics as the article to which it refers.

10.3.2. Newspaper policies on accuracy and fairness

As pointed out in paragraph 1.2.1., the Charter of Duties of Journalists functions as a code of conduct for journalists, regardless of the specific medium. No specific complaint procedures are provided. However, an interesting tool has been introduced recently by the national newspaper La Stampa, which appointed a well-regarded journalist, Anna Masera, as “public editor”.498 The public editor is considered as an “ombudsman”, who is competent to receive any comment or complaint from the public with respect to the content and news published on the print and digital editions of the newspaper. All replies to the comments and complaints lodged by readers are published on an ad hoc Facebook page.499

and every Tuesday in the print edition of the newspaper in a specific section. Similar initiatives have been adopted in the past by the national newspapers La Repubblica and Il Messaggero, before the rise of the digital media; however, they proved unsuccessful.500

10.4. Online media

10.4.1. Current regulatory framework

As stressed in the Introduction, the reliability of online algorithmic sources of information is still held in lower regard than traditional newspapers.501 A similar problem affects online platforms and citizen journalism, particularly since the phenomenon of “fake news” has become widespread during both election and non-election periods.502 It is not by chance that a new bill (known as “DDL Gambaro”503) was recently introduced to the Italian Parliament with a view to criminalising the publication and circulation via the Internet of fake news or exaggerated or biased information on the basis of manifestly ill-founded or false facts and circumstances.

One of the main challenges lies with the legal status of new platforms – most notably those which are lacking any kind of professional organisation – and social media. However, a key question is whether the provisions that apply to traditional media (and particularly to print media) should be extended to digital ones. Behind this debate is the debate on whether a website of a newspaper should meet the same formal and substantive requirements as those to which traditional media must adhere.

A point that it is worth mentioning concerns the application of the prohibition on the seizure of newspapers under by Article 21, paragraph 3 of the Constitution. This provision, which was framed in the aftermath of World War II, was aimed at print media. Accordingly, the text of this provision mentions “press”; no specific reference is made to online media. The case law of the Supreme Court has predominantly endorsed a formalistic construction of this provision by restricting the scope of this constitutional guarantee to print media. However, in January 2015, the Supreme Court delivered a landmark decision,504 whereby the website hosting a newspaper was held to fall within

501 See also, with regard to the Italian scenario, the report Measuring the reach of “fake news” and online disinformation in Europe (by R. Fletcher- A. Corna – L. Graves – R. Nielsen) released by the Reuters Institute of the University of Oxford, https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2018-02/Measuring%20the%20reach%20of%20fake%20news%20and%20disinformation%20in%20Europe%20CORRECT%20FLAG.pdf.
the scope of the notion of “press” and accordingly enjoyed the benefits (including the prohibition on seizure) provided by the relevant legal framework. However, this judgment assumed that newspapers’ websites are subject to the same legal regime as the traditional press on the basis of a view that sees newspapers’ websites as part of the broader notion of “press”. In doing so, it made applicable to digital media also those provisions which were framed with specific regard to the press (which traditionally meant material produced by the technical printing process), thus calling into question the prohibition on applying criminal law *in malam partem*.

It goes without saying that defamation through online media definitely falls within the scope of application of the aggravated offence provided under Article 595 of the Criminal Code. In the past, courts have found that the aggravated punishment provided by Article 13 of the Law on the Press should not apply to online media.

Another very hot issue lies with the enforcement of Article 57 of the Criminal Code with regard to editors and deputy editors of online media. It is well-established in the case law of the Italian Supreme Court that this offence is not applicable, as the editor/deputy editor would be neither capable nor expected to carry out a check of content comparable to that required for traditional print newspaper.505 However, the most recent decision of the Supreme Court on the application of the prohibition on seizing a newspaper seems to have paved the way for the application to digital media of both the aggravated punishment provided by Article 13 of the Law on the Press and the offence established by Article 57 of the Criminal Code.

Finally, in relation to the right of reply, pursuant to Article 8 of the Law on the Press, a reply must be published at the top of the same page on which the article to which the reply refers appeared. Moreover, the reply must have the same visual characteristics as the article to which it refers. In light of the rationale behind this provision (giving the reply equal prominence to that of the original article), the above requirements may be met, for instance, by inserting a link to the reply or embedding the reply itself in the same webpage on which the article was posted. It should also be noted that, according to a decision issued by an Italian court, the right to respond provided by the Law on the Press is not applicable to the online version of newspapers.506


10.4.2. Online media policies on accuracy and fairness

As mentioned above, the new post of public editor was introduced recently by the national newspaper *La Stampa*. This post was created to interact with readers in a more informal way in an age in which there is a greater demand for quick responses and feedback, since the Internet represents the main (although non-exclusive) channel through which readers can reach out to the public editor and through the latter respond to them.

In addition, *La Stampa* implemented a “netiquette”\(^{507}\) – effectively, a code of conduct for users who wish to engage in comments and feedback on the website of the newspaper and on related social media channels. It is reasonable to believe that similar “netiquettes” will be implemented soon by other players in light of the spread of hate speech and fake news.

10.5. Conclusion

News accuracy and fairness and, generally speaking, media reliability is still a very hot topic in Italy. Generally, codes of conduct, policies and best practices have a limited role and application in Italy. Against this background, while the legal regime is quite old, it fits well with traditional media, particularly with print media. Some uncertainties have emerged with respect to the application of this regime to broadcasters, although the most pressing concerns have arisen in respect of digital media. In fact, there are no specific provisions aimed specifically at digital media and the use of the Internet for information (except for the national implementation of the E-Commerce Directive (Directive 2000/31/EC)).\(^{508}\) The inherent fragmentation and the split of the applicable pieces of legislation across different acts has proved to be an obstacle for legal certainty, leading to different courts adopting different approaches. Moreover, the spread of “fake news” and disinformation has recently come to the attention of Italian lawmakers. However, the steps proposed in some bills only concern the role of social media platforms, while limited attention is being paid to the role of newspapers and media outlets.

---

\(^{507}\) [http://www.lastampa.it/servizi/social/galateo.jsp](http://www.lastampa.it/servizi/social/galateo.jsp)

11. NL – The Netherlands

Nathalie Rodriguez, Institute for Information Law (IViR), University of Amsterdam

11.1. Introduction

In 2017, the Netherlands Institute for Social Research conducted research on the use of news media via traditional and new channels. The outcome of this research was that most Dutch citizens still use traditional channels to obtain their news. The most popular medium is television, which is used by 39% of citizens as a primary news source; 27% of the citizens obtain their news by reading a printed newspaper and only 11% of the population visits news websites or apps to obtain news. The most popular news websites are NU.nl, NOS, De Telegraaf, Algemeen Dagblad and RTL. Only NU.nl is an online-only news organisation; the latter four are online versions of traditional news media. Mostly young adults are users of news websites and apps, and do not generally subscribe to printed newspapers. Therefore, from these results it is clear that traditional media still are the most popular medium for obtaining news, but that among the new generation online websites and apps are gaining more popularity.

11.2. Broadcast media

11.2.1. Regulatory framework

Article 7 of the Dutch Constitution protects the freedom of speech, including that of media organisations. Media organisations usually enjoy a high degree of freedom of
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speech in the exercise of their duties. The Dutch Media Act (Mediawet)\textsuperscript{512} and the Media Resolution (Mediabesluit)\textsuperscript{513}, which provides more detailed information about the Media Act, are the general laws applicable to both commercial and public broadcasters. However, most provisions only apply to public broadcasting companies. The Media Act prescribes that public service broadcasting media must provide programmes that are free from commercial influences and are balanced, pluralist, varied and of high quality.\textsuperscript{514}

Article 6:162 of the Dutch Civil Code\textsuperscript{515} is the general provision in respect of tort liability. This article protects the honour and name of Dutch citizens against unlawful publications that damage their reputation or violate their privacy. Furthermore, the Dutch Penal Code contains several provisions on defamation law, and prescribes that intentionally offending a particular group of citizens\textsuperscript{516}, incitement to hatred\textsuperscript{517}, defamation\textsuperscript{518} and slander\textsuperscript{519} may be prosecuted by the Dutch public prosecutor.

Journalists are subject to the Guidelines of the Netherlands Press Council.\textsuperscript{520} The Guidelines describe which requirements journalism must meet within the Netherlands and what can be expected of proper journalists and proper journalism. For example, journalists must avoid one-sided and biased reporting and carry out their work independently and avoid any conflicts of interests. They are free in their choice of what they publish, but they are expected to balance the interest in publishing against the interests that may be harmed by such publication.\textsuperscript{521} The NPO (Nederlandse Publieke Omroep) – the national Dutch organisation responsible for public broadcasting) and the most important commercial broadcasters, SBS and RTL, are participating organisations and are therefore subject to this self-regulating code.\textsuperscript{522}

Furthermore, the Dutch Association for Chief Editors has adopted a Code for Journalists.\textsuperscript{523} Most public and commercial broadcasters, such as NOS, RTL and SBS, are members of the Association for Chief Editors and are therefore required to comply with its Code.\textsuperscript{524} The Code states that journalists enjoy freedom of expression in a democratic

\textsuperscript{512} Mediawet 2008 (Media Act 2008), http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0025028/2017-02-01.
\textsuperscript{514} Article 2.1(2), Media Act.
\textsuperscript{522} Raad voor de Journalistiek, Participanten, https://www.rvdj.nl/over-de-raad/stichting-raad-voor-de-journalistiek/participanten.
\textsuperscript{524} Nederlands Genootschap van Hoofdredacteuren, Ledenlijst Media, http://genootschapvanhoofdredacteuren.nl/ledenlijst-media.
society, but they also have the responsibility to spread news in a truthful, independent, fair and open-minded manner. This Code is based on the International Declaration of Principles on the Conduct of Journalists, adopted by the International Federation of Journalists.\textsuperscript{525}

In terms of the number of complaints, the NPO Ombudsman received in 2017 almost 500 complaints. The Ombudsman answers all complaints, except for anonymous and vexatious complaints. Most complaints were directed at NOS, the broadcaster responsible for more than 50% of Dutch public broadcasting output. Most complaints (45 in total) concerned the objectivity of the programmes, and 34 complaints stated that programmes consisted of inaccuracies.\textsuperscript{526}

Lastly, there have been some recent judgements concerning programmes transmitted by public and commercial broadcasters concerning accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs coverage. For example, in December 2017, a Dutch court of appeal ruled that the public broadcaster AVROTROS had acted unlawfully towards a person by giving a distorted picture of a high-profile neighbours’ dispute during an episode of a television programme. According to the court, the image presented was not supported by facts, and formed a major violation of the respondent’s right to respect for his private life, including his honour and good name. The broadcaster was ordered to remove the programme from its website.\textsuperscript{527} In another case, a Dutch district court ruled that the broadcasting of an image of a murder suspect’s face during a programme broadcast by a commercial television company had not contributed to the public debate on “auftragsmord” (murders committed in exchange for a payment) and had therefore been unlawful.\textsuperscript{528}

11.2.2. Broadcaster policies

The NPO adopted in 2016 a Journalistic Code in respect of those of their programmes that are related to news and current affairs. The Code entered into force at the beginning of 2017.\textsuperscript{529} Under the Code, all journalists working for Dutch public broadcasters must abide by the provisions set out in the Code. The editorial staff and those responsible for the final editing of public broadcasters’ programmes are responsible for compliance with the


Code. The Code requires journalists to produce reliable, accurate, independent, impartial, unbiased, balanced and pluralist programmes, in order that NPO may become a credible source of media and gain trust among society.

Anyone with a complaint about a specific television or radio programme can file a complaint at different institutions in the Netherlands. For example, the NPO Ombudsman, an independent and impartial organisation, examines and may issue decisions on all journalistic programming and production undertaken by Dutch public broadcasters that are part of the NPO. The Ombudsman’s authority covers journalistic programming on radio, television and the Internet that falls within the genres of news, sports, current affairs, events and opinions. Individuals can submit a complaint to the Ombudsman concerning the content of a journalistic programme or publication. For instance, a complaint can concern incorrect news reporting. Moreover, complaints directed at commercial broadcasting companies can be lodged directly with these companies – usually through an online form.  

The Netherlands Press Council handles complaints concerning violations of good journalistic practice. Under the Code that the Council has developed, proper journalism must be truthful and accurate, impartial and fair, verifiable and sound. Complaints can be lodged against practices that do not meet these requirements. An individual or company that wishes to lodge a complaint with the Council must have been directly targeted by the publication in question.

11.3. Print media

11.3.1. Regulatory framework

All legislation that is applicable to broadcasting media is applicable to print media as well, except for the Media Act and the Media Resolution. The print media are also subject to the Guidelines of the Netherlands Press Council. Most newspapers, such as *De Telegraaf, Algemeen Dagblad, De Volkskrant* and *NRC*, are members of the Dutch Association for Chief Editors, which is a partner of the Netherlands Press Council. As mentioned
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530 See, for example: Talpa TV Publieksservice, [http://publieksservice.sbs.nl/customer/portal/emails/new](http://publieksservice.sbs.nl/customer/portal/emails/new).
534 [Nederlands Genootschap van Hoofdredacteuren, Ledenlijst Media,](http://genootschapvanhoofdredacteuren.nl/ledenlijst-media/).
535 [Raad voor de Journalistiek, Participanten,](https://www.rvdj.nl/over-de-raad/stichting-raad-voor-de-journalistiek/participanten).
above, the print media also has to act in conformity with the Code for Journalists adopted by the Dutch Association for Chief Editors\(^{536}\) on the basis of the international Declaration of Principles on the Conduct of Journalists, adopted by the International Federation of Journalists.\(^{537}\)

Moreover, recent Dutch case law has emerged concerning the lawfulness of publications in print media, in particular relating to accuracy, objectivity and fairness. For example, the District Court of Amsterdam has recently ruled on the lawfulness of a publication in the Dutch newspaper *De Telegraaf*, which concerned an accusation against a nominee for a prize who was accused of the rape of two women. The article included two anonymous statements from these women. The District Court decided that publication of the article was not unlawful, since *De Telegraaf* had sufficient evidence to support the accusation. Also, the nominee was considered a public figure and therefore was to accept more publicity than the average citizen.\(^{538}\)

In another case initiated by a convicted paedophile, complaining that a newspaper article concerning him was unlawful, the Appeal Court of The Hague ruled that freedom of speech had to prevail over the right to privacy, since the article contributed to a public debate. The article was undeniably offensive, but could not be considered needlessly grieving (“nodeloos grievend”). Also, the claimant had tried to seek media attention himself before the publication of the article and was therefore to enjoy less protection of his privacy.\(^{539}\)

### 11.3.2. Newspaper policies

Some Dutch newspapers have adopted their own editorial guidelines. For instance, the NRC, one of the most widely-read newspapers in the Netherlands, has developed its own Code of Conduct.\(^{540}\) The NRC Code is applicable to all employees that perform journalistic duties. The journalists are expected to report truthfully and in a pragmatic and objective manner (“feitelijk, zakelijk en objectief”). They have to distinguish between facts and opinions and solely report about matters that serve the public interest. Also, De Volkskrant, another widely-read Dutch newspaper, has developed guidelines for its journalists which are laid down in a number of documents. Together they form the ‘Volkskrant Code’.\(^{541}\)

---


\(^{541}\) De Volkskrant, De Volkskrantcode, [https://www.volkskrant.nl/media/de-volkskrantcode-a4569188](https://www.volkskrant.nl/media/de-volkskrantcode-a4569188).
With regard to complaints concerning activities of print media, the Netherlands Press Council handles complaints concerning violations of good journalistic practice. Moreover, some newspapers have developed their own complaints procedures as well. For instance, the NRC has appointed its own Ombudsman who handles complaints about reports written by NRC journalists.\(^{542}\) The Ombudsman assesses the journalistic practice by taking into account the journalistic Code adopted by the NRC itself and the general journalistic codes applicable to all Dutch journalists.

11.4. Online media

11.4.1. Regulatory framework

All legislation that is applicable to broadcasting media is applicable to online media as well. The Dutch Media Act and the Media Resolution, the general laws applicable to commercial and public broadcasters, may be applicable to online media if the media channel can be qualified as an audiovisual media service in the sense of the Audiovisual Media Services Directive.\(^{543}\) For instance, a website such as Dumpert, who relies mainly on audiovisual content, may be subject to these laws.\(^{544}\)

Online media may also be subject to the Guidelines of the Netherlands Press Council. The Guidelines expressly state to be technology neutral and to be applicable to everyone who engages in journalism.\(^{545}\) The code for journalists adopted by the Dutch Association for Chief Editors is applicable to both journalists and non-journalists, offline and online. For instance, \textit{NU.nl} is a member of the Dutch Association for Chief Editors, which is a partner of the Netherlands Press Council.\(^{546}\) Therefore, \textit{NU.nl} is subject to the Guidelines. However, compliance with the code is not obligatory; there are no sanctions that punish non-compliance.

The District Court of Amsterdam ruled in November 2017 on the lawfulness of a publication on the website of \textit{De Telegraaf}, a widely-read Dutch newspaper. In the article, the claimant was accused of attacking a lawyer and to have threatened him with death.


\(^{543}\) Article 1.2, Media Act.


\(^{547}\) Raad voor de Journalistiek, Participanten, https://www.rvdi.nl/over-de-raad/stichting-raad-voor-de-journalistiek/participanten.
The District Court did not consider the article unlawful, because there was sufficient evidence to support that the events had really occurred. Furthermore the District Court ruled on a few Twitter posts that were posted by journalists working for De Telegraaf regarding the events. These Twitter posts could be considered as personal, not based on facts and not friendly ("niet vriendelijk"). However, the publication of these comments falls within the limit of the freedom of speech that the journalist enjoys.548

11.4.2. Online media policies

Some online media providers have adopted editorial guidelines. For instance, De Correspondent, an online media website, has developed a Manifest, which contains ten principles that the website aims to comply with.549 One of the principles is that journalist must be impartial, but also to be subjective ("subjectief") in a way that stories must be told based on the most credible side of the stories. The website intends to not only report about the daily news from the surface, but also to report about deeper structures and developments that underline the news.550

Furthermore, some Dutch newspapers have adopted their own editorial guidelines which are applicable to their online news websites and apps as well.551 Not all online media providers have adopted editorial guidelines. An important example is the NewsMedia Group, owner of the websites Upcoming, Geen Stijl and Dumpert, that mostly provides news for people within the age group of 18-35. GeenStijl describes its articles as "a combination of news, scandalous revelations and investigative journalism with light-hearted items and wacky nonsense".552 Even though not all news media websites have adopted their own policies, most websites do offer a complaints procedure. For instance the NewsMedia Group accepts complaints by means of an online form.553 Also, NU.nl, a news website owned by Sanoma that reaches over 7 million people, strives to handle complaints that are sent by e-mail within ten working days.554

11.5. Conclusion

It can be said that all news media are subject to regulation in the Netherlands. General civil law and journalistic codes govern all types of media. Some media organisations have

---

552 Geen Stijl, https://www.geenstijl.nl/.
553 Reaguurder, Contact, https://reaguurder.nl/contact.
adopted their own codes of conduct to which their employees must adhere. If journalists have not complied with the codes, there are effective complaint mechanisms available. In particular, public broadcasters are subject to strong codes of conduct and are bound by a set of rules provided for by the Media Act. Still there are quite some newspapers and online media that have not developed their own policies and do not always comply with the general journalistic codes, because these codes do not give rise to liability.
12. PL - Poland

Beata Klimkiewicz, Jagiellonian University

12.1. Introduction

News and current affairs remains an important area of interest for Polish media users. The study News Diversity in Poland from the User’s Perspective shows that more than 70% of media users avail themselves of at least seven news sources, and about 40% of the users employ eleven sources and more. At the same time, television is the most frequently used platform for accessing the news. Among the ten most frequently used news sources of a first choice are six television channels, two news portals, one social network, and one radio channel. These observations seem to be supported by the analysis provided by the 2017 "Digital News Report on Poland", which shows that the four top sources among television, radio and print number three television brands – TVN’s news channels, Polsat News, and the news channels of Polish Television (TVP) – and one radio station – RMF FM. As regards online sources, the first two positions and fourth position are occupied by news portals – onet.pl, wp.pl, and interia.pl. Print newspaper publishers have been struggling with declining circulation. This presents a very hybrid picture of news provision and consumption in Poland and demonstrates, on the one hand, the importance of television as a traditional legacy news producer, and on the other hand the growing importance of online news providers such as news portals or press portals.

12.2. Broadcast media

The landscape of Polish broadcast media is composed of: public service media (PSM), including TVP, Polish Radio (PR) and its regional branches (all owned by the state); private commercial

557 Ibid.
558 For example, the leading tabloid Fakt achieved a sold circulation of 514,449 copies in 2007, and 281,242 in 2016. For Gazeta Wyborcza, the leading daily newspaper, the loss was even more spectacular. In 2007, GW sold 443,310 copies, but in 2016 only 140,662 copies – less than 30 % of 2007’s circulation.
media, including two principal television broadcasters, TVN Group (owned by US Discovery) and Polsat Group (owned by a Polish businessman, Zygmunt Solorz); and three principal radio broadcasters, RMF Group (owned by Germany’s Bauer Media Group), Eurozet Group (owned by Czech Media Invest Group) and ZPR Group (Polish-owned, with a controlling stake held by Zbigniew Benbenek). In addition to these, “social broadcasters” operate in Poland; most of these occupy a rather marginal position in the broadcasting landscape, with the exception of the Catholic Radio Maryja and TV Trwam, which belong to the Lux Veritatis foundation. Each of these sectors (private, public, social) falls under specific regulatory content obligations (mainly set by the 1992 Broadcasting Act), but there are also common requirements to be followed by journalists (mainly set by the 1984 Press Law Act); in addition, there are self-regulatory guidelines developed by journalistic organisations.

12.2.1. Current regulatory framework

In terms of journalistic performance and the basic tasks of the press, all broadcasters fall under the 1984 Press Law Act, in the same way as do other news providers. Article 6(1) of the Act stipulates that “the press is obliged to provide a true representation of passing events.”559 In addition, Article 12(1)1 states that a journalist is obliged to “exercise due diligence and accuracy during the collection and use of press material, especially to check compliance with the truth, and to indicate the source.”560

The PSM have to meet higher performance and content requirements under the 1992 Broadcasting Act (which also covers the operation of other broadcasters). Article 21(1) stipulates that public radio and television should provide “the entire society and its individual groups with diversified programme services ..., which shall be pluralistic, impartial, well balanced, independent and innovative, [and] marked by high quality and integrity of broadcast.”561 In addition, Article 21(2) stipulates that programme services and other services of public radio and television should “provide reliable information about the vast diversity of events and processes taking place in Poland and abroad.”562 The supplementary regulatory requirement is set by the Regulation of the National Broadcasting Council (KRRiT) of 24 April, 2003, which concerns procedures related to the presentation of standpoints with regard to crucial public issues by political parties, trade unions and employers’ organisations on public radio and television.563 Under paragraph 1(3) of the Regulation, the PSM shall have the duty to present standpoints with regard to
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560 Ibid.


562 Ibid.

crucial public issues “in a reliable and pluralistic manner which enables the presentation of diversified approaches.”

In principle, the KRRiT has the authority to supervise the operations of media service providers within the limits of the 1992 Broadcasting Act and, if necessary, impose appropriate sanctions. The forms of those sanctions include financial penalties and the revoking of the offender’s broadcasting licence. Relatively rarely are financial penalties imposed on the grounds of a lack of objectivity, accuracy or fairness in programming. One such decision was issued in December 2017. The KRRiT imposed a quite extraordinary fine, amounting to 1.48 million Polish zlotys ( aprox. EUR 343,430), on TVN24, one of the largest commercial television news stations in Poland. The KRRiT justified its decision by citing the fact that TVN24 had breached the content provisions of the 1992 Broadcasting Act while providing news coverage of protests in the Polish Parliament in December 2016. After extensive criticism from the journalist community and media providers (the sanction was largely perceived as having been politically motivated), the KRRiT ultimately decided to repeal the decision.

In 2017, the KRRiT received 2,110 complaints, 62% of which concerned programming and content issues. Of these, 28.8% concerned issues of objectivity and overall quality in current affairs programming, while 10% concerned news reporting.

12.2.2. Broadcaster policies

Perhaps one of the most comprehensive self-regulatory sources of editorial guidelines developed in Poland is The Media Ethics Charter, adopted on 29 March 1995. The document reflects the wide agreement between journalistic organisations and the media industry. The Charter covers the following principles, which editors are supposed to respect in their everyday journalistic duties: the principles of truth, objectivity, the separation of information and commentary, honesty, respect and tolerance, superiority of

564 Ibid.
568 The Media Charter of Ethics was adopted by The Polish Journalists’ Association (SDP), the Association of Journalists of the Republic of Poland (SDRP), the Catholic Journalists’ Association, the Syndicate of Polish Journalists, the Journalists’ Trade Union, the Press Publishers’ Union, Polish TV S.A., Polsat TV, the Association of Independent Film and TV Producers, the Public Radio Association in Poland, the Polish Private Broadcasting Association and the Trade Union of Radio and TV Journalists.
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users’ good name, and freedom and responsibility.\textsuperscript{569} Two of these principles directly concern accuracy and objectivity. The principle of truth means that “journalists, editors, producers and broadcasters do their best [to ensure] that: the conveyed information reflects the truth; they report the facts within their proper context; and in the event that they disseminate false information, they immediately correct it.”\textsuperscript{570} The principle of objectivity requires the journalist to “depict reality independently of his/her own views [and] reliably report different points of view.”\textsuperscript{571} The implementation of the Media Ethics Charter is monitored by the oversight body, the Media Ethics Council, which is composed of broadly respected media professionals. In practice, the Council may issue an opinion or interpretation or implement further action in cases of violations of Charter standards.

Owing to the relatively diverse landscape of journalistic organisations in Poland, there are several self-regulatory measures stipulating principles of accuracy and objectivity, but only the Media Ethics Charter has been prepared in agreement with broadcasters and organisations representing the media industry, thus being incorporated in internal editorial policies. In addition, there are two other two self-regulatory instruments worthy of note. The Code of Journalistic Ethics (Kodeks etyki dziennikarskiej), adopted by The Polish Journalists’ Association (SDP) in 2001, states in its preamble: “The task of a journalist is to transmit reliable and neutral information and diverse opinions and to enable participation in the public debate.” The Journalistic Code of Conduct (Dziennikarski Kodeks Obyczajowy), adopted by the Association of Journalists of the Republic of Poland (SDRP) in 1991, stipulates: “A fundamental task of a journalist is to search for the truth and to publish truthful information.” By contrast, the journalistic associations and the Media Ethics Council have only symbolic relevance. The effectiveness of sanctions (mainly statements noting infringement of particular provisions of the Codes) is limited. This stems from the fact that the journalistic environment in Poland is highly fragmented and membership of journalistic organisations is relatively small. Moreover, journalistic associations have different ideological agendas, which sometimes renders debate and agreement on common journalistic principles (such as objectivity, accuracy and fairness) very difficult.

In addition to general journalistic codes, the PSM have their own internal self-regulatory documents – the “Principles of journalistic ethics”. In the case of TVP, under Article I journalists should strive for maintaining impartiality and independence in reporting, and their task is to provide each citizen access to information and the formation of public debate. Journalists are also obliged to present diverse viewpoints and opinions, especially as regards socially controversial issues.\textsuperscript{572} In the case of PR, under Article II.2 of its Principles of Professional Ethics, journalists are obliged to accurately cover a whole

\textsuperscript{569} Media Ethics Charter (1995), \url{http://www.mediawise.org.uk/poland-2/}.
\textsuperscript{570} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{571} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{572} Telewizja Polska (2016) Zasady etyki dziennikarskiej w Telewizji Polskiej S.A – informacja, publicystyka, reportaż, dokument, edukacja (Principles of Professional Ethics in the Polish Television), \url{http://s.tvp.pl/repository/attachment/0/e/e/0eea386c0fa98ad0c49f73f19f7c8e71445347977947.pdf}. 
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diversity of events in Poland and abroad. These editorial guidelines do not prove to be particularly efficient. PSM governance changes that were introduced under the 2015 “Small Media Act”, and in June 2016 by the National Media Council Act, led to the creation of a direct link between the Government (and later the political nominees of the National Media Council) and PSM executives. While exerting political pressure and control over the PSM in Poland (and television in particular) has not been a new phenomenon, recent political bias (in particular that displayed by TVP news output) has reached an unprecedented scale.

12.3. Print media

The newspapers and news weeklies in Poland are owned by both domestic and foreign media groups. The largest press publishers include: the German-Swiss Ringier Axel Springer (RASP), which publishes, among other titles, the tabloid daily Fakt, quality daily Dziennik-Gazeta Prawna (as a minority shareholder); the local version of the news weekly Newsweek; the onet.pl news portal; the domestically owned Agora (which publishes the largest quality daily Gazeta Wyborcza and owns the news portal gazeta.pl); and Verlagsgruppe Passau (which owns a majority chain of regional newspapers). The print media sector is mainly regulated by the 1984 Press Law Act and self-regulatory guidelines adopted by journalistic organisations.

12.3.1. Current regulatory framework

As already observed in this Chapter, the 1984 Press Law Act imposes duties on journalists and editors to provide a true representation of passing events and to accuracy during the collection and usage of press material, especially in terms of checking compliance with the truth and when indicating sources.

The right of reply is regulated by Chapter 5 of the 1984 Press Law Act. Article 31a(1) provides that a daily newspaper or magazine "shall publish, free of charge, the

---

576 The 1984 Press Law Act, Articles 6(1) and 12(1).
subject matter and factual correction of inaccurate or untrue press material.\textsuperscript{577} Editors-in-chief are obliged to publish corrections in the next issue, but no later than seven days after receiving the reply (in the case of daily newspapers), in the next issue or the one after that (in the case of magazines) or in the next audiovisual report (in the case of audiovisual media).\textsuperscript{578} Understandably, editors-in-chief may refuse to publish a correction if it undermines facts established by a final judgment regarding the case of a disputed reply or correction; they may also do so when the reply “is non-objective and non-factual”, “has punishable content” or “contains vulgar or abusive language.”\textsuperscript{579} If an editor-in-chief refuses to publish a reply in violation of the relevant provisions of the 1984 Press Law Act, the interested party may bring a court action for the publishing of the correction.\textsuperscript{580}

Until 2017, the 1984 Press Law Act also recognised the institution of the Press Council under its Chapter 3. The Press Council was defined as a consultative body on matters of press, and the members of the Council were to be appointed by the Prime Minister. In fact, this provision for more than 30 years remained simply as a “surviving relic” of the communist past; the Council, in practice, functioned only on paper. In 2017, Chapter 3 was deleted from the Act.

Defamation, insult and the causing of offence are criminal acts in Poland punishable by imprisonment. Although most of punishments take the form of fines or community service, there have also been cases in which the courts have imposed a suspended sentence of deprivation of liberty. An unnecessarily restrictive and formalistic treatment of some defamation cases by the domestic courts has led repeatedly to applications being submitted to the European Court of Human Rights. A long-discussed issue has been the use of Article 212 of the Penal Code (1997)\textsuperscript{581} in defamation cases. Critical opinions have been articulated by various groups, including journalists, NGOs, media and even the KRRiT. The repeal of Article 212 has been requested several times by various organisations representing journalists, media and civil society in 2011, then again in 2014, and most recently in September 2016, with a leading role being taken by the Commissioner for Human Rights. The last such request was refused in March 2017 by the Senate Committee for Human Rights, Rule of Law and Petitions.\textsuperscript{582} The main argument cited by the supporters of Article 212 is the low effectiveness of civil procedures concerning defamation in Poland.

\textsuperscript{577}Ibid, Article 31a (1).
\textsuperscript{578}Ibid, Article 32 (1).
\textsuperscript{579}Ibid, Article 33.
\textsuperscript{580}Ibid, Article 39(1).
It is also worth noting that Articles 135, 224, 226 and 231a of the Penal Code (1997) provide greater protection to the President, public officials and constitutional authority than to the general public. One case in which some of these provisions were cited recently was the publication of the book "Macierewicz and his Secrets" (Macierewicz i jego tajemnice) by Tomasz Piątek, an investigative journalist (the book came out at the end of June 2017). The journalist describes former Defence Minister Antoni Macierewicz's alleged political and financial ties to persons close to Kremlin, the Russian intelligence services and Russian criminal organisations. On 27 June 2017, the former minister lodged a notification with the Department of Military Affairs at the General Prosecutor's office. The notification claimed that Piątek's book violated three provisions of the Penal Code: Article 224.2, Article 226 and Article 231a. After the wave of criticism, in March 2018, the Warsaw District Prosecutor's Office declined to investigate Piątek's book case further, effectively ending the proceedings.

12.3.2. Newspaper policies

Some press publishers and their editorial staffs have developed their own internal guidelines concerning editorial practices, including issues of accuracy, objectivity and fairness. These guidelines (including the procedures implemented internally in order to deal with problematic cases) are not publicly available. Most publishers and editorial teams assert that they comply with the guidelines set out in the Media Ethics Charter, eventually with the Code of Journalistic Ethics or the Journalistic Code of Conduct. Yet, as observed above, the effectiveness of the full implementation of the self-regulatory instruments, as well as sanctions, are limited.

12.4. Online media

Popular online news providers in Poland include four leading news portals: onet.pl (owned by RASP); wp.pl (belonging to Polish-owned Wirtualna Polska Group); interia.pl (owned by Bauer Media Group); gazeta.pl (belonging to Polish-owned Agora group); and online versions of the legacy media (the news channel TVN24, the quality daily Gazeta Wyborcza online, the tabloid Fakt online, the public service TVP Info online and the commercial radio service RMF online). In terms of regulation, the online media fall under the 1984 Press

583 The 1997 Penal Code.
Law Act, unless they can also be recognised as on-demand media services providers under the 1992 Broadcasting Act.

12.4.1. Current regulatory framework

The 1984 Press Law Act largely regulates press publishing and journalism, including online news content providers and electronic versions of traditional legacy media. Article 7(2) also recognises as “the press” “any means of mass media existing and emerging in the course of technological advancement”.\(^{586}\) In this sense, all provisions concerning the right of reply and corrections, as well as defamation (as discussed above), apply also to the online media. One of the very few stipulations that apply only to the online sector includes a shorter deadline for publishing corrections (in reply to inaccurate news) than that which applies to print titles. Article 32(1)1 states that the editor-in-chief is obliged to publish corrections “in the electronic form of the daily newspaper or the magazine in which the concerned press material was published – within three days of receiving the correction.”\(^{587}\)

12.4.2. Online media policies

As in the case of print media, some online media staff have also developed their own internal editorial guidelines (including accuracy and objectivity principles), yet they are not publicly shared. Most online editorial teams comply with the guidelines set in the Media Ethics Charter, the Code of Journalistic Ethics, or the Journalistic Code of Conduct.

12.5. Conclusion

Given the continuing interest in news and current affairs among Polish media users, the issues of accuracy, objectivity and fairness will become more significant and distinguishable qualities of professional journalism in a rapidly transforming and hybrid media environment. In Poland, most of the guiding self-regulatory and regulatory principles concerning accuracy, objectivity and fairness were established in the 1990s, mainly in reaction to the journalistic and regulatory environments to the post-communist transformation of media and journalism structures.

Perhaps the most comprehensive source of editorial guidelines on objectivity, accuracy and fairness are the self-regulatory provisions found in the Media Ethics Charter; however, their effectiveness in practice is rather limited. On the other hand, the more effective provisions of the 1984 Press Law Act lack precise and explicit reference to

\(^{586}\) The 1984 Press Law Act, Article 7(2).
\(^{587}\) The 1984 Press Law Act, Article 32(1)1.
“objectivity”, “fairness” and “accuracy”. The most elaborate rules in this respect are obligatory for the PSM under the 1992 Broadcasting Act and other regulations introduced by KRRiT. Even so, these have not prevented the PSM (and television in particular) from displaying political partiality.

In an ever-expanding media landscape, the values of objectivity, accuracy and fairness will become more important signifiers of quality journalism. In order to implement these news values more effectively in everyday journalistic practices in Poland, there is a need to work towards broader agreement between the journalistic community and the media industry to develop procedures and practices (such as dealing with complaints and imposing sanctions) that will complement self-regulatory principles and guidelines.
13. RU – Russian Federation

Andrei Richter, Catholic University in Ružomberok (Slovakia)

13.1. Introduction

The Russian Mass Media Statute mentions accuracy of information in several of its norms. In Article 38 ("The right to receive information") the Mass Media Statute states that: “citizens are entitled to the timely receipt through the mass information media of accurate accounts of the activities of state bodies and organisations, public associations and their officials”. A journalist has a particular right to verify the authenticity of information that he or she has received (Art. 47), as well as a matching obligation to verify the authenticity of the information he/she supplies (reports) (Article 49).

The right to verify information reported to a journalist is ensured by the right to demand a response to a request for information, to visit governmental bodies and organisations, to meet officials, to access documents and materials, to make records, to visit places of natural disasters and calamities, and to have other rights that are specifically stipulated in Article 47.

To ensure that the media accounts are presented accurately, Article 51 prescribes that journalists must not abuse their privileges and rights (as provided by the same statute) “with the purpose of the concealment or falsification of publicly important information [or] the spread of rumours under the guise of authentic reports …” The Mass Media Statute also provides the right of refutation (Article 44) and the right of reply (Article. 46) as principal mechanisms with which to counteract inaccurate information in the media.

Lastly, Russian journalists, editors and media outlets enjoy certain privileges that under particular circumstances protect them from the need to check the truthfulness of


the information that they disseminate, and from related accusations of their violating the law. They are all listed in Article 57 of the Mass Media Statute.591

The Code of Professional Ethics of the Russian Journalist – the approval, acceptance and following of which is an absolute condition for membership of the Russian Union of Journalists – contains the following provisions:

"The journalist disseminates and comments on only information of whose reliability he is convinced and the source of which is well-known to him. He will do his utmost to avoid damage to any party owing to its incompleteness or inaccuracy, the deliberate concealment of socially meaningful information or ... the dissemination of knowingly false information. ...

The journalist considers the malicious distortion of facts, slander, and receipt – under any conditions – of payment for the dissemination of false or for concealment of truthful information to be grave professional misdeeds ...

When convinced that he has published false or distorted material, the journalist is obliged to correct his mistake using the same print and/or audiovisual media which were utilised to publish that material. ...

The journalist is responsible through his name and reputation for the reliability of all his messages and for the fairness of all of those of his judgements that are disseminated with his signature, pseudonym or anonymously ... with his knowledge and approval."592

13.2. Broadcast media

13.2.1. Regulatory framework

Russia has no specific broadcasting law, this field of journalism being regulated by the general mass media law.593 The Presidential Decree of 20 March 1993 On Guaranties of Informational Stability and Broadcasting Requirements was the first major measure of the "new Russia" that was aimed at the reform of the broadcasting system. In particular, it aimed “to ensure a responsible information policy in a democratic society” and endorsed minimum standards for broadcasters. Those standards included a requirement for broadcasters “to avoid protecting the interests of any political groups and to exclude political pressure, lobbying or control of informational programmes or segments...
thereof”.594 The Decree, still formally in force, has been ignored by all governmental bodies, as well as by the broadcasters.

The Federal Statute “On the Order Covering the Government Authorities’ Activities in the State Media” (Art. 11) introduced an obligation for state-run national television companies to provide comprehensive, objective and unbiased coverage of the activities of the national government, the national parliament and its deputies, and court decisions.595 The Federal Statute is not backed by case-law and was largely abridged in 2009.

The election law requires that information carried by the mass media or disseminated by other methods shall be “objective and truthful” and shall not violate the equality of candidates (or political parties).596 Media news programmes shall not discriminate against or give preference to any of them, in particular with regard to the time devoted to their election activities.

During the last national elections in March 2018, the Central Election Commission (Центральная избирательная комиссия – the CEC) of the Russian Federation (as had been the practice in previous elections) established a working group on information disputes and conducted its own monitoring to oversee media compliance with the legal requirement to provide objective and accurate coverage of the candidates. However, according to the most recent OSCE report on the elections, “the body did not provide for effective remedy. The working group highlighted the importance of objective coverage in its first session, however it declined all petitions finding them inadmissible and refused to interfere into the editorial policy of the respective media outlet.” For example, it rejected all complaints concerning biased or non-balanced coverage of the candidate Mr Grudinin in the broadcast media. It also rejected complaints regarding the extensive coverage of the incumbent President, though in one case the CEC separately recommended that Channel One postpone the airing of the documentary on Mr Putin.597

The self-regulatory Public Collegium on Media Complaints (Общественная коллегия по жалобам на прессу – the PCMC) has issued a number of decisions related to propaganda in broadcasting through the dissemination of false information. In fact, the PCMC – on the basis of a decision that it issued in 2014 decision on Rossija-1 – provided the following three characteristics of propaganda-related disinformation:

- A targeted selection of facts that make for a tight “script”; the active use of misinformation, where useful and possible; the manipulation of facts, statistics, or

595 Federal Statute On the Order of Covering the Government Authorities’ Activities in the State Media (О порядке освещения деятельности органов государственной власти в государственных средствах массовой информации) of 13 January 1995 N 7-FZ,
opinions (including expert opinions); a shift in emphasis where direct misinformation seems a "no-go";  
- An action taken according to the logic of "the end justifies the means"; the use of means and methods that are mainly incompatible with values such as honesty and truthfulness.
- The falsification of the appearances of reliability of information, including its sources.

The three features of disinformation are noted in a number of the follow-up decisions of the PCMC on complaints. In one of them, the PCMC reviewed a complaint regarding a public affairs programme by the national broadcaster NTV, which had reported from Perm's Museum of the Gulag. The media council found in the NTV reports elements of a "synthetic" genre: a mix of straightforward propaganda and so-called "mockumentary", whereby "pseudo-documentality" had served as its basic element. Although the decision clearly stated a complete departure of the national broadcaster from Russian standards of professional journalism, it also touched upon a legal aspect of the programme. PCMC said: "the national airing of materials that openly contradict the fundamentals of civil society that are specified in the Constitution of the Russian Federation as national values shall not be considered an 'interior matter' of a federal television channel."  

13.2.2. Broadcaster policies

There are no publicly available editorial guidelines or codes of ethics for any major broadcaster, either commercial one or state-run – including "must-carry" channels. The broadcasters have never accepted the Russian Union of Journalists' Code of Professional Ethics as a professional standard.

Within this context the so-called Broadcasters' Charter of April 1999 should be mentioned, as therein the top executives of Russia's largest national and regional

598 On the complaint of the Commission on Journalists' Ethics, Ukraine, regarding the programme Vesti nedeli of the TV channel Rossiya-1 and its anchor-man, Dmitry Kiselyov, triggered by the airing of a story on the "Ukrainian Assembly"; Decision of the Public Collegium on Media Complaints N 98. 13 February 2014. URL: https://tinyurl.com/y9cupeoh.  
599 "On the complaint of the staff workers of the NGO "Perm-36" triggered by the broadcasting by the NTV television channel of stories entitled "US sponsors Perm museum of 'nationalist martyrs' of Ukraine" (ChP' show, 3 June 2014) and "Paid by US money, the 'fifth column' praises Bandervitsi: investigation by NTV"("Profession: Reporter" show, 7 June 2014)." (О жалобе сотрудников АНО «Пермь-36» на публикацию телесюжетов «Спонсоры из США открыли в Перми музей "националистов-мучеников" Украины» (программа «ЧП», 03 июня 2014 г.) и «"Пятая колонна" прославляет бандеровцев на деньги США: расследование НТВ («Профессия – репортёр», 07 июня 2014 г.)") Decision of the Public Collegium on Media Complaints, N 116. 22 January 2015. URL: https://tinyurl.com/ya7qwkgq.
television companies undertook to provide truthful information, as well as to uphold the rights and legitimate interests of individuals and organisations. They also defined behaviour that was incompatible with civilised journalism. The practical effect of the Charter has been non-existent: it is a forgotten document in respect of the professional activity of the broadcasters, and is never referred to in the course of day-to-day activities or later statements or documents.

As to the standards of accuracy in the broadcasters' policy documents, the Charter of Public Television of Russia (OTR), the closest Russia has to a public media outlet, mentions truthfulness, alongside timeliness and "all-roundedness" as an element in its informing Russian audiences on events in the country and abroad. The charter of NTV, the major national private broadcaster, mentions only the need for the timely reporting on events. The charter of RTR, which runs most of the state national television and radio channels, mentions timeliness and "all-roundedness" but not truthfulness. The charter of another important national broadcaster, the Defence Ministry's television and radio company, Zvezda, stipulates that the company may engage in organising gambling but fails to mention any professional standards in respect of broadcasting or journalism.

None of the other major broadcasters – Channel 1, Rossija-1, Rossija-24, Rossija-K, the 5th Channel, Match-TV, or TVC – have publicly accessible charters or editorial guidelines. The conditions of their licences also do not mention any editorial standards for broadcasting. There are no known cases of these broadcasters granting the right of reply or refutation (unless there is a relevant court decision).

The broadcasters habitually refuse to engage in available complaints procedures or self-regulation mechanisms. According to recent statistics, in the 12-year history of the current national self-regulation body, the PCMC, NTV did not respond to any of 13 complaints reviewed by the PCMC and Rossija 1 did not respond to any of the 12 complaints reviewed by the PCMC, and Channel Five did not respond to any of five complaints. REN-TV responded to two out of seven, TVC responded to five out of five, and Channel 1 to one out of three.

---

13.3. Print media

13.3.1. Regulatory framework

The print media in Russia are largely regulated by the above-mentioned Mass Media Statute, including its provisions on the right of refutation and the right of reply.

The Mass Media Statute (Article 44) prescribes that a refutation published in a print publication shall be set out in the same type and featured under the heading "Refutation" – as a rule, in the same place where the refuted report or material was placed. The size of refutation may not exceed twice the size of the refuted section of the report or material in question. It is not permissible for the text of the refutation to be shorter than one standard page of typewritten text. The same rules apply to replies, as defined in the same law (Article 46).

The election law requires that information carried by the mass media or disseminated by other methods during the four-week-long media campaign shall be objective and accurate and shall not violate the equality of candidates (political parties), and that media news programmes and publications shall not discriminate against or give preference to any of them, in particular with regard to the amount of space allocated in the print media.606

In 2017, the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) for the first time considered a national electoral law that placed a number of obligations on the print media during election periods. The case was Orlovskaya Iskra v. Russia, which concerned the publisher of the Orlovskaya Iskra newspaper.607 The ECtHR then emphasised that it had "not been convincingly established" that the "print media should be subjected to rigorous requirements of impartiality, neutrality and equality of treatment during an election period".608

13.3.2. Newspaper policies

Editorial guidelines, professional codes or ethics, or complaints procedures are rarely found. There is a handful of regional codes of ethics, each paying tribute to reliability, accuracy and fairness (usually repeating the formulations of the above-mentioned Code of

---

13.4. Online media

13.4.1. Regulatory framework

If an online media publication registers as a mass media outlet, then it is subject to the rights and responsibilities prescribed by the mass media law (see above). Additionally, in 2014 the Russian Federation adopted a law that declared a criminal offence the “public dissemination of knowingly false information about the activity of the USSR during the years of World War Two”. This crime, if committed via the mass media, shall be punished with a hefty fine or deprivation of liberty for up to five years. The case law on this offence is scanty and often relates to the dissemination of information through social media, and typically results in fines for offenders.

During the draft stages of the above-mentioned piece of legislation, the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media expressed worries about the law by making a public statement, pointing out, in particular, that everyone “has the right to be informed about matters of concern, including on differing views on any historical debate, even if it is painful or provocative. In this the media is vital and its role should be respected”.

In 2016, another law was amended to require owners of Internet search engines (“news aggregators”) with more than one million daily users to be accountable for the truthfulness of news content “essential for the public”, except when such content represents a verbatim reproduction of material already published by official governmental websites or by mass media outlets formally registered as such by the Russian authorities. Such materials, if distributed by the news aggregators in Russian, other languages of the peoples of the Russian Federation, or even in foreign languages (if the website is used to disseminate advertising targeting Russian customers), are subject to certain restrictions that are taken from the mass media law.

The statute prescribes a procedure to allow executive bodies – with or without a court decision – to monitor relevant online content, determine the “falsification of

---


611 OSCE media freedom representative calls recent legislative initiatives in Russia potentially harmful to freedom of expression and freedom of the media. 26 June 2013. http://www.osce.org/fom/103121.
content essential for the public [or] dissemination of untruthful news information essential to the public under the guise of truthful information", and force news aggregators to stop disseminating such information. Violation of the statute carries high administrative penalties.612

The OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media noted in her statement on the bill that the amendments were vaguely worded, which could only increase the already high number of interventions by state authorities in the activities of online service providers.613

13.4.2. Online media policies

There is no evidence of online media in Russia establishing policies on accuracy and fairness.

13.5. Conclusion

The Russian media's performance on matters of accuracy, objectivity and fairness has sparked a number of complaints within the country and internationally, and the ambitious standards laid out by the 1993 Presidential Decree have become just an empty declaration. The general requirements of the Mass Media Statute in respect of the verification of the authenticity of the information that the media disseminate refer only to individual journalists and are not supported by case law.

Neither do the major media have editorial guidelines or effective codes of practice that allow them to refer to their obligations in this regard. The national Code of Professional Ethics of the Russian Journalist addresses the commitments of individuals, not media entities, and thus is largely ignored by the latter. This has led to their refraining from participating in a self-regulatory process.


14. SK - Slovakia

Juraj Polák, RTVS (PSB)

14.1. Introduction

As confirmed by the Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2017, (linear) TV retains its dominant position (79%) within the news and current affairs consumption in Slovakia. The conservative nature of the typical Slovak news and current affairs consumer is also demonstrated by the fact that during the "main news hour" (7 p.m. to 8 p.m.), 75% of all viewers watch evening news on one of the three main TV channels in Slovakia (two commercial broadcasters and one PSB). While among the traditional media, radio maintains its rather stable position (42%) as a source of news and current affairs, the press displays the continuous European trend whereby the role of the press as a source of news and current affairs keeps diminishing. This goes hand in hand with the continuous increase in the number of users who consume news and current affairs on social media (58%) or within the online world in general (86%). Of the 36 countries that were involved in the Reuters report, Slovakia obtained the third worst score (27%) for overall trust in the news, clearly indicating that there is a widely-shared mistrust of traditional media in Slovakia, which naturally leads to an increase in the popularity of alternative media.

14.2. Broadcast media

14.2.1. Current regulatory framework

The legislation dealing directly with the accuracy, objectivity and fairness of news and current affairs programmes is rather brief and general. Article 16 (3) a) and b) of Act No. 308/2000 Coll. on broadcasting and retransmission (hereinafter “The Act on broadcasting”) states the following:

“Broadcasters shall have the following duties:

a) to ensure the universality of information and plurality of opinion within a broadcast programme service,
b) to ensure the objectivity and impartiality of news programmes and political affairs programmes; opinions and evaluating commentaries must be separated from information of a news character.”

Compliance with these articles is enforceable by the national regulator, the Rada pre vysielanie a retransmisiu (Council for Broadcasting and Retransmission of the Slovak Republic - CBR). The violation of these articles shall be penalised by a warning or the obligation to broadcast the announcement on the infringement of the law (it is not possible to impose a fine).

Article 21 of the Act on broadcasting also provides the right of correction, according to which, if a broadcast was made that included false or distorted information concerning a legal entity or a natural person that permits the precise identification of the legal entity or natural person, the legal entity or natural person, regardless of their nationality or place of permanent or long-term residence, shall have the right to require the broadcasting of a correction free of charge. The broadcaster shall be obliged to issue a public correction at the request of the person concerned.

This article lays down several formal requirements on the procedure relating to the right of correction and the conditions according to which the broadcaster is not obliged to broadcast the correction:

- the broadcasting of the proposed text would constitute a crime, a contravention or another administrative offence, or the broadcasting of the proposed text would be contrary to good morals,
- the broadcasting of the proposed statement would infringe the rights and legally protected interests of a third party,
- the broadcaster broadcasted a correction on their own initiative before the delivery of the request for the broadcasting of a correction, and the broadcasted correction fulfilled the terms of this act,
- the broadcaster can prove the truthfulness of the information for which a correction has been requested.

Although it is included in the Act on broadcasting, the CBR has no regulatory powers over this procedure and if a broadcaster does not broadcast the correction at all or does not fulfil the conditions under subsections (5) to (8), a court shall decide on the duty to broadcast the correction at the request of the complainant.

The definition of defamation as stipulated in the penal code616 does not rule out journalists as such; therefore, under the Slovak legal system, news programmes are included if specific conditions are met (providing incorrect information which is, to a large

---

extent, capable of endangering a person’s reputation among other things; damaging a person in his/her professional career or business undertakings; impairing his/her family relations; or of inflicting other serious harm). Negligence can lead to one committing the crime of defamation

Although, in the history of Slovakia, no journalist has yet been lawfully convicted of defamation, journalists and relevant NGOs insist that this procedure is frequently used to threaten journalists, especially as Slovakia has one of the highest possible sentences for such a crime in the European Union: in special cases, this can be punished by up to 8 years in prison. Furthermore, individuals or legal entities may also seek protection by bringing an individual civic law suit for protection of their personality rights or the goodwill of the legal entity.

Notably, there are no regulatory codes in effect. There is no self-regulatory code which deals exclusively with broadcasting; however, most of the relevant broadcasters fall within the general code of ethics of journalism. Moreover, there are no specific statistics on the number of complaints or sanctions based on the violation of Article 16 (3) a) and b) of the Act on broadcasting.

In relation to court judgments, the municipal court in Bratislava IV recently decided on a case concerning the procedure for the right of correction. The applicant filed a law suit against the PSB for failing to broadcast a correction that the applicant had demanded under Article 21 of the Act on broadcasting. The applicant claimed that the PSB had broadcast false and distorted information about the applicant, who is an NGO charity active in the collecting and selling of second-hand clothing. The applicant claimed that incorrect factual statements about him had been broadcast (for example, that the applicant had a centre in Vienna; the applicant operated clothes sorting machines in Slovakia and dozens of second-hand clothes shops; and that in 2014, its turnover exceeded EUR 7 million). The applicant claimed that none of the information was correct, since it applied to a different legal entity (of the same name, but with a different legal form – a limited company), therefore, it was all completely untrue.

In its defence, the PSB stressed that the very substance of the programme was to explain the whole charity scheme, which involves several organisations with personal and capital links, whereby two entities of the same name, but with different legal forms, operate in Slovakia. The PSB stated that the factual statements mentioned did not refer specifically to a single entity, but to the nationwide or Slovak organisation as such. The information stated in the programme was almost exclusively based on open sources and thus publicly available, and broadcasting such information was in the public interest due to the findings that the public benefits of such a “charity” (although perfectly legal) are rather questionable, exactly because of the complicated scheme reported in the programme.

The court agreed with the PSB’s arguments and claimed that it was obvious that the applicant and other related entities, based on their action, did not themselves have the ambition to display a transparent ownership structure to the public, and therefore could not challenge the broadcaster when they were reported as being one organisation.
14.2.2. Broadcaster policies on accuracy and fairness

It is rather interesting and perhaps quite symptomatic of the Slovak media environment that two major commercial broadcasters do not have (published) editorial guidelines.

The only nationwide news television in Slovakia has on its website only a brief statute which only contains general declarations about free and independent content, based on editorial freedom, with the aim of contributing to the development of a democratic society. The TV denies bias towards any ideology, political party or faith and declares that it provides objective, fair, verified and accurate information. However, all of these ideas remain only within the scope of general remarks without any further detailed elaboration or clarification.

In 2011, the PSB adopted a statute for the "programme employee" (the term used for a specific category of employees defined in the statute, including mainly anchors, moderators, reporters, editors, etc.). Among other things, the statute lays down several specific obligations aimed directly at news and current affairs programmes, for example:

- The obligation to strictly differentiate between a factual statement and a value judgment, where it is forbidden to substitute one for the other.
- Each factual statement needs to be verified by at least two credible and unrelated, independent sources, with the exception of the factual statements provided by the state/governmental authorities.
- The PSB must not publish information from an unknown source without prejudice to the usage of the protected source of information. The head of the news section's prior consent is required for usage of the protected source.

In case of only minimal doubts about the accuracy of the information provided by the news agency, the employee is obliged to verify the information with an independent source. If the nature of the information prevents its verification in given time, but there is substantial public interest to publish this information, the PSB must inform viewers about the source of the information and the fact that the information has not yet been verified by an independent source. Finally, at the current time, no formal complaints procedures have been brought against Slovak TV broadcasters, nor are there any formal right of reply procedures involving Slovak TV broadcasters.

14.3. Print media

14.3.1. Current regulatory framework

Act No. 167/2008 Coll. of the Press Act does not lay down any legal obligations on the accuracy, objectivity and fairness of news and current affairs. However, the Press Act includes rather detailed legal regulation on the right of correction, the right of reply and the right of supplementary information. The rules on the right of correction for print are quite aligned with the rules for broadcasters, with one notable distinction: whereas in broadcasting the false or distorted information establishes the right of correction, within the print media, it is the false statement of facts.

Article 8 of the Press Act provides for the regulation on the right of reply:

(1) If a periodical or agency news service contains a false, incomplete or distorting statement of fact that impinges on the honour, dignity or privacy of a natural person, or the name or good reputation of a legal entity, from which the person or entity can be precisely identified, the person or entity has the right to demand publication of a reply. The publishers of periodicals and press agencies must publish the reply free of charge; by the publishing of the reply expires the right of correction in relation to the same statement of fact.

(2) The right to demand publication of reply does not have public official who is, for the purposes of this act, a person stipulated in applicable regulations, (article 2 of constitutional act no. 357/2004 on the protection of public interest in performance of function of public officials as amended by constitutional act no. 545/2005) chairman of political party or movement and vice-chairman of political party or movement in case of a statement of fact relating to the performance of their function. The right to demand publication of reply does not have a legal entity if statement of fact is relating to the performance of function of public official, chairman of political party or movement and vice-chairman of political party or movement acting for this legal entity.

This article also lays down several formal requirements on the procedure of the right of reply and the conditions according to which the publisher is not obliged to broadcast the correction.

Article 9 of the Press Act provides for the regulation of the right of supplementary information:

(1) If a periodical or agency news service contains a statement of fact relating to proceedings before a public authority conducted against a person, from which the person's identity can be precisely identified, and a final decision has been reached in the proceedings, this person has the right to demand publication of supplementary
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information on the final result of the proceedings. The publishers of periodicals and press agencies must publish supplementary information free of charge.

The same rules and requirements apply for the right of supplementary information as in the case of the right of reply. In case of non-compliance with any of the above-mentioned rights, the court is competent to decide on the obligation to publish the correction, reply or provide supplementary information.

The Association for the Protection of Journalistic Ethics (APIE) in the Slovak Republic was founded in 2001 by representatives of the Slovak Syndicate of Journalists and the Slovak Press Publishers’ Association. Aware of the challenges presented by online reporting and its increasing influence, the original founders of the APIE (publishers and journalists) have invited the top Internet association IAB619 Slovakia to join their ranks to add a more digital dimension.

The Print-Digital Council620 (previously Press Council) was constituted in April 2002 and consists of figures of public, cultural and social life that are not actively working as journalists or publishers and do not represent any political party. Since its formation, the Print-Digital Council has followed the Code of Journalistic Ethics which, among other things, states the following:

- A journalist is obliged to verify each piece of information he or she publishes. Information shall normally be verified by at least two credible and unrelated independent sources.
- A journalist, as a rule, always refers to the source of his or her information, with the exception of generally known information or information generally known in the sector the journalist specialises in. The source is not published in the case of it being a protected source.
- A journalist does not publish any information that journalists know to be false.
- A journalist never manipulates textual, visual or audiovisual information or photographs. Only technical editing with the aim of improving the quality or comprehensibility of the information is accepted. Collages, montages, reconstructions or illustrative shots are allowed only when distinctly marked.
- The titles of articles or programmes must not be misleading or false.

In December 2009, the Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic stated that courts of first and second instance had violated the freedom of expression of a weekly newspaper publisher. The press media often refer to this decision as “ground-breaking” or as a decision that deserves its place in constitutional law textbooks. The Constitutional Court made some extremely valuable statements on the issue of assessing the “quality” or the objectiveness of the information presented by the media, for instance:

- that one cannot demand the same level of legal “exactness” of a law journal as one would of a general magazine,

that decisions which refuse to protect speculative, and to some extent incorrect statements under freedom of expression would have “chilling-effects” on the journalistic society,

when interpreting value judgments made in the public interest which may have different meanings, one must choose the interpretation that favours freedom of expression, because any other approach could be easily abused.

In February 2009, the Supreme Court explicitly stated (5 Cdo 55/2008) that not every publication of untrue (or more or less imprecise) information must automatically mean unjustified damage to a natural person’s honour, dignity or good reputation. Such interference occurs only if a casual nexus between the damage and the interference with the protected personal sphere of the natural person exists, and if the interference exceeds the tolerated level of intensity in such a way which cannot be tolerated in a democratic society.

Another most interesting case addresses the issue of reporting on the (officially confirmed) suspicions of the police on rather serious matters, where the mayor of a city in Slovakia was supposed to have been killed by a contract killer. The person suspected of hiring a professional hitman to kill the mayor was a local businessman. A daily paper wrote an article on the police investigation into the attempted murder of the highly placed political representative where it also stated that, at a given time, the police suspected the local businessman, who was only partially identified by his place of business (he runs a café on a square; however it was not specified on which square) and his possible motive (the city cancelled his lease contract for the place). The lower courts disputed that the usage of the words “apparently”, “allegedly” or “might” did not release the publisher from the responsibility of such serious allegations, especially when these were not later confirmed. The lower courts also concluded that it was not a matter of public interest to report on such allegations if a formal indictment had not been raised.

The Constitutional Court stated that the allegations in the article had not been presented as factual statements and not even as value judgments, but only as information of a polemical nature. Furthermore, at the time of the article being published, if the subject did have the status of the main suspect, it is not possible to hold the publisher liable for presenting him as the main suspect. The arguments of the lower courts that the allegations in the article implied that this subject could have carried out this illegal activity is irrelevant since the subject at that given time actually was the main suspect, irrespective of whether the article would or would not have been published. Such allegations shall not be viewed as an interference with the presumption of innocence since the subject was not marked as a wrongdoer but only as a suspect. At that given time, this information could not be considered as false information since it was confirmed by the relevant official authorities carrying out the investigation.

The Court stressed that if a competent official institution in criminal investigations provides certain information to the media, the public has the right to receive it. It is then

621 https://www.nсуд.sk/data/att/10337.pdf
the journalist's/publisher's task to present this information to the public. However, it is not the journalist's task to sort out which information the public shall or shall not receive since the public has the right to receive complete and accurate information. Journalists/publishers cannot bear any responsibility for the dissemination of information provided by official (state) authorities because it is their task and mission. It is the official institution's duty to consider what information should be disclosed, and to what extent it is suitable for disclosure to the media.

14.3.2. Newspaper policies on accuracy and fairness

Most of the relevant print media do not have specific editorial guidelines due to the fact that most of them joined the ethical code of journalists. There are some exceptions, for example, the daily "Sme", which still has its own ethical code in place for the editorial staff and for the publisher. However, none of these codices deal directly with the accuracy, objectivity and fairness of news and current affairs.

Finally, besides publishing the newsroom's general contact information, inter alia for the purposes of complaints, there are no formal complaints procedures.

As described in the foregoing section, the legislation on the right of reply and right of correction is rather complex for the print media (including formal criteria), and therefore print media usually only refer to, or rather mention the relevant legislation.

14.4. Online media

14.4.1. Current regulatory framework

Individuals or legal entities may seek protection through individual civic law suits for the protection of their personality rights or the goodwill of the legal entity, and the laws of defamation apply equally to online media. There is, however, no particular legal framework for online media.

Besides the Print-Digital Council, there is no self-regulatory body which deals with the accuracy, objectivity and fairness of news and current affairs in online media.

Finally, there is no specific case law nor any decisions relating to online media which deal specifically with the accuracy, objectivity and fairness of news and current affairs. However, the examples for print and broadcasters are also applicable to online media.
14.4.2. Online media policies on accuracy and fairness

Most of the relevant online media do not have specific editorial guidelines due to the fact that most of them joined the ethical code of journalists (see above). There are some exceptions, for example, the online version of the tabloid “Plus Jeden deň”, which still has its own ethical code in place623.

In this code, the online journalists are obliged to provide correct, accurate and undistorted information. The journalists must verify the information with at least two credible and unrelated independent sources. If some important information cannot be verified due to objective reasons, the public must be informed of these reasons. When publishing critical evaluations, room must be provided for the criticised party to express their point of view, give a statement or refuse to comment and this should be incorporated into the article in a reasonable manner. The publishing of information which might potentially lead to an unjustified infringement of personality rights or the goodwill of a legal entity must be discussed with the chief editor and based on the chief editor’s decision in consultation with their legal service.

Notably, besides publishing the dedicated email addresses for the purposes of comments/complaints (for instance, editors@dennikn.sk), there are no formal complaints procedures.

Finally, most of the relevant online media fall under the Print-Digital Council mentioned above. The rules of procedure of the Print-Digital Council624 contain formal rules for filing a complaint against online articles. The applicant must identify himself/herself by his/her full name and address. The complainant must identify which paragraph of the ethical code has been infringed. Before filing the complaint, the applicant must contact the relevant online publisher within one month of the date of publication of the article with a request for action to be taken (correction, reply, apology or refrain from future actions). Only if the online publisher fails to act within 7 days upon receiving the request is the applicant eligible to file a complaint with the Print-Digital Council; however, this should be done not later than 3 months from the date of publication. The online publisher is given an opportunity to react to the complaint. The Print-Digital Council will, in its decision, always declare whether the ethical code has been infringed or not. If the ethical code has indeed been infringed, the Print-Digital Council may issue the online publisher with a warning, concern or reprimand.

14.5. Conclusion

The whole journalistic environment in Slovakia suffers from the lack of a self-regulatory authority among journalists themselves. Undoubtedly, this is to a large extent the result of the transformation of the country in 1989, when lots of experienced journalists were
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“marked” by their work for the communist regime. Even after joining the European Union and NATO, journalists were constantly under attack, either for not objectively “worshipping” the new democratic right-wing pro-EU/NATO government (later, partially acknowledged by some of the journalists) or for constantly criticising the left-wing political parties.

All of these factors combined to produce an exceptionally low level of trust in journalists in general, limiting their ability to influence the majority of the public.

However, the very recent murder of the investigative journalist Jan Kuciak and his fiancée, although an extremely sad and unfortunate event, started citizens’ initiatives with unprecedented solidarity and support for journalists. Hopefully, this momentum will be wisely used by the journalists themselves. For example, the Print-Digital Council at present represents the formal and directly competent authority with solid powers, but its biggest flaw so far is (ironically) its lack of publicity.
15. Country report summary

Ronan Ó Fathaigh, Institute for Information Law (IViR), University of Amsterdam

15.1. Introduction

Part 2 of this IRIS Special contained country reports from 11 member states of the Council of Europe, and the purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief overview of some of the main findings from those country reports. The chapter is structured along similar lines to the introductory chapters in Part 1 and the country reports: firstly, a brief discussion of the framework applicable to broadcast media concerning accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs coverage; secondly, a brief overview of the framework applicable to print media; and finally, the framework applicable to online media. As with any comparative overview of a number of jurisdictions, many of terms used in this chapter – such as “accuracy”, “truthfulness”, “objectivity”, “impartiality”, “fairness”, “defamatory”, “reply”, “correction”, “refutation” – have distinct legal meanings in each jurisdiction, and are only used in this chapter to give a general overview of some common regulatory principles.

15.2. Broadcast media

The first issue explored in the country reports was the domestic regulatory frameworks designed to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting by broadcast media organisations. As can be seen from the country reports, many member states – such as France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain and
the United Kingdom\textsuperscript{632} – have enacted specific legislation and codes which contain
detailed provisions governing accuracy, objectivity and fairness in broadcasting. Other
member states have such provisions in their general media legislation – for example, the
Russian Federation’s Statute on the Mass Media, which provides that journalists must
verify the authenticity of the information that they report\textsuperscript{633} and not abuse their privileges
and rights “with the purpose of the concealment or falsification of publicly important
information [or] the spread of rumours under the guise of authentic reports”\textsuperscript{634}
Furthermore, in Finland, accuracy and fairness provisions are contained in a self-
regulatory code – the Guidelines for Journalists – that applies to nearly all Finnish media.\textsuperscript{635}
In most member states, complaints about a breach of these rules may be made to
(i) media authorities, which have the power to issue decisions and impose sanctions
(such as Poland’s National Broadcasting Council, or the United Kingdom’s Office of
Communications), or (ii) self-regulatory bodies (such as the ombudsman of the Dutch
public broadcasting organisation, NPO).\textsuperscript{636} Similarly, in France, in the case of audiovisual
media outlets that have their own ombudsman (France Télévisions,\textsuperscript{637} Radio France,\textsuperscript{638}
France Médias Monde\textsuperscript{639} and TF1\textsuperscript{640}), this intermediary between the medium and its
audience examines complaints about content broadcast – especially criticism about
mistakes of substance, location errors or the incorrect use of French in an information
item.\textsuperscript{641}

In addition to the complaint mechanisms for breaches of accuracy, fairness and
impartiality rules, many member states – including Germany,\textsuperscript{642} Spain,\textsuperscript{643} Finland,\textsuperscript{644}
France,\textsuperscript{645} Russian Federation,\textsuperscript{646} Ireland,\textsuperscript{647} and Slovakia\textsuperscript{648} – also have legislative rules

\textsuperscript{630} Mediapart 2008 (Media Act 2008), \url{http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0025028/2017-02-01}; and Mediapresluit 2008 (Media Resolution 2008), \url{http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0025036/2018-01-01}. See above, Chapter 11 - NL, section 11.2.1.

\textsuperscript{633} Article 4 of the General Audiovisual Act (Ley 7/2010, de 31 de marzo, General de la Comunicación Audiovisual), \url{http://noticias.juridicas.com/base_datos/Admin/l7-2010.html}.

\textsuperscript{637} Ofcom, Broadcasting Code, \url{https://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv-radio-and-on-demand/broadcast-codes/broadcast-code}. See above, Chapter 8 - GB, section 8.2.1.

\textsuperscript{638} Statute of the Russian Federation on the Mass Media (О средствах массовой информации), No. 2124-1 of 27 December 1991 (with amendments as of 8 December 2003), Article 49 (English version available at: \url{www.legislationline.org/documents/id/16867}).


\textsuperscript{642} See above, Chapter 4 - DE, section 4.2.1.

\textsuperscript{644} See above, Chapter 7 – FR, section 7.2.1.

\textsuperscript{646} See above, Chapter 13 - RU, section 13.1.1.
governing the right of reply with respect to broadcast media. For example, in Italy, the right of reply with respect to television or radio programmes is expressly provided for in broadcasting legislation.649 This establishes that whoever claims that their honour or reputation has been harmed because of the broadcast of false content is entitled to ask the relevant linear audiovisual media service provider (including the public service provider), or the persons in charge of monitoring programmes, to broadcast a rectification.

A third issue evident from the country reports was the role of defamation law in relation to accuracy in news. For example, in Finland, the Criminal Code’s provisions on defamation cover the spreading of false information or insinuations about a person or disparaging a person in another manner.650 Similarly, in Italy, defamation is punished under Article 595 of the Italian Criminal Code; notably, in the case of the broadcasting of defamatory statements consisting of the allegation of a specific fact, more serious penalties may apply, including imprisonment for between one and six years.651 However, these penalties do not apply to the person who made defamatory statements, but instead to the person in charge of monitoring the relevant broadcasts. Furthermore, in relation to the general issue of criminal defamation, it may also be relevant to refer here to the COE Parliamentary Assembly’s 2007 Resolution towards decriminalisation of defamation652 (as discussed in Chapter 3), which called on member states to abolish prison sentences for defamation without delay.

Lastly, it is also notable from the country reports that many of the main public and commercial broadcasters have their own polices and codes reflecting the importance attached to the issue of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting. For example, in Poland, the Media Ethics Charter was adopted in 1995, having been prepared in agreement with broadcasters and organisations representing the media industry, thus ensuring that it would be incorporated into internal editorial policies.653 In addition, individual broadcasters, such as Polish Television (TVP), follow their own principles of journalistic ethics.654 Similarly, in France, in its Ethics Charter (Charte de déontologie),655 the rolling news channel BFMTV “undertakes to guarantee pluralism and to broadcast accurate and factually correct information, which prohibits any one-sided
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648 See above, Chapter 14 - SK, section 14.2.1.
649 Article 32-quinquies of Legislative Decree no. 177/2005 (Testo unico dei servizi di media audiovisivi e radiofonici), [link](http://www.camera.it/parlam/leggi/deleghe/05177dl.htm). See above, Chapter 10 - IT, section 10.2.1.
651 Article 30, para. 4, of Law no. 223/1990
654 Telewizja Polska (2016) Zasady etyki dziennikarskiej w Telewizji Polskiej S.A. – informacja, publicystyka, reportaż, dokument, edukacja (Principles of Professional ethics in the Polish Television), [link](http://stvp.pl/repository/attachment/0/e/e/0eea386c0fa98ad0c49f73f1a9f7c8e71445347977947.pdf).
655 [link](http://www.bfmtv.com/static/nxt-bfmtv/info/deontologie/pdf/Charte-Deontologie-BFMTV.pdf)
presentation of the facts”. In Spain, Antena 3 has its own code of ethics, as does Mediaset España.

15.3. Print media

The second issue explored in the country reports was the domestic regulatory frameworks designed to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting by print media organisations. Most member states examined in the country reports have rules on accuracy, objectivity and fairness in self-regulatory codes. For example, the Netherlands Press Council handles complaints concerning violations of good journalistic practice; and according to Council’s Code, proper journalism is truthful and accurate, impartial and fair, verifiable and sound. Complaints can be filed against practices that do not meet these standards. In order for an individual or company to file a complaint with the Council, it must have been directly targeted by a publication. Similarly, in Spain, there exists a self-regulatory system established by the Federación de Asociaciones de Periodistas de España (FAPE). Furthermore, newspapers have developed their own complaints procedures as well. For instance, the Dutch newspaper NRC has appointed its own ombudsman who handles complaints about reports written by NRC journalists. NRC’s Ombudsman assesses journalistic practice by taking into account both NRC’s own journalistic code and the general ethical standards applicable to all Dutch journalists. In Spain, El País also has a readers’ ombudsman, while in France, Le Monde and other newspapers have an ombudsman tasked with replying to public criticism of information disseminated. Furthermore, the issue of the effectiveness (and enforceability) of self-regulatory mechanisms was also raised in the country reports. For example, in the UK, the Independent Press Standards Organisation (IPSO) can require newspapers to publish corrections or its adjudications and, in the case of serious breaches, can fine publishers up to GBP 1 million. However, in certain member states, self-regulatory bodies may lack a sanctioning power to enforce decisions.

660 The Federación de Asociaciones de Periodistas de España (FAPE) is the first professional organisation for journalists in Spain with 49 federated and 19 linked associations representing around 19,000 members, http://fape.es.
664 See above, Chapter 8 – GB, section 8.3.2.
665 For example, see above Chapter 5 – ES, section 5.3.1.
In addition to self-regulatory frameworks, some member states have specific legal provisions on accuracy, objectivity and fairness in legislation. For example, in Germany, Land press laws (apart from in Hesse) contain a provision requiring the press to check the content, origin and factual accuracy of news with the highest standard of due diligence required by the circumstances before disseminating it. However, Land legislation does not directly require that a sanction be imposed for a breach of due diligence obligations under press legislation; nor can the individual infer from that legislation a right to truthful reporting. Furthermore, in the Russian Federation, the Statute on the Mass Media also applies to print media journalists; it provides that journalists have an obligation to verify the authenticity of information reported, and not to abuse their privileges and rights "with the purpose of the concealment or falsification of publicly important information [or] the spread of rumours under the guise of authentic reports".

Secondly, a number of member states – such as Finland, Italy, the Russian Federation and Poland – have legislative rules governing the right of reply which apply to the print media. In Finland, for example, under the Act on the Exercise of Freedom of Expression, the right to correction enables private individuals, corporations, foundations, and public authorities to have false information concerning them contained in a periodical corrected in the same publication, with the exception of errors of minor significance. In Poland, a daily newspaper or magazine "shall publish, free of charge, the subject matter and factual correction of inaccurate or untrue press material." Editors-in-chief (of daily newspapers) are obliged to publish the corrections in the next issue, but not later than seven days after receiving the reply. If an editor-in-chief refuses to publish the reply (thus violating the relevant provisions of the 1984 Press Law Act), the interested party may bring a court action for the publishing of the correction.
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666 Section 6 LPresseG BW; section 3 BayPrG; section 3 BPresseG; section 6 BbgPG; section 6 PGB; section 6 HPG; HPresseG; section 5 LPresseG M-V; section 6 NdsPrG; section 6 LPG NRW; section 7 LMG Rh.-Pf.; section 6 SMG; section 5 SächsPresseG; section 5 LPresseG ST; section 5 LPresseG SH, section 5 TPG.
670 See above, Chapter 10 - IT, section 10.3.1.
672 See above, Chapter 12 – PL, section 12.3.1.
675 Ibid, Article 31a (3).
676 Ibid, Article 39(1).
reply, such as the UK’s Editors’ Code of Practice, which provides that a fair opportunity to reply to significant inaccuracies should be given, when reasonably called for.677

As in the case of the broadcast media, the country reports also emphasised the role of defamation law in relation to accuracy and fairness. Notably, in some member states, a heavier punishment applies if defamatory conduct is committed by means of the press.678 Indeed, in Italy, the editor and vice-editor of a newspaper (in addition to author of the offending material) may be held liable for the offence of defamation. Thus, in the event of the publication of defamatory statements in the print edition of a newspaper, the editor and vice-editor may face penalties in addition to the author of the material in question.679

Lastly, it also seems evident from the country reports that many of the most widely-read newspapers have their own polices and codes reflecting the importance attached to the question of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting. For instance, NRC, one of the most widely-read newspapers in the Netherlands, has developed its own Code of Conduct,680 while in France, there is the Le Monde group’s Charter of Ethics and Good Practice.681 However, some country reports also noted that while some print media organisations may have internal guidelines concerning editorial practices, these may not be publicly available.682

15.4. Online media

The country reports also explored the domestic regulatory frameworks designed to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting by online media organisations. Most member states covered by the country reports adopt self-regulatory mechanisms aimed at ensuring accuracy, objectivity and fairness in online news media. In this regard, an important finding was that press councils in a number of member states, including Finland, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, regulate not only the online publications of newspapers, but also online-only news organisations. For example, in Germany, the provisions of the Press Code are applicable to some of the most widely-read online news sources, including Spiegel Online and T-Online News, and the vast majority of complaints to the Press Council concern online news articles. Similarly, in Finland, the Council for Mass Media (Julkisen sanan neuvosto) has also issued many decisions on accuracy in online media, including in respect of the two online news publications (the online versions of the Ilta-Sanomat and Iltaalehti newspapers), which reach half of the Finnish population that uses the Internet on a weekly basis. Furthermore, some of most popular online-only news publications are subject to self-regulation in a

677 Editors’ Code of Practice, Article 1(iii), https://www.ipso.co.uk/editors-code-of-practice/.
678 See above, Chapter 10 - IT, section 10.3.1.
679 See above, Chapter 10 - IT, section 10.3.1.
682 See for example, above, Chapter 12 - PL, section 12.3.2; Chapter 5 - ES, section 5.3.2.
number of member states. In the Netherlands, the news website NU.nl, which is the most popular online news source, is a member of the Dutch Association for Chief Editors, and is subject to the Guidelines of the Netherlands Press Council. In the United Kingdom, over 1,165 online publications are subject to the Independent Press Standards Organisation’s Editors’ Code of Practice. Thus, many of the most widely-read online news publications are subject to self-regulation in respect of the issues of accuracy, objectivity and fairness. However, and as mentioned above, the enforceability of self-regulatory decisions may vary, depending on the member state involved.

Notably, some member states have enacted specific legislation aimed at ensuring accuracy in online news. For example, in 2016, the Russian Federation made amendments to the Federal Law on Information, Information Technologies and Protection of Information which require owners of “news aggregators” with more than one million daily users to be accountable for the truthfulness of content “essential for the public”, except when such content represents a verbatim reproduction of materials published by media outlets registered in Russia. The statute prescribes a procedure by which executive bodies – with or without a court decision – may (i) monitor relevant online content, (ii) determine “dissemination of untruthful news information essential to the public under the guise of truthful information”, and (iii) order “news aggregators” to stop disseminating such information. Violation of the statute carries administrative penalties. Furthermore, in France, Section 6-V of the Confidence in the Digital Economy Act (Loi pour la confiance dans l’économie numérique) of 21 June 2004 makes the definition of offences punishable under the Freedom of the Press Act of 29 July 1881 applicable to online public communication services – in particular its provisions making it a criminal offence to disseminate false news or defamatory remarks and enabling the publication of inaccurate information to be punished. The procedure for interim measures provided for in section 6-I-8 of the 2004 Act allows the judicial authority to prescribe all appropriate measures to prevent or halt damage caused by the content of an online public communication service. In addition, there is currently a bill before the French parliament on countering false information during election periods.

685 See above, Chapter 8 - GB, section 8.4.1.
687 Ibid.
688 https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000000801164
In relation to the right of reply, the law of certain member states contains provisions applicable to online media. For example, in Finland, the right to correction enables private individuals, corporations, foundations, and public authorities to have false information concerning them contained in a "network publication", corrected in the same publication, with the exception of errors of minor significance. A "network publication" is constituted by "a set of network messages, arranged into a coherent whole comparable to a periodical from material produced or processed by the publisher, and intended to be issued regularly". Similarly, in Poland, all provisions concerning the right of reply and corrections apply also to the online media. In particular, one of the very few specific legislative provisions that covers the online sector only includes the stipulation of a shorter deadline for publishing a correction (in respect of incorrect news) than in the print titles. Article 32(1)(1) states that an editor-in-chief is obliged to publish a correction "in the electronic form of the daily newspaper or the magazine in which the press material in question was published – within three days of receiving the correction." However, in Italy, by contrast, the right to respond granted by the Law on the Press is not applicable to the online version of newspapers.

Lastly, the country reports examined whether online media organisations have developed their own policies and codes on the importance attached to issue of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting. Notably, the country reports seem to reflect a divergence between the member states examined. On the one hand, some of the most widely-read online-only news publications, such as De Correspondent.nl in the Netherlands, have developed ethical codes containing principles that those news organisations aim to comply with, including accuracy, objectivity and fairness. Similarly, in France – as in the case of the "charters of ethics" (chartes d'éthique) of certain print publications that have an online version – the editorial charters of players such as the French online investigative and opinion journal Mediapart and the online news portal Rue89 refer to the Charters of 1918 or 2011 of the SNJ (the national journalists' union, the Syndicat national des journalistes) and to the 1971 Charter of Munich on the duties and rights of Journalists. Mediapart’s mission is "to be at the service of the right to know and the freedom to say (la liberté de dire), in the interests of factual truth and the pluralism of opinions". Several traditional media organisations (including Agence France-

---

691 Ibid., § 2.
696 https://www.mediapart.fr/charte-de-deontologie.
697 http://docplayer.fr/18649972-Charte-de-la-societe-des-journalistes-de-rue89.html.
Presse\textsuperscript{700}, Le Monde\textsuperscript{701} and Libération\textsuperscript{702}) have established fact-checking tools and blogs or websites.

However, in other member states there is a lack of transparency arising from – on the part of online-only media organisations – the lack (i) of internal editorial guidelines on the principles of accuracy, objectivity and fairness, or (ii) procedures concerning complaints or the right of reply.\textsuperscript{703}

\textsuperscript{700} https://factuel.afp.com.
\textsuperscript{701} http://www.lemonde.fr/verification/.
\textsuperscript{702} http://www.liberation.fr/desintox,99721.
\textsuperscript{703} See, for example, Chapter 5 -ES, section 5.4.2.
16. Conclusion

Ronan Ó Fathaigh, Institute for Information Law (IViR), University of Amsterdam

This IRIS Special has sought to examine the principles of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting by European media organisations, including broadcast, print and online media organisations. In this regard, Chapter 2 described the Council of Europe law on this issue, reviewing in particular the case law of the European Court of Human Rights. The overview revealed the importance attached to these principles in the Court’s case law not only in relation to broadcast media, but also for print and (more recently) online media. Indeed, it is worth reiterating that the Court’s principle that the safeguard provided by Article 10 of the ECHR to the media when reporting on matters of public interest is “subject to the proviso that they are acting in good faith in order to provide accurate and reliable information in accordance with the ethics of journalism” was established over 20 years ago,704 and is still being applied in 2018.705 Chapter 3 then examined common standards and policies, and demonstrated the centrality of accuracy, objectivity and fairness in respect of the relevant standard-setting instruments from Council of Europe bodies. Indeed, the centrality of these principles for European media and journalist organisations (e.g. the European Federation of Journalists, the European Broadcasting Union, the Alliance of Independent Press Councils of Europe, and the Ethical Journalism Network also came to fore.

Building upon the opening chapters, Part 2 contained country reports detailing the regulatory and self-regulatory frameworks in 11 Council of Europe member states for ensuring accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs reporting. These chapters also sought to examine how media organisations themselves (whether broadcast, print or online-only) view accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news and current affairs, and in particular what mechanisms they may have in place to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness.

In order to make a number of brief points in conclusion, it seems helpful to have regard to the latest Resolution adopted by the Parliamentary Assembly of Council of Europe in April 2018 on the protection of editorial integrity. Firstly, the Resolution reiterates that media professionals are accountable to the public, and should maintain high editorial standards and adopt codes of conduct that promote essential ethical

principles, such as truth and accuracy, independence, fairness and impartiality, humanity and accountability. This IRIS Special has highlighted how European news media organisations recognise the importance of these principles, seek to adhere to ethical codes containing these principles, and are implementing important correction and reply mechanisms when reporting falls short of these standards. These self-regulatory mechanisms are complemented by comprehensive legislative frameworks, which are also designed to ensure accuracy, objectivity and fairness in news.

The second point relates to defamation law, which – as is evident in the country reports and case law of the European Court of Human Rights – is regularly used where news reporting may be, or is claimed to be, inaccurate or unfair. Importantly, the Resolution reaffirms the Parliamentary Assembly’s 2007 Resolution, Towards decriminalisation of defamation707 which called on member states to abolish without delay prison sentences for defamation. Notably, the 2018 Resolution also reaffirms that statements or allegations in the media, even if they prove to be inaccurate, should not be punishable, provided that they were made without knowledge of their inaccuracy and without conscious intention to cause harm, and that their truthfulness was checked with proper diligence. This latter call from the Parliamentary Assembly is particularly important to note where legislatures may be considering drafting new regulation targeting inaccurate news reporting.

Thirdly, the Parliamentary Assembly also invited media organisations to develop internal oversight mechanisms such as a readers’ editor or ombudsperson, as well as self-regulatory mechanisms, in order to ensure that persons considering themselves targets of unreasonable press intrusion and inaccurate reporting have ready access to an effective system of complaints and redress, while safeguarding editorial integrity and independence.708 This IRIS Special has also attempted to map these mechanisms, and a number of country reports document the important role of readers’ editors or ombudspersons, including for online media.

The final point concerns the role of regulators, whether created by statute, or independent self-regulatory bodies supported by media organisation themselves. The indispensable role of such bodies, including their remit in respect of online media publications, was a distinct feature in many of the country reports. These regulatory mechanisms also play a vital role in providing redress to viewers, readers and subscribers, and ensure the public’s continued trust in media reporting of news and current affairs.
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